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Preface
This booklet contains the proceedings of the Workshop on Software Engineering and
Petri Nets (SEPN), held on June 26, 2000. This workshop was held in conjunction with the
21st International Conference on Application and Theory of Petri Nets (ICATPN-2000),
organised by the CPN group of the Department of Computer Science, University of Aarhus,
Denmark. The SEPN workshop papers are also available in electronic form via the web
page: www.daimi.au.dk/pn2000/proceedings
The aim of the workshop was to bring together researchers and practitioners with inter-
ests in Petri nets and/or software engineering, with the goal of exploring more closely the
potential impacts and pitfalls in applying net-based formalisms to software development
problems.
All submitted papers were refereed and evaluated under the direction of a program com-
mittee with the following members:
Jonathan Billington, University of South Australia (Australia)
Ugo Buy, University of Illinois at Chicago (USA)
Robert France, Colorado State University (USA)
Dino Mandrioli, Politecnico di Milano (Italy)
Mauro Pezze, Politecnico di Milano (Italy)
Sol Shatz, University of Illinois at Chicago (USA)
The program for the workshop included ten selected papers and two invited talks. The
invited speakers were: Professor Michal Young (Oregon State University, USA) and Pro-
fessor Manfred Broy (Technishe Universitat Munchen, Germany).
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Abstract
As autonomous mobile robots grow increasingly complex, the need for a method of modeling and
testing their control systems becomes greater.  This paper discusses the use of Petri nets as a means of
modeling and testing the control of a mobile robot, concentrating specifically on the reachability testing
of the Petri net model through the use of Gröbner bases.
The designing and testing of the Petri net models for the mobile robot is done initially in component
form, providing a model which is then automatically converted into a Gröbner basis to provide a simple
means of reachability testing.  Once the testing process is complete, the Petri net modules, which
represent each of the components of the mobile robot are connected to form a single Petri net.  This
Petri net is then used for the generation of control code for the robot.
In this paper, the process of testing the modules created to represent the components of the
autonomous mobile robot is shown through a case study, Star Track (a tracked autonomous mobile
robot).  Details of both ordinary and colored Petri nets representing certain components of Star Track
are discussed, with both the Petri net model and the equivalent Gröbner basis described.
1 Introduction
The dynamic and asynchronous structure of the Petri net is ideally suited to the modeling of an
autonomous mobile robot, provided the model can be thoroughly tested prior to code generation or
execution on board the robot.  To this end, the reachability test, as one of the most basic means for
checking the accuracy of the model compared to its expected execution, provides a great deal of
reassurance to the designer of the software, which in turn allows the designer to create more complex
systems reliably.
The need for mathematical analysis of the Petri net models created for the mobile robot, provided an
ideal opportunity for collaboration between mathematics and engineering departments.  As a result of
this co-operation, an approach to Petri net analysis formed, based on the relationship between Petri nets
and Gröbner bases. The application of Gröbner bases has been successfully used in fields such as
operational research and statistics, but is as yet less common in engineering.
The subject of this paper is the application of the Gröbner basis to the testing of reachability in a
Petri net model, specifically to a Petri net model of a mobile robot.  This application is implemented as
an automatic testing facility within a Petri net toolkit, TRAMP (Toolkit for Rapid Autonomous Mobile
robot Prototyping) intended to model mobile robots and other mechatronic systems from the stages of
conceptual design to a final executable program.  These Petri net models are initially formed as
individual modules, each related to a component of the system, in order to allow easier testing and
analysis prior to creation of the final, global, Petri net model [Chandler 99a].
In section 2 of this paper, some previous Petri net applications will be discussed, providing a
background to the choice of Petri nets as a model for the autonomous mobile robot.  Section 3 will
detail the Petri net toolkit, TRAMP, before the Gröbner bases used as a testing method are studied in
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further detail (section 4).  A case study showing the use of the method for the mobile robot, Star Track,
will be discussed in section 5, followed by conclusions and future work.
2 Choice of Petri Nets
Petri nets are generic enough to provide the capacity for application to a wide variety of
applications, although due to their asynchronous nature they are more commonly used for distributed
systems [Buchholz 92] and other similar processes.  However, their uses in distributed systems by no
means exclude applications to the field of robotics.  In fact, robots can themselves form part of a
distributed system, as can be seen through the example of an orange-picking robot with point-to-point
communications [Cavalieri 97].  Other areas of robotics can also find use for Petri net modelling as a
method of eliminating deadlock and other temporal inconsistencies [Simon 98] [Caloini 98], although
these properties require testing through timed Petri nets, an extension which has yet to be made to the
analysis system used here.  Alternatively, Petri nets can be used to allow co-operation between multiple
robots [Suh 96], or between a human and a robot [Mascaro 98].  The range of applications for Petri nets
is enormously diverse, and limited only by the range of tools available to implement these possibilities.
Our use of Petri nets as a modeling tool in the field of mobile robotics, was initially inspired by their
ability to represent both the data flowing in the system and the state of the system, simultaneously.
This initial interest was then furthered by the ease with which the model could be translated into
executable code, as required by the TRAMP toolkit discussed in the section 3, below, without the need
to alter any of the components modeled.  These factors, combined with the mathematical background
which supported the testing of any models used, and examples of previous applications to the field led
to the eventual use of Petri nets within the TRAMP toolkit.
3 TRAMP
The TRAMP toolkit provides a simple means of modeling, testing and generating code for a mobile
robot.  This is initially done in the form of modules, or objects based on the separate components of the
mobile robot, and divided into five categories in an overall object diagram in order to allow the toolkit
user to connect the objects as desired.  These five categories, sensors, filters, navigation, low level
control, and actuators are also used to provide certain attributes to each object which may only be
relevant to that category.
Sensors Filters Navigation Control Actuators
Figure 1 Object Diagram Layout
As the arcs in Figure 1 suggest, the flow of information in the system leads from sensors to actuators
via various processing alternatives.  Once data has been read in from a sensor, such as a compass, the
data may then be filtered to remove any noise from the readings, before the navigation uses the data to
make a decision on the next move of the robot.  With the commands to be issued to the actuators
decided, the navigation module will then pass the information either directly to the actuator (for
example a motor) or via a low level controller, which will translate the information into a form
readable by the actuator and ensure that it behaves exactly as it should.
Once the modules are defined and linked in the object diagram, as shown in Figure 1, the user may
then access the Petri net modules of each of the separate components.  These components remain
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completely unconnected whilst they are tested, which may include testing on board the robot as a
separate module, after which the modules may be linked according to a precise protocol.  This is
discussed below.
Linking
 Once all testing of the Petri net is complete, the user may then link the individual components
according to the connections defined in the object diagram, and a specific hierarchy.  This hierarchy
makes the navigation module the highest level element, and works outwards in the object diagram
making the sensors and actuators the lowest.  The navigation module (or modules) is designed so that
whilst it can be tested in simulation as it stands, several of its transitions actually represent groups of
transitions for use when the Petri net is finally connected.  As the Petri nets are linked, the navigation














Figure 2 Navigation Module
The transitions “initialize”, “end”, “sensors” and “actuators” are all substitution transitions [Jensen
96], each expanding into several transitions, providing connections to the other modules.  The
remaining “define” and “decision” modules represent the actual method of navigation required of the
robot, and can easily be exchanged for a number of standard defaults, or left for the user to fully
implement.
Initialization and End Expansion
The “initialize” and “end” transitions connect directly to every other module in the system, ensuring
that every initialize routine is called before the main program starts, and that the program shuts down
correctly when it finishes.  Each initialize place shown here will be connected to a transition within the
relevant module which is defined as an “initialize” transition and marked for connection outside the
module in a method similar to that used in [Caloini 98].  The expansion of these is shown below, with

























Figure 3 Initialize Transition Expansion
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Figure 3 shows the expansion of the initialise transition to connect to two sensors (the compass and
the GPS – Global Positioning System) and one actuator (the DC motor).  Here, there were no filters or
controllers in the system.
Sensor and Actuator Expansion
Similarly, the “sensors” and “actuators” transitions can be expanded.  However, here the links
created in the object diagram come into play, as the only connections made are those which are directly
connected to the navigation module.  For the expansion of a “sensors” transition, this includes any
filters which are connected to the navigation module, but not any sensors connected only to the filter as
























Figure 4 Sensor Transition Expansion
The configuration for sensor transition expansion (Figure 4) is slightly different to allow for the
possibility that there many be no sensors or filters connected, but the transition must still operate.  The
places which link to the lower level modules behave as they do in the “initialize” transition expansion,
connecting in place of the test driver initially provided with each module, to transitions which are
defined from the start as an externally connecting.  In this case, the connecting transitions of the
compass can be seen in Figure 7, transitions “request data” and “send data”.
There are also special standardized tokens, which allow this operation to be performed more
smoothly.  These tokens contain all possible elements of any expected sensor readings or instructions
to actuators respectively.  These readings or instructions can then be easily converted to or from the
tokens created for specific sensor and actuator modules.  Here, there were two sensors directly
connected to the navigation module and no filters.
Control from Navigation
The method of expansion described in the previous sub-sections is designed specifically to allow the
navigation module to maintain control over the system as a whole.  The bipartite nature of the Petri net
gives the two types of nodes, places and transitions, specific meanings that must be taken into account
within the model.  Clearly, the transitions perform the actions, whereas the places merely maintain
state, but there are further implications which can be put into use here.  The nature of the places is such
that they have authority over transitions.  Transitions cannot fire without, in a sense, instructions from a
place as each input place must contain a token in order to enable the transition.  It is analogous to the
handing out of instructions by a superior, and prior to the receipt of permission the task may not be
performed.
Whenever a link is formed between two modules, the module which is further up the hierarchy
contains the place which is linked, whilst the lower level module contains the transition.  The lower
level module knows only that an instruction has been received, whilst the higher level module
continues to be aware of its state, despite the departure of the active tokens into a separate module.
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This predictable method of linking also ensures that the reachability test results performed whilst the
modules were still separated will still be accurate once the modules are reconnected, as the individual
modules remain essentially separate whilst the pre-tested navigation module and connectors form links
to them.
4 Testing through Gröbner Bases
Gröbner basis theory is a branch of computer algebra which provides methods for solving problems
of equivalence in various types of algebraic structure.  In the commutative case, computational Gröbner
basis methods have been successfully applied in theorem proving, robotics, image processing, coding
theory and signal processing, amongst others [Buchberger 98] [Holt 96].  All major computer algebra
packages now include implementations of these procedures and there are also pocket calculator
implementations.  A formal definition of the Gröbner basis is included as an appendix to this paper.
We also refer the reader to [Fröberg 97] for further details.
In this paper, the application of Gröbner basis procedures to the problem of reachability testing is
discussed for reversible Petri nets and demonstrated with a practical case study.
The generation of the Gröbner basis of a set of polynomials, as is used for the Petri net analysis in
later sections, is done with the use of Buchberger’s algorithm [Buchberger 98].  The algorithm
calculates a Gröbner basis for a set of polynomials by repeatedly testing and appending it with further
polynomials until the appended set satisfies the properties of a Gröbner basis with respect to a chosen
well-ordering of the variables.  This method is more formally defined in the appendix.
Once created, the Gröbner basis may be used to find any reachable marking, provided the initial
marking is a home marking, or alternatively determine whether the Petri net is reversible based on
results of reachability testing (see section 5).
5 Case Study – Star Track
Figure 5 Star Track
The Petri nets discussed here are based on real life models, created for use on board the mobile
robot, Star Track (Figure 5), intended to perform navigation with the use of satellite GPS [Yavuz 99].
This robot’s major components consisted of a compass, a GPS receiver, a PC 104 computer, and four
DC motors.  These four components formed the main objects within the object diagram, two of which
are considered in the following examples.  It should be noted that the Petri nets shown represent the
software interface to the hardware components named, not the hardware components themselves, as the













































Figure 6 Motors Petri net
As can be seen in the Petri net shown in Figure 6, once the motors have been initialised (t1) the user
may input the required speed and direction (t2) for each motor.  The speed and direction information is
then interpreted (t3) and written to the relevant port (t4), provided the system is “ready” (place 3) which,
combined with the user input token, will enable transition t3.
The Gröbner basis for this Petri net is generated from the polynomials of the transitions listed below,
where x represents a token in a given place.
For example, a token at place 1 allows the firing of transition t1 a d results in a token in places 2 and 3.
This can be represented by the polynomial:
pol(t1) = x1 - x2x3













Polynomials for the other transitions can be similarly generated:
pol(t2) = x2 – x7
pol(t3) = x3x6 – x4
pol(t4) = x4 – x5
pol(t5) = x7 – x6
pol(t6) = x5 – x3x8
pol(t7) = x3x8 – x1
pol(t8) = x8 – x7
These polynomials are then used to form the Gröbner basis:
{x 4 – x1, x5 – x1, x6 – x2, x7 – x2, x8 – x2, x2x3 – x1}
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This Gröbner basis can be calculated automatically, either through TRAMP or through a standard
package such as Maple.
This gives a catalogue of markings (reachable places) from an initial marking x1 (i.e., starting with a
token in the place “start”) to be:
{x 1, x4, x5, x2x3, x3, x6, x3x7, x3x8}
These reachable markings are found based on their equivalence to the defined initial marking
modulo the transitions, which can be determined algorithmically, using polynomial reduction with
respect to the Gröbner basis (see appendix).
As the Gröbner basis is only useable when the Petri net is reversible, an undesirable, or unexpected
state within this list would indicate either that the Petri net was not reversible, or that there was an error
in the Petri net itself, allowing the unexpected state.  Once the possibility of either an undesirable
reachable place (or alternatively a desirable place which wasn’t reached) or a non-reversible Petri net is
eliminated, the chance of a serious error occurring on board the mobile robot during execution is
greatly reduced.
Should an undesirable state be reachable from the initial marking, it must first be decided whether
the error is in the reversibility of the Petri net or in the reachability.  This is best done by checking for
errors in very simple, and obvious, reachability calculations.  If the tester claims that a clearly
unreachable state is reachable then it is likely that the Petri net is in fact not reversible, and that is
where the error lies.  Should the Petri net appear to be reversible, the user can seek further assistance by
using the “step through” method, which gives a visual representation of the movement of the tokens















































































































































Figure 7 Compass Petri Net
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Before analyzing the Petri net shown in Figure 7, it is necessary to consider a further extension to
the Petri net theory described in section 2.  The compass Petri net is a coloured Petri net with a finite
set of colors.
The extension of an ordinary Petri net to a coloured Petri net provides the ability to represent
different types of token and treat them differently.  In a coloured Petri net, the transition is only enabled
by an incoming token if the token’s colour matches the colours allowed by the transition.  A coloured
Petri net can always be converted to an ordinary Petri net through additional places and transitions for
each different colour.
The compass Petri net contains a number of different token types in order to represent the
information types required within the compass program, such as the ASCII characters read in from the
compass itself, or the final format of the data when a bearing has been established.  However, these
additional token types do not affect the choices made in this Petri net, and are therefore irrelevant to its
analysis.  In the case of the compass Petri net shown in Figure 7, there are essentially only two colors
required in the Petri net, “pass” and “fail”, as these are the only two colours relevant to the testing of
the Petri net in simulation.  Any other variations in token type serve no purpose in simulation but to
increase the complexity of the analysis.
For the purposes of the calculations to be performed using Gröbner bases, the “pass” tokens have
been labelled x, and the “fail” tokens y.  The initial marking of the Petri net is described by a single
“pass” token in the “start” place (1), and “pass” and “fail” tokens in each of the places “input” (18) and
“continue” (19).  The additional tokens at places 18 and 19 allow the user to perform the more rigorous
testing of the coloured Petri net.
The “pass” and “fail” tokens are primarily used as a distinction between data received with a correct
checksum and data received with a failed checksum.  This colouring is used to ensure that only
uncorrupted data is used to calculate the bearing, which will later be output to the main navigation
module of the mobile robot.  Any failed data is instead sent to the “data request” transition, which can
then provide a connection to the “dead reckoning plug-in module” not shown in this diagram. This can
be seen through tracing the route of a “pass” and then a “fail” token through the transitions “read in” (t4
or t21), “calculate checksum” (t5 or t22) and “test” (t6 or t23) to the conclusion of the decision at the
transitions “find bearing” (t7) or “data request” (t16).
As shown in the previous example, the first step in the analysis of the Petri net and generation of the
Grobner basis is to establish the polynomial for each transition.  These polynomials are listed below,
with a pass token represented by an x, and a fail token represented by a y.
For example, the polynomial:
pol(t10) = x14x19 – x15x19













Note that pol(t24) is identical to pol(t10) apart from coloring.












Polynomials can be generated for the other transitions as follows.
pol(t3) = x2x18 – x3x18,
pol(t20) = y2y18 – y3y18
pol(t4) = x3x13 – x6
pol(t21) = y3y13 – y6
pol(t5) = x6 – x7
 pol(t22) = y6 – y7
pol(t6) = x7 – x8
 pol(t23) = y7 – y8
pol(t1) = x1 - x2x4
pol(t2) = x5 – x12
pol(t7) = x8 – x10
pol(t8) = x12 – x13
pol(t9) = x11 – x2x14
pol(t11) = y15 – x17
pol(t12) = x3x17 – x16,
pol(t25) = y3x17 – x16
pol(t13) = x2x17 – x16
pol(t14) = x15 – x12
pol(t15) = x4 – x5
pol(t16) = y8 – x9
pol(t17) = x9 – x11
pol(t18) = x10 – x11
pol(t19) = x16 – x1
The complex Gröbner basis automatically generated from these polynomials is shown below.  Some
of the resulting expressions are shown graphically to clarify the meaning of the generated polynomials.
The polynomials shown in bold represent expressions which would require tokens to pass through the


















































As can be seen through the graphical representation of these first two polynomials, the polynomials
which form the basis are not necessary in their simplest form, they show combinations of the


























































This diagram shows the token in the “continue” place (19) affecting the output of the transition.  The
equivalent polynomials for changes made through the “input” place (18) are shown in the first two
polynomials below.
The remainder of the polynomials forming the Grobner basis for the compass Petri net (shown in
bold) are more difficult to trace through the Petri net diagram, as they require tokens to pass around the
Petri net more than once.  This is perfectly acceptable, as the Petri net is expected to be reversible, but
it does lead to polynomials which are misleading at first glance, and similarly to reachable markings
where the path taken is unclear.
The shown completed Gröbner basis, once generated, can be used to find every reachable marking
of the compass Petri net is represents.  However, due to the length of this example, these results are not
listed here.
Testing the reachability of this Petri net, given a certain type of token, will confirm that the choices
made by colouring of a given token will behave as the user would expect, beyond the simple testing of
a Petri net with no colourings.  This will enable the user to determine errors of this nature prior to the
final generation of executable code for the mobile robot and decrease the necessary debugging time.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
The method for Petri net analysis described here has proved highly reliable and accurate.  It is
particularly successful in the detection of Petri nets which have falsely been assumed to be reversible,
and in finding badly designated initial markings of the Petri net which may also stop it from being
reversible.
However, the time taken for performance of these calculations remained, as with many previous
methods, unacceptably long despite the modularity of the model.  The motors example shown in
section 5 was completed successfully within a few minutes, but once a colouring was added alongside a
number of places and transitions for the compass example (section 5) the time taken increased beyond
that which could be considered reasonable for the user to wait, Gröbner basis generation taking
approximately an hour.
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The primary concern of any further work on this technique must be the reduction of the time taken
for results of reachability testing to become available to the user.  There are three possible avenues of
research available, which may lead to an appropriate reduction in complexity.  The first may consider
the reduction of the Petri net itself.  Whilst the TRAMP method of separating objects into individual
components has already greatly decreased the Petri net complexity [Pezze 95] [Caloini 98], it is clear
that further effort must be put into this in order to provide a usable analysis service.  This may be
implemented through the use of standard Petri net reduction techniques [Murata 89].
The processing time may then be further reduced through the improved implementation of the
Grobner basis techniques [Fröberg 97], which themselves have a number of efficiency algorithms
which have yet to be utilised in these initial testing procedures.
A further alternative to the Petri net reduction and Gröbner basis efficiency techniques is the
introduction of on-the-fly matrix generation method commonly applied to automata in order to improve
the efficiency of the equivalent of reachability testing [Larsen 97].  If this method were to be applied to
the Gröbner basis reachability test for the Petri net, then the overheads from large Petri nets would
decrease dramatically.
A further desirable development may arise from the introduction of timings to the Petri net, which
are already a widely used tool, and provide a valuable additional level of analysis to the Petri net.
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Appendix A: Gröbner Bases Definitions [Chandler 99]
Let X be a set.  Then the elements of X¨ are all power products of the elements of X, including an
identity 1, with multiplication defined in the usual way.  The commutativity condition is summarized
by xy=yx for all  x, y ∈ X.  Let K be a field.  Then the elements of K[X¨] are sums of K-multiples of
elements of X¨, with the operations of addition and multiplication defined in the natural way:
∑i ki mi ∑j lj nj = ∑i,j ki mi nj , for ki, lj ∈ K and mi, nj ∈ X¨
Let P ⊆ K[X¨].  Equivalence modulo P is denoted = P.  We say that two polynomials are equivalent
modulo P if their difference can be expressed in terms of P, i.e.
f =P g ⇔ f – g = u1p1 + … + unpn for some p1, … , pn ∈ P, u1, … , un ∈ K[X ¨].
An admissible ordering on X¨ is a relation > such that m>1 for all 1≠m ∈X¨, and such that if m>n
then um>un for all u ∈ X¨.  We will also require the well-ordering property: that there is no infinite
sequence m1>m2>… of power products m1, m2, … of  X
¨.
Let > be admissible well-ordering on X¨.  The leading term of a polynomial p is the power product
occurring in p that is largest with respect to  >, and is denoted LT(p).  The leading coefficient of p is
the coefficient of LT(p) and is denoted LC(p).  A term t is said to occur in a polynomial p with
coefficient  k if  t is a term of p.  Reduction modulo P with respect to > is written →P and defined as
f →P h ⇔ = f - kmp
where mLT(p) occurs in f with coefficient k′ and k = k′(LC(p))-1 for p ∈ P.
A repeated sequence of reductions (the reflexive, transitive closure of →P) is denoted →*P.  The
symmetric closure of this is denoted ↔*P coincide.
The Buchberger Algorithm
In 1965 Buchberger invented the concept of a Gröbner basis [Buchberger 98].  If a set of
polynomials Q is a Gröbner basis for P then we can use Q to determine whether two polynomials are
equivalent modulo P.  Formally:
i. f =P g ⇔ f =Q g for all f, g ∈ K[X ¨].
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ii. For all f ∈ K[X¨] there exist f1, … fn ∈ K[X ¨] such that f →P f1 →Q … →Q fn where n ∈ N
and fn is irreducible.
iii.   f =P g ⇔ there exists h ∈ K[X ¨]: f →*Q h and g →*Q h.
Theorem (Reachability and Equivalence of a Polynomial)
Let N be a reversible Petri net with initial marking M0.  Define P:={pol(t): t∈T}.  Then a marking M is
reachable in N if and only if pol(M0)=P pol(M).
Proof
First suppose that M is reachable.  Then there is a firing sequence M0 →t1 M1 →t2 … →tn-1 Mn-1 →tn
M.  Therefore there exist u1, … , un ∈ X¨ such that
pol(M0) – u1pol(t1) = pol(M1), pol(M1) – u2pol(t2) = pol(M2), … , pol(Mn-1) – unpol(tn) = pol(M).
Therefore pol(M0) – pol(M) = u1pol(t1) + … + unpol(tn).  Hence pol(M0) =P pol(M).
For the converse, suppose pol(M0) =P pol(M).  Then there is a sequence
pol(M0) = u1l1, u1r1 = u2l2, … , un-1rn-1 = unln, unrn = pol(M).
Where pol(t1) = l1 – r1, … , pol(tn) = ln – rn ∈ P, and u1, … , un ∈ X¨.  Note that l1, r1, … , ln, rn ∈ X¨.
Now recall that M0 is a marking.  Since pol(M0) = u1l1, we can deduce that t1 is enabled.  Therefore
there is a marking M1 such that M0 →t1 M1 and pol(M1) = pol(M0) – u1pol(t1).  By induction this
implies that there are markings M2, … , Mn such that there is a firing sequence M0 →t1 M1 →t2 … →tn
Mn = M.  Hence M is reachable in N.
Corollary (Gröbner Bases Determine Reachability)
Reachability in a reversible Petri net can be determined using a Gröbner basis.
Remark (Catalogue of Reachable Markings)
Recall that Gröbner bases techniques use an ordering on the power products.  There is a one-one
correspondence between power products and markings.  We can begin to catalogue the markings in
increasing order.  Given a Gröbner basis for the polynomials of the transitions of a Petri net it can be
determined whether each marking is reachable: if the power product reduces to the same irreducible
power product as the initial marking then it is reachable.  In this way the Gröbner basis can be used to
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x := self produce.
s push: x
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Abstract. The problems of todays software engineering for complex dis-
tributed software systems with control as well as data processing aspects
are manifold. Besides the general problem of software complexity we
additionally have to deal with the problems of concurrency and distribu-
tion. A set of well evolved formalisms especially w.r.t. concurrency exists,
while their integration into the common software engineering framework
is still missing and related attempts have often not gained the intended
acceptance. But ever increasing system complexity as well as a fast grow-
ing market for distributed software effectuate a shift towards high level
behavior modeling. The presented OCoN approach does provide a high
level behavior modeling as extension to the UML de-facto standard for
object-oriented modeling. It is an approach to integrate an adjusted Petri
net formalism with the software engineering world.
1 Introduction
While place/transition nets [9] are accepted as one standard formalism of soft-
ware engineering (cf. [42]) is the situation quite different for high-level Petri
nets (HLPN ). With the development of object-oriented analysis and design [44,
15] the shift towards a more high-level design view further boosts, but other
behavioral formalisms like statecharts [28] win recognition. The high-level Petri
net formalisms play no prominent role for object-oriented behavior modeling in
practice.
There are several rational as well as historical reasons for this situation. A
Petri net is a conceptional extension of an automaton and thus it is inherently
more complex than state machines. The adequate handling of concurrency is
still a complex problem and often solutions applying database technology that
provides parallel access transparency to avoid the related problems is more ap-
propriate. Thus, the development of complex software system engineering incor-
porating sophisticated concurrency aspects had been less influential and thus
suitable concepts for object-oriented concurrent behavior modeling are not the
main stream. Nowadays development of object-oriented methods and notations
as well as the UML [40] neglect systems with concurrency.
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It also has been detected that the expressiveness of the basic Petri net for-
malism is not sufficient to handle real modeling problems and thus several high-
level extensions have been suggested. But as common for formal methods and
software engineering practice, a trade off between expressiveness and efficient
testable system properties exists.
A compositional language and building modular software systems has been
identified as essential for successful designing. But the classical Petri net for-
malism as well as first approaches towards higher-level concepts [20,31] fail to
provide it. Still most extensions put their emphasis on preserving an analyz-
able model while in practice a clear semantics as well as support for embedding
based on abstractions like interfaces are more important. Meyer [37, p. 979]
summarizes the common critiques as follows:
Petri nets, in particular, rely on graphical descriptions of the transitions.
Although intuitive for simple hardware devices, such techniques quickly
yield a combinatorial explosion in the number of states and transitions,
and make it hard to work hierarchically (specifying subsystems indepen-
dently, then recursively embedding their specifications in those of bigger
systems). So they do not seem applicable to large, evolutionary software
systems.
In general is behavior modeling neglected in practice while several newer
trend like the shift towards software architecture [46] may change this. Nowa-
days, software evolves from isolated solutions for business or industry appli-
cations towards distributed environments. It will further interlink information
system structures which are still isolated today and become persuasive. The soft-
ware will often take responsibility for considerable coordination tasks and the
ever increasing demand to improve business processes and process centered tech-
nologies like workflow [45] indicates that this trend will make system behavior
one essential point.
Formal methods and from our point of view especially Petri nets can gain
more acceptance from the resulting change of demands. This is independent from
the fact whether this trend leads to a common software engineering practice
where complete analyzable system models will become the regular case. The
trend towards higher-level abstraction to handle the ever increasing complexity
has led to the success of visual notations in software engineering for structure
modeling. For behavior modeling to achieve more acceptance also a notation
which is scalable as well as has an intuitive semantics is needed. The notation
has to cover concurrency as a specific aspect, design has to deal with in the
future. Petri nets conceptionally provide ingredients for all these aspects.
The object coordination net (OCoN) approach [57,24, 27] tries to overcome
the described problems with high-level Petri net formalisms. It has its origin
and roots in an attempt to achieve an equally weighted compromise between the
requirements of concurrency modeling (due to the usage of Petri nets), object-
orientation for structure and behavior and the limits and demands a suitable
visual formalism implies.
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In the paper the stepwise development of the OCoN approach foundations
is presented. In section 2 the basic notion of contract and its formalization in
terms of protocol nets is studied. Then, a flexible notion of port-passing nets
named coordination nets (CoN) is introduced in section 3. It is used to define
the OCoN notation in section 4 on top of them in combination with the UML.
Visual language aspects are discussed in section 5 and the tight integration with
the UML is studied in section 6 by presenting a schematic example. We finally
compare the approach with the most prominent proposed solutions for object-
oriented nets in section 7 and discuss other related work. We conclude the article
with some remarks on planned further work and the project status.
2 Protocol Nets and Contracts
When behavioral modeling should also provide some degree of modularity, ab-
straction and data hiding [41] are mandatory. While several extensions to the
classical interface notion to achieve a more suitable external specification have
been suggested, is the question of behavior w.r.t. subtyping and inheritance still
an area of research. The phenomena of non uniform service availability for a
class has to be considered for interfaces to provide the needed encapsulation
and separation. For the object-oriented design statecharts [28] for OMT [44] or
path expressions for Fusion[15] have been proposed. Both are used to specify the
external available operations of a class depending on its history.
A general notion of a contract covering the classical as well as additional
aspects is presented in [6]: The cases of syntactical interfaces, behavior contracts,
synchronization effects and quality of service are distinguished. While syntactical
interfaces do not provide enough information to exclude semantical misusage,
can behavior contracts not be managed in an efficient way automatically. Quality
of service considerations are often run-time dependent and thus can only be
specified when instantiating a system on a specific platform. In contrast does
the synchronization aspect represent an aspect that can be considered already
during the design and can be expressed using Petri nets.
The notion of substitutability [55] can be used to characterize behavior subtyp-
ing [1] needed to ensure the secure usage of contracts w.r.t. behavior in contrast
to interface subtyping as supported by most object-oriented languages. When
multiple concurrent clients are possible we also have to ensure view consistency
[35] for a subtype.
Protocol Nets
The identified demand of covering synchronization aspects within contracts is
handled in the OCoN approach by supporting the specification of protocols with a
(nearly) state machine like labeled place/transition net. In order to distinguish
if a behavior has to occur (obligation) or may be used as needed we have to
further distinguish between fair transitions and quiescent (grey) ones that do
















Fig. 1. The set of protocol macros
In figure 1 the different kind of operations which are supported by an OCoN
protocol net are defined. The protocols are specified from the perspective of the
client and thus a grey behavior indicates free choice while a normal transition has
to occur. The normal labels indicate a usual or one way request (m) while a label
m does correspond to a reply or event. Only the modification and synchronization
w.r.t. the protocol state itself is described in a protocol net and thus edges for
parameter or reply values do not occur. From left to right and top to the bottom
we have the usual operation request containing of a request as well as a reply,
an operation request with parallel reply, a request with alternative replies (e.g.,
named replies or exceptions can be covered) and an one way call.
Fig. 2. A File contract described with a protocol net
In practice, for example, a file handle protocol will imply a certain usage,
e.g., a read request will not succeed if not an open request has succeeded before
or if the end of file is already reached. This example protocol of a File can be
described using the defined macros of figure 1. An appropriate protocol for a
file handle with operations open, read and close is presented in figure 2. The
initial state where only an open request is possible is named [closed]. One possible
reply is open1 as an acknowledgment for a successful opening which results in
state [opened]. If the request fails, an exception opene is replied and the protocol
remains in state [closed]. A file handle in state [opened] can further be used to
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read data. A successful read request is signaled by reply read1 whereas the
reached end of file results in read2 and a state change to [eof]. If we are either
in state [opened] or [eof] the close request can be used to close the file handle
and reach the state [closed] again.
The contracts are the essential elements to separate the classes as well as
allow further independent subsystem evolution. Subtyping and contract inher-
itance are suitable concepts to support such efforts. For the OCoN approach a
contract subtyping notion has been developed in [23] that provides the needed
substitutability as well as view consistency .
While the described protocol nets are capable to describe the behavior related
to a single connection in form of a protocol, we have to provide a formalism that
is also capable of expressing multiple connections in parallel.
3 Coordination Nets
For colored Petri nets the extension to hierarchical colored Petri nets [32] and the
composition mechanisms substitution of transitions or places, invocation transi-
tions and fusion sets for transitions or places have been proposed [30]. All these
mechanisms, excluding the invocation, are very Petri net specific and do not
rely on the natural notion of information exchange directly, but encode it into a
net specific view. Consider for example a place fusion which might be a useful
abstraction in a assembly line like structure, but it does not correspond to a
common software interface like a procedure or stream. Nets with procedure calls
as considered in [33] result in considerable analysis problems and thus are usu-
ally provided as add-on and not as basic concept; see,e.g., [19] for an extension
of B(PN)2 [5] with procedures. The transition invocation can be considered as
the procedural abstraction common in programming languages and thus pro-
vides the needed general abstraction concept. To model object orientation and
dynamically evolving structures we even have to add references and port passing
capabilities (cf. π-calculus [38]).
The coordination nets (CoN) formalism has been invented in [21] to provide
an abstraction for the specification of the OCoN semantics. We base the formal-
ization on the forthcoming ISO high-level Petri net standard [16], which provides
a non hierarchical high-level Petri net model. Port passing capabilities to model
instance and system behavior even for dynamic evolving structures are added.
For the CoN formalism, the level 2 conformance with the HLPN standard has
been demonstrated in [21]. In extension to high-level Petri nets as defined in the
standard a concept to provide modularity is needed. To achieve this, a system
is built based on a set of coordination net graphs which are allowed to interact.
The formalism should allow to model multiple instances of one object type, each
one providing a set of interfaces with dynamically changing external protocol
state. Several net instances may be used to implement the object behavior to-
gether and thus a mechanism like place sharing for them is necessary to model
the object environment shared by all net instances of an object instance.
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We do not provide a builtin object notion with the coordination nets. Instead,
we provide an interface based separation using typed ports which consist of an
interface and a protocol net restricting the message occurrences. Our final net











Fig. 3. Basic structure of a coordination net system
The standard is extended by suitable mechanisms for communication, place
sharing as well as dynamic net and port creation. In figure 3, the basic structure
of a coordination net system is shown. There do exist multiple instances of the
same net type possibly sharing places between a net instance and its child (”real
place arrow connection”). The nets may communicate using a communication
infrastructure. The basic idea for communication is to introduce ports ζ, η,
. . . representing associated or exported interfaces (objects) as pairs of connected
communication endpoints which are represented by port token (see figure 4, 5 for
port usage). These ports can be used to receive a message (?) using the following
annotation for a transition:
η = ζ?〈〈op(a1, . . . , an)〉〉 η = ζ!s〈〈op(. . .)〉〉 η = ζ!a〈〈op(. . .)〉〉,
where η is the resulting port and 〈〈〉〉 denotes a given marshaling function;
op(a1, . . . , an) stands for an operation call with operation name op and input
parameters a1, . . . , an. There may be several distinct return vectors for a call
and thus we use opi as operation name for the return alternative i to an op-
eration op and annotate opi(r1, . . . , rm) for a reply with return vector r1, . . . ,
rm. A corresponding synchronous send can be specified using a port ζ and the
synchronous send operator !s. Analogous an asynchronous send can be specified
using !a We distinguish provide ports ρ, %, . . . for exported and usage ports φ,
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ϕ, . . . for associated interfaces. A provide port can receive operation calls op
and sends replies opi whereas an usage port can be used to send requests op
and receive replies opi. Asynchronous and synchronous interaction are distin-
guished, because the synchronous interaction provides more sophisticated ways
to interact. The asynchronous communication is in contrast more efficient and
reduces the coupling between two systems. When useful we do not further spec-
ify if synchronous or asynchronous interaction is wanted and the more general
send operation (!) is used.
To create ports of type P or net instances for a declared net type N also
corresponding annotation expressions are supported. A net creation expression
(φ= @N) binds to φ an usage port corresponding to a special initial provided
standard port (std) each new net instance contains. This initial connection
allows to establish more connections by using these port connections to publish
other ones. After a port creation ((ρ,φ) = @P ) a pair of new unique connected
usage and provide port instances is bound to φ and ρ. This way the dynamic
creation of active net instances as basic formalism to model instances as well as














Fig. 4. A coordination net graph example
By allowing the described annotations in net declarations, a dynamically
changing set of net instances interacting via port instances can be specified. To
achieve a better visual representation we draw all transitions annotated with
receive terms and imported places with a shadow as shown in figure 4. There
is a request received in transition 1 which is replied with a send expression
in transition 2. Transition 3 creates a new net of type N and propagates the
resulting usage port φ together with its other pre-conditions a1 and a2 in form
of a vector to a place. Transition 4 may consume it then. Hence, the parts which a
single coordination net graph distinguishes from a high-level Petri net as defined
in the high-level Petri net standard are the additional annotations. They add
message send, message receive, port creation and net creation to a transition as
shown in figure 4.
The single net graphs are interacting via send and receive annotations which
















Fig. 5. An example for different ways nets may interact
of a number of net graph instances connected via ports and a marking for all
of them, as presented in figure 5. The left two nets interact via corresponding
usage/provide ports and a synchronized send and receive transition pair. The
synchronous send ensures, that the message is directly received. In the middle a
net creation is presented and the resulting port pair is visualized. The imported
place of the created Net N is linked to the corresponding local place of the
creating net and the standard port (std) of the new net is connected to the
resulting port φ of the create expression. A port creation is demonstrated in the
right net. This technique is used to describe instance or subsystem wide sharing












Fig. 6. Asynchronous and synchronous interaction
We have decided to provide synchronous as well as asynchronous behavior for
coordination nets to achieve a greater flexibility. The synchronous interaction (cf.
synchronous channels [14]) is useful, because it provides a higher-level abstrac-
tion to describe explicit synchronization where needed while the asynchronous
interaction can be used to combine systems with FIFO queues (cf. FIFO Petri
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nets as a medium [48]). An example visualization of an asynchronous and syn-
chronous interaction is shown in figure 6. In the left case of an asynchronous
interaction the FIFO queue as medium does decouple both transitions while in
the right case of synchronous interaction both transitions are firing atomically
together.
A suitable typing has to carefully distinguish usual types (literals) that de-
scribe a value domain and represent passive data and ports which are handles or
identifiers that allow to request certain activities or attributes. For ports a typing
that supports subtype polymorphism is essential. Ports represent connections to
other entities in a fashion that should ensure abstraction and autonomy which
are the essential characteristics of object-based systems (see Wegner [54]). The
basic idea for port typing is to associate an interface (signature) and a behavior
to every port connection. Thus the object life cycle and the possible interaction















Fig. 7. The usage side of a remote procedure call
A protocol conform usage is presented in figure 7 where the port φ is trans-
formed to ϕ by sending m and later transformed to χ when receiving the reply m.
The port type and state is annotated using the shortcut I[si], where I denotes
the interface and protocol and si the specific protocol state.
4 Object Coordination Nets
The object coordination nets (OCoNs) combine the strength of Petri nets with
the structural modeling techniques of the UML, the de-facto standard for object-
oriented modeling. By combining both techniques in an orthogonal way, the Petri
net mechanisms can be used to express coordination, concurrency and partial
states while the structure is described in terms of objects, classes and associa-
tions. The Petri net concepts lack a suitable structural modeling concept and
thus an orthogonal combination with the object-oriented structural model is
needed and possible. OCoNs are build on top of the CoN formalism to provide
a more high-level as well as more restricted formalism. Structural aspects are
realized with UML mechanisms and the usage of nets is restricted to model
behavior. As demonstrated in [25], the OCoN formalism results in a more accu-
rate representation of the structural model within the formalism compared with
statecharts.
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Fig. 8. The structural concept for a class or subsystem
The CoN formalism is used to describe two specific net forms while the pro-
tocol nets are used to type contracts. Figure 8 presents the relation between
the different nets. The protocol nets are used to describe the guaranteed or as-
sumed behavior of contracts. So called service nets (SN) describe behavior for
a specific task right like a method with its own thread of control in a program-
ming language. An instance wide unique resource allocation net (RAN) is used
to describe the overall instance activities like request acceptance as well as the
allocation of needed resources for the request processing including the creation




Fig. 9. Several basic elements of an OCoN
An overview about the elements of an OCoN is presented in figure 9. The
resource and event pool elements are represented by hexagons and cycles. We
distinguish between them, to describe the more transient character of parame-
ters, the control flow and temporary events by using event pools as well as the
more static resource character of associations and local variables represented by
resource pools. Resources are required as the carriers of activities to perform
the processing of events during the computation and thus events describe the
control flow of a net (see figure 9 (a) and (b)). Based on the distinction between
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resources and objects produced and consumed through the flow of data and con-
trol, the metaphor of resources which is crucial in distributed systems can be
used to make resource handling explicit. The usage and status of resources can
be specified in detail. A single resource may be represented by more than one
resource pool if the different pools stand for the same resource but different ex-
ternal states. Using a set of useful actions to abstraction from concrete and error
prone explicit port handling, the behavior can be described in terms of requests
and simple contract usages. No explicit send and receive have to be considered
any more and instead the more high-level interactions like call or one way call
are provided directly. The typing of the contracts using interfaces and protocol
nets does further enforce a disciplined usage. Also the creation of instances as




Fig. 10. Embedding of an action with multiple output alternatives
To specify the semantics of OCoN constructs we will use reentrant subnets in
a macro like way and a special kind of transition refinements (see [8]). Valette
[50] refines transitions by subnets called block with one initial and one final tran-
sition. The block is protected from multiple occurrences of the initial transition
before the final transition occurs by assuming that the refined transition is not
2-enabled for any reachable marking. Thus the net must not be reentrant . Suzuki
and Murata [49] generalize this technique and consider the case, where the re-
fined transition is restricted to be at most k-enabled. Work which considers also
distributed input and output has been done by Vogler [53]. He studies a refine-
ment notion depending on the environment of the transition. He demonstrates
that only non distributed input is feasible but distributed output can be used
when environment independent refinement is considered. In contrast to all these
considerations we need a really reentrant (see [13]) construction, otherwise the
parallel occurrence of actions will be limited, but for the presented refinements
this condition is obviously fulfilled due to their restriction to at most a single
token per usage. The general scheme used is presented in figure 10. This way the
call with contract blocking character, the call with parallel reply or a one way
call can be specified.
In figure 11 the corresponding CoN behavior for a regular call with alternative
replies is specified. It is a generalization of the simple call described earlier
in figure 7. The pre-condition edge denotes the necessary port and a request
m(a1, . . . , an) is send using the usage port φ. For each possible reply immediately
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a receive is offered which may handle different return parameters as well as the











ϕ=φ!〈〈m(a1, . . . , an)〉〉
φ
Fig. 11. The macro refinement for a regular call
As reverse representation exists for every contract usage port also a provide
port and the owning instance has to provide the described services accordingly
to the protocol net. This has to be done using a so called call forward action
as specified in figure 12. Initially a request is received and the set of resources
exclusivly needed for the request processing is consumed. As post-condition the
received parameters as well as the allocated resource are forwarded to a new
created net. Also the port for receiving the result from the new instantiated net
as well as the port to send the reply to the requesting party are stored as a
pair locally. The created service net will initially receive the forwarded request.
When it terminates it will send the reply and the temporary used resources back.
The reply will be forwarded while the resources are put back to their original
pools. A call action may occur in a service or resource allocation net while a


















Fig. 12. The call forward action and request acceptance
When considering the definitions for a call action of figure 11 directly on the
OCoN net level, we can see that a labeled action does essentially fire two times
during the processing of a request. One time when the request is started and
once when it terminates. This step semantic is further described in figure 13.
The two steps correspond very well to the input and output parts of the call
action. While the direct correspondence with a classical Petri net transition is
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Fig. 13. The two times an action can fire
abandoned, the integrity of an operation request including request sending and
reply receiving is better preserved this way.
By additionally providing a notion of inheritance, the OCoN language can be
considered to fulfill the requirements for an object-oriented language (cf. [54]).
The notion of inheritance for concurrent object oriented languages is a critical
design aspect. As noted already in [1], inheritance can be employed to reuse the
sequential methods, but inheriting the instance wide synchronization seems to
be not practical. Thus in the current used inheritance notion for OCoN classes,
a subclass does inherit all structural properties as well as the associated service
nets of its superclasses, while the resourc allocation net is not inherited. Due to
the syntactical inheritance it is ensured that each subclass contains always all
resources a supertype service net may demand. The overall resource allocation
of a derived class has to be rewritten and reuse is currently not supported for
resource allocation nets.
We have to emphasize that in contrast to the contract subtyping and in-
heritence, implementation inheritance is for the intended usage of OCoNs not
that relevant. The external visible contract or interface hierarchy should be in
general better separated from implementation reuse strategies applying inheri-
tance, otherwise later when the subsystems evolve independently serious design
problems will result.
5 Visual Language
For place/transition nets the popular token game provides a suitable visual rep-
resentation as well as intuitive semantics. We thus have designed the OCoN for-
malism to provide a set of higher-level action types that can be understood w.r.t.
the local effects as a token game. E.g., the enabling does not depend on textual
guards. To model alternative behavior in a graphical rather than textual man-
ner we use methods or external operations with alternative replies (see figure 11)
that indicate the relevant different cases. This way a useful additional abstrac-
tion for predicates is introduced and textual guards transferring the semantics
from the transitions to the annotations can be avoided. This is in contrast to
most HLPN approaches which make heavy use of textual annotations and are
thus not such suitable visual formalisms.
In figure 14 the visual integration of contracts described by protocol nets and
















































Fig. 14. Visual seamless embedding of contracts via typed resource pools
sented by resource pools containing related contracts can be used in conformance
with the specified protocol and thus their usage corresponds to a graphical em-
bedding. This seamless visual embedding [26] is the reason for our design decision
to restrict protocol nets to state machines. Then the multiple places of a Petri
net allow to embed the contracts using resource pools representing the different
contract states. The object life-cycle can also be modeled with full Petri nets,
e.g., with subtyping based on branching-bisimulation and abstraction [51], but
then the intended visual embedding as well as a more Petri net independent
contract notion are excluded. In figure 9 (c) the related signature abstraction
relating an action to a servie net has been demonstrated.
6 Integration into the UML
In the OCoN approach the HLPN standard [16] and the UML [40] have been
combined. But in practice usually perfect orthogonality is not achieved. The UML
specification does still contain several inconsistencies, but there are currently
attempts like the pUML initiative [18] that try to improve the situation and thus
using it is still more appropriate than chosing a proprietary solution. For the
included behavioral description techniques we even identified several weaknesses
[22]. For the achieved OCoN integration it has been demonstrated in [25] that
several limitations and problems related to behavior modeling with the UML







Fig. 15. The layers to build the OCoN semantics
In figure 15 the abstraction layers of the semantic foundations of the OCoN
approach are visualized. We decided to avoid the considerable weaknesses of
the UML by integrating our approach only with a w.r.t. structural as well as
behavioral questions more consistent subset.
By providing the bus like implementation structure shown in figure 8 for a
class, a clear separation between request specific and overall instance behavior
is achieved. In figure 16 an example of a simple complete UML structure with
added nets is presented. It describes a class SiteImpl that implements a simple
allocation protocol which provides alternating allocate and release operation calls.
The implementation stores the provided Data in a buffer initially filled with
an empty data item. The buffer is accessed using the Buffer contract which is
implemented by the class BufferImpl. The three specific stereotypes <<contract>>
for contracts, <<implementation>> for the overall instance behavior including
the resource allocation net and <<service>> for a service net or method are
Fig. 16. An OCoN and UML example
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used. For the operations SiteImpl::release and SiteImpl::allocate the difference
between initial exclusive locking and shared access can be described. While for
the SiteImpl::release call forward action no initial exclusive locking is specified
will SiteImpl::allocate demand it. In correspondence is in SiteImpl::release the
considered resource myB shown with a double bordered hexagon to indicate
that it is an imported resource and thus interference is possible. In contrast has
SiteImpl::allocate an exclusive resource for myB and thus the resource is drawn
with a single border. Also the number of used contracts Buffer for SiteImpl are
specified in the UML diagram and we can derive the related net capacities using
the specified multiplicity constraints of the related association.
7 Related Work
The net dynamics of the OCoN approach has been realized introducing the visual
as well as high-level Petri net conform CoN formalism. In the context of the π-
calculus also a net based calculus named Mobile Nets has been developed [11]. It
extends the π-calculus to contain true concurrency , but this is done by extending
the usual textual binding for π-calculus processes to cover some notion for places
that can be accessed in parallel and thus does not provide the needed visual net
related methapor like the CoN formalism neccessary to build a visual language
upon.
We think it is more promising for the system design with Petri nets to avoid
a Petri net specific mechanism and integrate Petri nets into an usual object-
oriented decomposed system. The approach should rely on the well studied and
successful mechanisms for abstraction and encapsulation. Following [3] we can
classify most earlier proposed solutions to combine object orientation and Petri
nets as either ”Petri nets inside Objects” [10] or ”Objects inside Petri Nets” [4,
52]. Later approaches support more dynamic and expressive models where object
references are controlled in nets related to classes and thus they can support both
concepts.
Another cruicial aspect for the design of an object-oriented Petri net for-
malism is the interaction and if it supports interfaces and polymorphism in
a manner adequate for software. Several approaches support the traditional ap-
proach to connect Petri nets using place fusion [2, 34], but places usually provide
no suitable interface directly. Most solutions derived from the algebraic specifi-
cation domain instead provide cooperation in terms of transition fusion [4, 10,
7, 17] and allow the related behavior to access all cooperating objects of that
activity in a united action. This results in a missing encapsulation and behavior
will not be associated with objects itself which is a common criteria for object-
orientation. The support for message exchange or operations is essentially needed
to achieve encapsulation. The different approaches that support this vary w.r.t.
the level of support for either message passing or the higher-level interaction of a
procedure call construct [47,36, 12, 29]. The approaches provide an object state
either explicit using one global net per instance [39,34, 47, 29] or only implicit
as composition of so called method nets [36,12]. A systematic separation into
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a resource oriented scheduler describing the overall instance state and method
related active method net instances is only realized in the OCoN approach. To
achieve visual scalability the usage of several nets for specific tasks is necessary
while their simple visual separation using regions (cf. [12]) is not sufiicient.
For distributed system design the encapsulation has to be ensured and hence
a notion of contract or interfaces is necessary and thus not type secure approaches
like [12] are not sufficient. Up to our knowledge does no other approach intergrate
an external behavioral specification like a protocol net to provide a contract
notion with behavioral subtyping and thus supports behavioral abstraction.
8 Conclusion and Outlook
The integration of software engineering and especially object-oriented technology
with a high-level Petri net formalism that is extended in a π-calculus style to
also cover dynamic aspects has been presented. The OCoN approach builds an
orthogonal extension to a subset of the UML and adds powerful concurrency
and contract modeling capabilities. A tight integration has been achieved while
proprietary extensions to the UML itself could be avoided.
The contract notion for the OCoN design approach supports the explicit
specification of contractually relations and provides a notation to specify coor-
dination aspects already on an abstract level. We can further express several
design alternatives and evaluate them [27] in order to decide which one is most
suitable. Thus, the OCoN formalism is a suitable notation that can be applied
already during the earlier stages of the design process with emphasis on the
software architecture [46]. A suitable visual notation is a crucial prequisite for
a successful approach. We applied useful Petri net visualization concepts and
achieved to preserve them by applying object-oriented standard techniques in a
systematic fashion.
Our initial application domain has been distributed software systems, while
we have also explored embedded systems and currently investigate the design of
workflow [56] applications. The experience with student classes and courses indi-
cates that even without experienced designers the approach is applicable. While
the results are promising the training for a specific net based notation is still dif-
ficult for beginners. A framework supporting the final implementation of OCoN
designs as well as an integration of the tools into an UML tool and extensions
towards consistency checks and complete simulation capabilities are planned. At
the moment, we study the approach also in an industrial environment to gain
more experience with larger projects.
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Abstract Object-oriented development of complex software systems is
widely recognized as state of the art within the industry as well as the
scientific community. What is less commonly recognized (especially in
the industry) is that object-orientation itself is not properly defined and
neither are popular notations like UML and others. Existing proposals
for the formally based development of object-oriented systems are for
different reasons often not usable for complex and/or concurrent sys-
tems. In addition, the semantics of object-oriented concepts within such
notations only rarely match common programming language implemen-
tations. This mismatch most likely leads to a costly redesign of a given
model during implementation. To overcome these problems approaches
for a seamless object-oriented software development on a formal base are
needed.
This article surveys several proposals for the formally based devel-
opment of object-oriented systems based on Petri-Nets. Subsequently, a
new approach in this area is introduced which supports multiperspective
modeling of concurrent object-oriented systems on arbitrary abstraction
levels and also allows automatic generation of executable Java code.
Keywords: concurrent systems design, Petri-Nets, Java code-generation
1 Introduction
Today object-oriented software development practice often includes multiper-
spective system views using different types of diagrams. The most popular collec-
tion of such diagrams is the so-called unified modeling language (UML) [Rati99].
Even if the emergence of this industry standard is useful from an economical
point of view, there are some serious drawbacks with respect to its application
in the software engineering area. Besides the difficulties in choosing an adequate
subset of diagrams with respect to a specific application domain, further prob-
lems arise from the UML’s lack of formality. In fact, most of the UML notations
are not formally based, i.e. they have no formally defined semantics. In combina-
tion with the fact that a commonly agreed definition of ’object-orientation’ does
not exist, this easily leads to communication problems, as neither the notations
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nor the underlying concepts are properly defined. Another problem in this con-
text is that a tight integration of different views in a formal sense is not given
with the UML. Thus, contradicting system views representing a non-consistent
model are usual observations within UML projects. Especially considering con-
current systems this is not tolerable, as even for small systems a huge amount of
possible interaction sequences between concurrent parts exists, which results in
difficulties for human understanding. Thus, non-formally based approaches are
not well suited to meet today’s demands as they do not offer a reliable base for
communication and understanding.
Principally, formally based approaches for the object-oriented modeling of
systems are well suited to solve these problems. Nevertheless, proposals in this
area are not widely accepted today. Major drawbacks of approaches like OOZE
[AleGog91], VDM++ [Durr92], and others are that often no visual represen-
tation of models exists and the development of concurrent systems as well as
simulation is not supported. In addition, such approaches are frequently criti-
cised for being too difficult to use1. Another crucial point is that the definitions
of object-oriented concepts in formally based notations only rarely match their
counterparts in programming languages. Theoretically this is not necessarily a
problem, as the realization of object-oriented concepts within common program-
ming languages is not perfect at all, as shows for example the nonvariant instead
of covariant overwriting in Java [ArnGos96]. From a more practical point of
view the use of such formally based notations leads to a mismatch if a given
model serves as architectural layout for the implementation of a system, which
is usually the motivation for creating a model in the software engineering area.
Another family of approaches to model object-oriented systems in a formal
way is based on Petri-Nets [Petri62], which are well known for their graphical
appearance, their simulation capabilities, and their native support for the mod-
eling of concurrent systems. The extension of Petri-Nets with object-oriented
concepts is a promising approach as the resulting notation ideally allows for
the formally based modeling of concurrent object-oriented systems and for the
object-oriented structuring of Petri-Nets. Due to this potential, there has been
considerable research activity in the object-oriented Petri-Net area.
The next section of this article describes from a software engineering point of
view a set of properties for approaches integrating object-oriented concepts and
Petri-Nets. Based on these properties, existing proposals are surveyed and typical
problems discussed. Section three introduces OOPr/T-Models, a novel approach
for the integration of Petri-Nets and object-oriented concepts, which supports
the multiperspective modeling of systems on arbitrary abstraction levels. Section
four describes the formal base of OOPr/T-Models as well as their automatic
translation to executable Java code. Finally, the last section gives a summary
and presents further perspectives.
1 A more detailed discussion of related problems with existing proposals in the area of
formally based development of object-oriented systems can be found in [LanHau94].
A survey on UML formalization approaches is given in [Evans∗98], [KeEvRu99].
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2 Essential properties and related work
Since the mid-eighties, various approaches integrating object-oriented concepts
and Petri-Nets have been published. To be able to evaluate the existing pro-
posals with respect to their applicability in the software development, a set of
essential properties is introduced. The classification of these properties as ’es-
sential’ reflects that from our point of view, omitting one of them results in a
notation which is not well suited for the object-oriented development of complex,
concurrent software systems. Thus, to solve the above stated problems of (non-)
formally based notations, an approach integrating object-oriented concepts and
Petri-Nets ideally fulfills the following criteria:
– Completeness with respect to object-orientation: In order to be able
to structure systems in an object-oriented way, a notation combining object-
orientation and Petri-Nets should at least support object identity, com-
plex objects, classes, encapsulation, inheritance, overriding, and polymor-
phism/late binding.
– Support for seamless development: Ideally, a notation for the model-
ing of object-oriented systems supports every stage of development ranging
from high-level analysis to low-level implementation. If a notation only sup-
ports part(s) of the development cycle, every shift to another notation (e.g.
a programming language) will almost inevitably result in a redesign of the
model, as no commonly accepted definition of object-orientation exists. The
reason for the need to redesign a given model in this context is that differ-
ent notations integrate different object-oriented concepts, and corresponding
concepts often differ significantly from a semantical point of view, as for in-
stance visibility definitions and inheritance.
’When examining object-oriented solutions, you should check that
the method and language, as well as the supporting tools, apply to
analysis and design as well as implementation and maintenance. The
language, in particular, should be a vehicle for thought which will
help you through all stages of your work.’ [Meyer97]
– Completeness with respect to Petri-Nets: Petri-Nets are well-known
for their graphical appearance, their power for the modeling of concurrent
systems, and their formal base which allows for simulation and analysis. An
approach integrating object-oriented concepts and Petri-Nets should pre-
serve these properties.
– Concepts to resolve inheritance anomalies: Ideally, a notation for
object-oriented software development allows for the modeling of concur-
rent systems. As a consequence, concepts to resolve inheritance anomalies
[MatYon93] should be supported by such a notation. Inheritance anomalies
occur in concurrent object-oriented systems if synchronization conditions
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are integrated into the functional description of a method. Problems arise
here, as within every subclass containing additional methods, the inherited
synchronization conditions almost inevitably change. As a consequence, in-
herited methods have to be redefined in subclasses to integrate the modified
synchronization conditions, even if there is no need to do so from a func-
tional point of view. Thus, to be able to benefit from inheritance, a notation
for the development of concurrent object-oriented systems needs to integrate
concepts to avoid the redefinition of methods.
– Modeling ergonomics/usability: System modeling usually starts at a
high level of abstraction, the main task being to collect knowledge in order
to understand the system domain. As this is a very difficult task in its own
right, the designer should not be hampered by a modeling framework which
does not offer the highest possible ergonomical degree, i.e. the formalism
used to support modeling should be as easy as possible to learn and handle.
Thus, modeling ergonomics is one of our main concerns even if this property
is not exactly quantifiable. In particular, former users of Petri-Nets or object-
oriented concepts should with only minor problems be able to use a new
approach combining both. Prerequisite is a ’natural’ solution allowing each
user to feel familiar with the way concepts he already knew are integrated.
The result of the evaluation of existing approaches for the integration of
Petri-Nets and object-oriented concepts is that none of them offers an overall sat-
isfactory solution with respect to the described properties. In detail, approaches
like PROT-Nets [BruBal86], OBJSA-Nets [BaDeMa88], POT/POP [EnLeRo90],
SimCon [HeeVer91], OOCPN [Engl93], PN-TOX [HolVer95], and others are not
complete with respect to our understanding of object-orientation, i.e. impor-
tant concepts are not integrated, like for example inheritance or dynamic bind-
ing. Another common problem from the point of view of software development
is that approaches like Object/Behaviour Diagrams [KapSch91], Object-Nets
[BoNuFe97], OOPN [Stulle97], and others represent objects as Petri-Net struc-
tures. Consequently, dynamic object instantiation is not supported in order to
avoid dynamic Petri-Net structures. In turn, such proposals only allow for the
modeling of systems with a fixed number of objects which have to be identified
during system design. To support the development of software systems, such
approaches (which are partly intended to be used for the modeling of techni-
cal systems) are not well suited, because objects are usually instantiated and
destroyed at a high rate during the runtime of such a system.
Other approaches, e.g. PN-TOX [HolVer95] and OCoN [GiGrWi98], are in-
tended for modeling only certain aspects of object-oriented systems, augmenting
notations like OMT [Rumb∗91] or UML. Thus, only parts of the resulting models
have a formally defined semantics. Another point is that approaches like F-Nets
[Deck95], OOPN [Stulle97], and others do not provide a single notation covering
the life-cycle a project ranging from analysis to implementation. In detail, mod-
eling the functional parts of an object-oriented system is not supported, which
leads to the use of other notations whilst shifting from higher to lower abstraction
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levels. If functional modeling is supported, not necessarily are methods for the
partitioning of the functionality of an object. Such a practice does in consequence
not take full advantage of the structuring capabilities of object-orientation, e.g.
SimCon [HeeVer91] and OPN [Lakos95].
In contrast to the stated problems with object-oriented concepts, most of
the considered approaches are complete with respect to Petri-Nets, i.e. only few
proposals like OPM [Burk94] lack a formal base.
Considering the development of concurrent systems, none of the evaluated
proposals integrates concepts to resolve inheritance anomalies, even if all of them
allow for the modeling of concurrent systems, e.g. [CeJaVo97] and [Maier97].
Finally, modeling ergonomics is generally not considered. In combination with
the fact that tool support is mostly not given, this leads to proposals which are
practically not usable for the development of complex (software) systems2.
To summarize, on the one hand none of the considered proposals for the
integration of Petri-Nets and object-oriented concepts is without weaknesses
with respect to the introduced essential properties. From our point of view,
existing object-oriented Petri-Net approaches are thus only of limited use for
the development of software systems. On the other hand, each of the criteria
(except the integration of concepts to resolve inheritance anomalies) is fulfilled
by at least one of the considered proposals. As a consequence, the development
of a Petri-Net based notation which is practically usable for the seamless, object-
oriented development of complex and/or concurrent software systems should be
possible at least from a theoretical point of view.
One of the most common problems with the existing work in the area of
object-oriented Petri-Nets is that only few proposals are based on one another,
i.e. in most cases the experience from existing work is not taken into account for
the development of novel approaches. In contrast, common pitfalls of existing
proposals had a direct impact on the development of OOPr/T-Models, which
are intended to overcome the limitations of existing approaches with respect to
the introduced properties.
3 Systems modeling with OOPr/T-Models
This section introduces OOPr/T-Models (’object-oriented Predicate/Transition-
Models’), which were developed based on the set of essential properties as well
as on the evaluation of existing object-oriented Petri-Net approaches.
First of all, the scenario to set up multiperspective system views with OOPr/
T-Models is shown. Then the notations used to describe these views are intro-
duced using an object-oriented version of a simple producer/consumer system.
Afterwards, an example on how to resolve inheritance anomalies with OOPr/T-
Models is given using an extended version of the initial example. The formal
base of OOPr/T-Models as well as their automatic translation to Java code are
surveyed in section four.
2 A more complete overview and detailed evaluation of existing object-oriented Petri-
Net proposals is given in [Phil99].
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3.1 The scenario of OOPr/T-Modeling
The scenario providing an overview on how to use OOPr/T-Models is given
in figure 1. Starting from a system to model, different views have to be set
up, namely a static, a dynamic, and a functional view. The interdependencies
of these views result in the following (cyclic) three-step design process, which
applies to arbitrary development stages ranging from high-level analysis to low-
level implementation. In the latter case OOPr/T-Models can be used as visual
programming language.
1. Usually, the starting point of object-oriented modeling is a class diagram
structuring the system domain into classes with their respective relation-
ships. As Petri-Nets themselves are not very well suited to model the static
aspects of a system, our approach incorporates a subset of UML class dia-
grams [Rati99] for this purpose.
2. For each class a dynamic model is defined using Petri-Nets. Here, dynamic
models integrate conditions for the activation of methods. This allows for
the separation of the functionality of a method and its synchronization con-
ditions, thus resolving inheritance anomalies.
3. For each non-abstract method a single extended (hierarchical) Pr/T-Net
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Fig. 1. Scenario of OOPr/T-Modeling
Unlike OMT, UML and other basically similar modeling frameworks to set
up multiperspective system views, OOPr/T-Models have a formally defined se-
mantics given through a set of rules which allow for the automatic translation
of OOPr/T-Models into a single Pr/T-Net as described in section four. Thus, it
is not only single views that have a formally defined semantics, but the whole
system consisting of different views and their interdependencies does. From a
designer’s point of view the resulting Pr/T-Net integrating these views should
be transparent, because usually only manually created views are visible. The
notations to set up these views are described in the following sections.
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3.1.1 Static view
The first step in modeling states the structure of a system using classes which are
related through associations and an inheritance hierarchy. An interface definition
can be assigned to each class, consisting of (class) attribute and method signature
specifications. To visualize this structure a subset of UML class diagrams is used




+ sync insert (x : int)












Fig. 2. Class diagram for a producer/consumer system
By definition, each system contains a default ’controller’ class with a ’start’
method as system starting point. The diagram also contains classes ‘producer’,
’consumer‘, and ’buffer’, the latter associated to the former ones. Class ’buffer’
includes two attributes ’count’ and ’capacity’ for storing actual/maximum data
item entries and methods ’insert’ and ’remove’. The ’producer’ and ’consumer’
classes each consist of attributes ’b’, implementing the association to ’buffer’,
and ’id’ as well as a single signature for a method without return value. This
is an important aspect, as patterns of concurrency are not explicitly defined
in OOPr/T-Models in terms of ’threads’ or similar low-level concepts. Instead,
calls to ’asynchronous methods’ not returning any value as well as forward split
transitions within functional descriptions of methods start concurrent processes
implicitly. Here, asynchronous methods can be synchronized by using an addi-
tional keyword (’sync’) extending the signature definition if the activation of
a method without return value should not lead to the implicit start of a new
thread, e.g. method ’insert’ of class ’buffer’3.
3.1.2 Dynamic view
The second step in the design process consists of creating a dynamic model for
each class of the system. Dynamic models are used to specify activation condi-
tions for publicly available methods. Like attributes, these conditions are object
properties, i.e. each object holds its own dynamic model during the runtime of
3 In contrast, ’synchronized’ in Java specifies mutually exclusive access.
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a system. A dynamic model is set up using Petri-Nets with anonymous tokens
where each transition represents a publicly available method of the correspond-
ing class. To each transition a guard may be assigned containing an expression
with attribute identifiers of the associated class. If an object receives a mes-
sage, the addressed method is activated if the preconditions of the associated
transition as well as its guard allow to do so. If a method is activated, tokens
within the dynamic model are consumed by the associated transition. After the
execution of the method is terminated, new tokens are created on outgoing arcs.
Thus, from a designer’s point of view transitions within dynamic models have
no timeless behaviour, as tokens disappear while methods are being executed.
From a semantical point of view, however, this is a syntactical abbreviation, i.e.
a shortcut for a more complex ’real’ Petri-Net structure with additional places
representing currently active methods.
Dynamic models are inherited within a class hierarchy like attributes and
methods. Here, dynamic models are only allowed to be modified in subclasses ac-
cording to refinement rules [Hutten00] based on protocol inheritance [AalBas97].
insert remove
[count < capacity] [count ≠ 0]
buffer
Fig. 3. Dynamic model of class ’buffer’
Figure 3 shows the dynamic model for class ’buffer’ of the producer/consu-
mer system. Here, methods ’insert’ and ’remove’ are not allowed to be activated
concurrently to avoid inconsistencies. Similarly, ’insert’ is only allowed to be
activated if the amount of buffer elements is lower than the upper boundary,
whereas ’remove’ is only allowed to be activated if the buffer is not empty. A
closer look on the use of dynamic models to resolve inheritance anomalies is
given in section 3.2.
3.1.3 Functional view
To be able to model the functionality of a method, high-level Petri-Nets need to
be extended to support specific interfacing services. Figure 4 illustrates a method
from a black-box point of view, with the following types of interactions with the
environment:
1. An input interface: As possible input to a method we consider signature
specified parameters and current attribute values of the object the respective
method belongs to.
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2. An interaction interface: As the overall behaviour of an object-oriented
system is given through the interaction of its message-passing objects, a
Petri-Net representing a method has to be able to send messages.
3. An output interface: Possible method outputs are new attribute-values
of the current object, and return values to the sender of the message which
activated the execution of the method.
method
attribute values method parameters
return valuenew attribute values
method
interaction
Fig. 4. Black-box view of a method
This black-box view of a method does not contain the proper objects as
in- and output values. Instead, a finer granularity is given, considering current
attribute values. Thus, the answer to the question what exactly flows through
a Petri-Net representing a method is not objects, but relevant parts of objects.
The reason for the decision not to let the objects themselves flow through a
method is to avoid a situation in which one object moves through different
concurrent threads of one method, as this could lead to different versions of
the same object, each having different attribute values. These versions would
have to be merged at the end of the execution of a method with respect to
its semantics to become consistent. This would be achieved with the help of
additional modeling constructs, which would lead to more complex models.
What follows is a description of Pr/T-Net extensions, introduced to enable
communication from a net-specified method with the environment as described
above.
Input interface extensions for Pr/T-Nets:
The input interface is simply a set of bold printed places. These ’preload places’
called net elements serve different tasks. As already mentioned, input values for
methods are parameters, given by the message received from the object for which
a method is to be executed, as well as current attribute values. Considering a
method signature like ’method name (arg1 : type1,...,argn : typen)’, the execut-
ing method needs to access parameters arg1,...,argn. Utilizing preload places,
import of these parameters into a method is achieved simply by assigning such
a place the respective parameter identifier (fig. 5a). If a method is executed,
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the value of the parameter assigned to the preload place is transparently loaded
into this place, which further behaves like an ordinary one. Preload places are
used analogously to import attribute values by assigning to them the respective
identifiers (fig. 5b), as well as for the initialization of local variables (fig. 5c).
Furthermore, ’self’ can be assigned to preload places (fig. 5d), which explicitly
imports the OID of the object for which the method was activated. Finally,
preload places can be annotated with tuples built from these alternatives. In
summary, preload places are used to define an object-dependent initial marking






Fig. 5. Preload places serving different tasks
Interacting interface extensions for Pr/T-Nets:
To communicate with the environment of a method we need to be able to send
messages. Therefore, a special kind of transition called ’message transition’ is
introduced (fig. 6).
OID.message(arg  ,...arg  )->return_valuen1
Fig. 6. Message transition
From a designer’s point of view, a message transition is simply a transition
with a message specification in it. The OID of the object the message should
be sent to and the respective method parameters have to be transported to the
message transition, where arcs can be annotated as usual within Pr/T-Nets. If
the method to be activated with a message is a synchronous one, the return
value can be used in further steps of the execution of the method. Analogue to
dynamic models, such a transition does not fire timeless as it has to wait for the
return value of the method to be activated. From a semantical point of view,
this is again only a syntactical abbreviation for a more complex net structure.
Output interface extensions for Pr/T-Nets:
Similar to the input interface special kinds of places are introduced to serve as
output interface. To indicate the end of the execution of a method, a so called
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’exit place’ is introduced by a double circle (fig. 7a). If a token resides on such
a place the execution of the method ends. In case of a synchronous method this
token is returned to the sender of the activating message.
attribute
a) b)
Fig. 7. Exit and postsave place
Attributes often have to be updated at the end of the execution of a method.
To be able to model such a case in a comfortable way, ’postsave places’ are
introduced by bold circles like preload places (fig. 7b). Preload and postsave
places can be distinguished easily in a given net: the former has at least one
outgoing arc and may have incoming arcs, whereas the latter may have incoming
arcs only. A postsave place is annotated with the attribute identifier to which
the token resident on this place should be the new value as soon as the execution
of the method ends. If attributes need to be accessed not only at the start/end
of the execution of a method, message transitions calling the implicitly defined
’get’ and ’set’ methods of an attribute have to be used.
Using Pr/T-Nets with a place capacity of ’1’ extended this way the specifi-













Fig. 8. Methods of classes ’producer’ and ’consumer’
As ’produce’ gives no return value activation of this method results in the
(implicit) creation of a new concurrent process. This process imports the current
values of attributes ’b’ and ’id’ into the net, using a single preload place. After-
wards, method ’insert’ of the associated ’buffer’ object is activated with the ’id’
of the producer as argument utilizing a message transition. If the amount of data
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elements stored within the addressed buffer object exceeds the maximum bound-
ary, or if any of the methods ’insert’ or ’remove’ is already active, the producer
process is suspended. If the state of the dynamic model of the ’buffer’ object
allows for the activation of ’insert’, the suspended producer process continues
after termination of this method.
Within method ’consume’ a preload place imports the value of attribute ’b’
into the net, i.e. the identifier of the associated ’buffer’ instance. This value is
further used as destination of the message sent to activate the ’remove’ method
using a message transition. Here, a ’consumer’ process implicitly activated by
calling its asynchronous ’consume’ method is suspended if the state of the dy-
namic model of the ’buffer’ instance demands so, i.e. if there is no element to be
removed from the buffer or if a method of this object is currently executed. If the
state of the dynamic model of the associated ’buffer’ object allows for activation
of ’remove’, the consumer process continues after termination of this method.
Even if the producer/consumer example is presented including all implemen-
tation details, OOPr/T-Models offer support for object-oriented modeling on
arbitrary abstraction levels. Class diagrams (which can be organized through
packages) to structure a system domain are in principle useful at every abstrac-
tion level. Dynamic and functional descriptions can be added and stepwise re-
fined in a seamless way if details become more relevant. The descriptions of the
methods of a system may include supertransitions [HuJeSh90] for abstraction
purposes in the early stages and functional decompositions in the later ones.
3.2 Avoiding inheritance anomalies
After having introduced the OOPr/T-Model notations, the subject of this sub-
section is now the description of a slightly modified producer/consumer sys-
tem to illustrate the use of dynamic models to resolve inheritance anomalies
[MatYon93].
Inheritance anomalies are very likely to occur within concurrent object-
oriented systems if there are no concepts to separate the synchronization condi-
tions of a method from its functionality. In case such concepts are not available,
the extension of a superclass by a subclass with additional methods leads to the
redefinition of inherited methods within the subclass. The reason for this need to
redefine inherited methods stems from the integrated synchronization conditions,
which almost inevitably change if a subclass includes additional methods. Due
to these problems, early ’object-oriented’ programming languages for concur-
rent systems like POOL/T [Amer87], PROCOL [BosLaf89], and others offered
no support for the concept of inheritance to avoid related anomalies.
The separation of a the synchronization conditions of a method from its
functionality is realized by OOPr/T-Models through the use of separate dynamic
and functional views. To illustrate this aspect, figure 9 gives a modified version
of the static view of the initial producer/consumer system.
Here, class ’new buffer’ extends its superclass with an additional method ’re-
move new’. This method intends to remove an element out of the buffer only
if a call to method ’remove’ has not followed the last activation of ’insert’, i.e.
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Fig. 9. Extended producer/consumer system
’remove new’ is only allowed to be activated immediately after ’insert’. Within
a language not integrating concepts to resolve inheritance anomalies, this acti-
vation condition leads to a reimplementation of the inherited methods ’insert’
and ’remove’ to be able to indicate which was activated last, even if there is
no need to do so from a functional point of view. OOPr/T-Models avoid such
redefinitions as a consequence of class extensions through the use of separate
dynamic models, which include synchronization conditions. Figure 10 gives the
dynamic model assigned to class ’new buffer’, which specifies that method ’re-
move new’ is only allowed to be activated if invoked immediately after ’insert’.
In consequence, the inherited methods ’insert’ and ’remove’ remain unchanged
in class ’new buffer’, thus resolving inheritance anomalies.
insert remove






Fig. 10. Dynamic model for class ’new buffer’
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4 OOPr/T-Models and their formal base
Unlike OMT, UML, and other modeling frameworks to set up multiperspective
system views, OOPr/T-Models have a formally defined semantics and allow for
the automatic generation of executable Java code. This section outlines both.
4.1 Translation to Pr/T-Nets
The formal base of the introduced notation is given by a set of translation rules
which generate a Pr/T-Net out of a given OOPr/T-Model. Here, static, dynamic
and functional views are integrated. In consequence, it is not only single views
but the whole system that has a formally defined semantics in terms of a Pr/T-
Net extended with supertransitions and place fusion [HuJeSh90].
The main idea is to use predefined patterns for building a Pr/T-Net-based
object-oriented runtime system which integrates the static, dynamic and func-
tional views of an OOPr/T-Modell. The elementary structure of such a Pr/T-Net
constructed from a given OOPr/T-Model serves the purpose of message routing,
providing the communication infrastructure needed in object-oriented systems.
Figure 11 gives an abstract sketch of the runtime system, which is set up hi-
erarchically with a single place as root called ’system message collector’. Every
message sent in a system is placed here first, utilizing place fusion. Each class of
an object-oriented system is represented by a Pr/T-Net structure, which is con-
nected to the ’system message collector’ by a single transition. The guard of such
a transition evaluates to ’true’ if a message resident on the ’system message col-
lector’ is to be sent to the associated class. If such a transition fires, the message
is taken from the ’system message collector’ to the ’class message collector’ of the
respective class. The Pr/T-Net representation of each class integrates its associ-
ated dynamic and functional models. In order to connect dynamic and functional
models to a class representation, the respective views of an OOPr/T-Model need
to be transformed into Pr/T-Nets first. This translation, which is in detail de-
scribed in [Phil99], allows concurrent reentrant usage of functional models, i.e. a
Pr/T-Net representing a method exists only once within its defining class. The
same holds for dynamic models which are object properties like attributes, but
which exist, like methods, only once within each class. If a message is routed to
the method to activate, and the dynamic model of the respective object allows
for execution, the preload places of the addressed method are initialized.
Figure 12 gives an abstract sketch of the top-level Pr/T-Net structure which
represents a class and serves message routing purposes. If a message resides on
a ’class message collector’, the following cases are distinguished:
– ’create’: In order to instantiate a new object, its definition is needed, i.e. a
class representation has to store static information concerning object defini-
tions to be able to instantiate new ones. This is realized using a prototype
for each class whose structure reflects the attribute definitions of the static
OOPr/T-Model. If a new object is to instantiate, this prototype is dupli-
cated and a new OID generated. This identifier is then returned to the caller
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Fig. 11. Abstract sketch of the e.g. system
of the method in order to be able to reference the new object. To store all its
objects, each class integrates a single place called ’extent’, i.e. if an object is
created, the duplicated prototype with its newly generated OID is inserted
into the set of already existing objects of this class residing on the extent.
– ’get attribute’, ’set attribute’ : As the extent storing all objects of a
class is transparent, i.e. not directly accessible from a user’s point of view,
predefined ’get’ and ’set’ basic update methods for each attribute have to
be used. If such a method is invoked, the requested attribute value is ex-
tracted/replaced from the respective object in the extent. Due to the fact,
that basic update methods are the only way to access attributes of an object,
the use of preload and postsave places within functional OOPr/T-Models is
only a syntactical abbreviation of their explicit use.
’class message collector’
message
[message for user-  
defined method ]










message. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Fig. 12. Schematic pattern for representing classes within Pr/T-Nets
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– user-defined methods: If a message addresses a user-defined method, this
message is routed to the Pr/T-Net representation of the respective functional
OOPr/T-Model. If the addressed method is inherited, the message to invoke
this method is redirected to the superclass where the corresponding Pr/T-
Net representation is included. This practice avoids the need to represent
the functional model of a method defined in one class within each of its
subclasses. If the message reaches the Pr/T-Net representation of the method
and the dynamic model allows for execution, the preload places of the method
are initialized.
– return message: In order to be able to return a value from a synchronous
method to the sender of the message activating this method, an internal
(transparent) ’return message’ is used. If a class receives such a message, the
value returned is routed to the respective method.
The Pr/T-Net structures extending the described top-level view of a class
representation providing a more detailed insight into the formal base of OOPr/T-
Models are given in [Phil99]. A prototype to support the graphical editing of
OOPr/T-Models is developed in [George99]. This prototype also allows for the
automatic generation of executable Java code, which is described next.
4.2 Java code-generation
Due to the formal base of OOPr/T-Models, they are not only suited to serve as
architectural layout for implementation. Additionally, executable Java code can
be automatically generated, because the formal semantics of OOPr/T-Models
as described in the last section is explicitly defined to be compatible with the
way object-oriented concepts are integrated in Java (other languages are also
possible). This binding to a programming language results from our goal to sup-
port seamless software development ranging from high-level analysis to low-level
implementation and the not commonly accepted definition of object-orientation,
which leads to different programming language interpretations.
At early development stages with their abstract high-level models automatic
code-generation is only rarely useful, as implementation details are not known
or considered. In contrast, this feature can be useful during the design period
to create class frames from the architecture, if a direct use of the destination
language for implementation purposes is preferred. If a particular application
demands a partial or a complete formal model, OOPr/T-Models can be used
down to the visual programming level.
In detail, static, dynamic, and functional views are translated to Java ac-
cording to the following principles:
– Static view: The generation of Java classes from a static OOPr/T-Model is
mostly straightforward. A difference between Java and OOPr/T-Models is
that the latter supports generic classes (templates). To be able to map this
concept to Java, a preprocessing step is introduced which first replaces ab-
stract parameters of generic classes by actual ones. Furthermore, additional
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classes need to be introduced to the Java code to implement the implicit
start of a new Java thread if a method without return value is activated and
its ’sync’ flag is not set within the OOPr/T-Model.
– Dynamic view: A dynamic model specifies activation conditions for pub-
licly available methods of the class it is assigned to. To integrate a dynamic
model into each instance of a Java class, each place of such a model is trans-
lated into an additional attribute of type ’int’, which stores the amount of
token resident on the corresponding place. If a publicly available method is
to activate, an additional method is called which returns if the current state
of the dynamic model allows for the execution of the method. If so, this ad-
ditional method changes the state of the dynamic model. Then the method
is executed and finally the dynamic model is updated again to indicate that
the execution of the method is terminated. If the dynamic model does not
allow the activation of a method, the requesting thread is suspended until
the dynamic model of the particular object changes.
– Functional view: The generation of Java methods from corresponding
functional OOPr/T-Models is realized with a Pr/T-Net simulator in each
method. Here, each place of a functional model is translated into a pair of
local variables, the first of which indicates if a token resides on the corre-
sponding place. The particular value of this token is then stored within the
second variable. Each transition of a functional OOPr/T-Model is translated
into an ’if’-statement as part of a loop which terminates if a value exists on
the local variable representing the exit place of the functional OOPr/T-
Model. The preconditions to fire a transition are then translated into the
enabling conditions of the corresponding ’if’-statement. If such a condition
holds, values are removed from local variables representing places with in-
coming arcs to the respective transition. Furthermore, new values are pro-
duced and assigned to the local variables representing places with outgoing
arcs from the transition represented by the ’if’-statement.
The described generation of Java code gives reasonable results but is not yet
optimized and has several drawbacks which are mainly related to the transla-
tion of functional models. In fact, the use of a Pr/T-Net simulator within each
method is not the best choice, as only interleaving concurrency is supported
within a method. Additionally, this approach lacks efficiency especially consid-
ering complex methods. We are currently working on a more sophisticated solu-
tion for code-generation which is intended to result in true concurrency within
methods and a more efficient code.
5 Summary and further perspectives
This article has introduced OOPr/T-Models which were developed to overcome
the problems of existing proposals in the area of object-oriented Petri-Nets with
respect to a set of properties which we consider essential. As a result of working in
this direction, OOPr/T-Models are complete with respect to object-orientation
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and Petri-Nets. Furthermore, concepts to resolve inheritance anomalies are in-
tegrated and a comparatively ergonomical notation is given, even if the latter
can not be proved due to its qualitative nature. Finally, OOPr/T-Models allow
for the multiperspective development of (software) systems with static, dynamic,
and functional views on arbitrary abstraction levels ranging from high-level anal-
ysis to visual programming. In combination with automatic code-generation,
seamless object-oriented software development on a formal base is supported.
OOPr/T-Models have proven to be applicable not only to small systems
like the described producer/consumer example which mainly illustrates concur-
rency synchronization features. An example containing more complex methods
from a functional point of view is described in [Phil00] with the specification
of a system for the concurrent calculation of primes. More complex concurrent
object-oriented systems were created with OOPr/T-Models also, namely a frac-
tal rendering and a ray-tracing system [Hutten00]. The image synthesis of the
latter includes features like different geometric objects, multiple lights sources,
reflection, shading, transparency etc. All these examples were refined down to
the visual programming language level, and executable concurrent Java code was
generated from them.
The overall results from developing the described systems using OOPr/T-
Models are encouraging, even if there still remain some open issues. To be able
to further develop the concepts of OOPr/T-Models and the supporting tool, more
case studies from different application areas are needed. Another field of interest
is the mapping of UML notations to dynamic and functional OOPr/T-Models.
This would allow for the formalization of UML parts and the hiding of Petri-
Nets from a designer’s point of view, if necessary. Integration of an additional
semi-formal (but Petri-Net based) notation to support the communication with
domain experts especially in the early analysis stages is possible as well (e.g.
[Marx98]).
Besides the ongoing work on these topics, future developments will include
extensions of the notation and the tool with concepts to handle persistent data,
integration of mechanisms to model/generate distributed systems (CORBA) as
well as a GUI building facility. Ideally, these improvements will lead to an
integrated CASE-tool for the seamless development of concurrent/distributed
object-oriented (software) systems throughout the whole development process
on the formal base of Petri-Nets.
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Abstract. One of the most vexing problems in managing software projects, is the need to
appropriately plan and schedule them. Since software projects are process-oriented, this gives
rise to the need for planning and scheduling the processes in a software project, so as to be able
to meet the project’s objectives within the time and cost constraints imposed on the software
project. To make matters worse, the parameters of a software project keep changing all the
time, requiring the project team to continuously adapt their processes and replan and reschedule
their activities constantly.
In this paper, we present a Petri Net based formalism called TCPN or Timed Colored Petri Net,
for modeling, planning and scheduling software processes. Our formalism is based on the same
formalism in [4], and we show how it can incorporate planning and scheduling algorithms
developed outside the Petri Net community; in particular, planning algorithms from [8], and
scheduling algorithms from [9]. We also show that it is an overall Planning and Scheduling
architecture, and we also show how this can fit into an adaptive process framework such as the
one described in [1]. Since the original formalism in [4] was developed for modeling general
workflows, we show how it can be adapted to suit the multidimensional nature of software
projects.
1. Introduction
In any software project, planning and scheduling is one of the most critical problems
that the project team could face. The reason for this, is that improper planning and
scheduling will cause severe problems later in the software lifecycle, problems that
could become impossible to fix. Hence proper planning and scheduling – and
appropriate mechanisms for handling risks and unexpected deviations during the
course of the project – is crucial for the project.
In this paper, we present a Petri Net based formalism called TCPN or Timed Colored
Petri Net, for modeling, planning and scheduling software processes. Our formalism
is based on the Timed Colored Petri Net formalism of [4]. We show how it
incorporates planning algorithms from [8], and scheduling algorithms from [9], i.e.,
planning and scheduling algorithms from outside the Petri Net community. We also
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show that it is an overall Planning and Scheduling architecture, and we also show how
this can fit into an adaptive process framework [1]. Since the original formalism in [4]
was developed for modeling workflows in general, we show how it can be adapted to
suit the multidimensional nature of software projects.
This paper is organized as follows. We present some preliminary definitions in the
next section. In Section 3, our planning algorithm is presented. We show how – once
planning is done - scheduling can be done, in Section 4. In Section 5, we demonstrate
how our algorithm incorporates the adaptivity that is a crucial aspect of software
processes. In Section 6, we present an example from a real-life project that illustrates
our ideas. The paper concludes in Section 7 with suggestions for future work.
2. Preliminaries
Every software project is composed of the following basic entities:
• Activities: These are the steps followed during the software project, and are
usually composed into two types of processes in the project:
• Engineering processes: these are the "regular" processes implemented by the
project team in order to develop their deliverables
• Support processes: these are the processes that are required to be executed by
the project team in coordination with central groups such as the SEPG, SQA,
etc. Although these may not provide immediate benefit to the software
project, they are useful for providing project-level process performance
information to the central groups, which can in turn be used to improve
future projects
• Artifacts: These are the internal and external deliverables produced by the project
team.
• Agents: These are the roles played by different individuals in the project team,
e.g., Project Manager, Technical Lead, Testing Engineer, etc.
• Resources: These are the software and hardware resources needed to execute the
project, e.g., software tools, special-purpose hardware, etc.
From the above definitions, it is clear that software development is truly a multi-
dimensional activity, involving both engineering and support processes, and where
the project team needs to balance among activities, artifacts, agents and resources.
Most software projects can be modeled as per a 3-tier architecture, thus:
• The goals of the project and the organization to which it belongs, is the top tier.
These goals are usually business-driven, and can be mapped into goals for
particular software processes
• The middle tier typically models the usual lifecycles that the software projects
follow, e.g., waterfall, V-model, spiral, etc.
• The lowest tier represents the actual processes defined and followed in the
project; it is an instantiation of the lifecycle that the project team has chosen, and
which has been modeled in the middle tier
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In [1], the first author has described a similar 3-tier architecture for general workflow
processes, which finds application in software projects also. The corresponding layers
from [1] are Planning, Schema and Process Layers, respectively.
We now present the Petri Net definitions. A Timed Colored Petri Net (TCPN) (see
Fig. 1) is a five-tuple N = (P,T,I,O,TS) satisfying the following requirements:
i) P is a finite set of places
ii) T is a finite set of transitions
iii) I belonging to T is the set of input places for each transition, i.e, the pre-set
of T
iv) O belonging to T is the set of output places for each transition, i.e., the post-
set of T
v) TS is the time set, i.e., the set of execution times for each transition
(expressed as execution intervals)
vi) Also, each place p in P has a set of allowed colors attached to it and this
means that a token residing in p must have a value which is an element of
this set. In other words, the colors specify the different types associated with
each token. In the software project context, each token represents a resource
(such as a human, or computer resource) which is consumed during a
transition.
A marking M of the Petri Net represents the state of the Net, i.e., the distribution of
tokens over places. Whenever a transition fires, the marking changes, since tokens get
redistributed over the Net; hence a transition firing causes a state change in the Petri
Net. A marking M" is said to be reachable from a marking M' if it possible to reach








A Petri net is said to be live if for every reachable state M' and every transition t, there
is a state M" reachable from M' which enables t.
A Petri net is said to be bounded or k-safe  if and only if for each place p there is a
natural number k  such that for every reachable state the number of tokens in p is less
than or equal to k . If k  is 1, then the Petri net is said to be safe.
Paths connect nodes by a sequence of arcs. Hence a Petri net is strongly connected  if
and only if for every pair of nodes (i.e., places and transitions) x and y, there is a path
leading from x to y.
A workflow net  (see [6]) is a Petri Net with the following properties:
• It has a unique sink place o (with no output transitions) and a unique source place
i (with no input transitions)
• If we add a transition from o to i (hereafter referred to as the augmented workflow
net), then the resulting Petri net becomes strongly connected.
We call our TCPN representation well-defined if and only if it is live and bounded.
Hereafter in this paper, we will be dealing only with well-defined TCPNs, due to the
following reasons:
• We will see in later sections, that due to our planning and scheduling algorithms,
the TCPNs that will be generated, will have to be live
• We will also see in later sections, that the constraints and invariants on the
activities and resources of the software project, will ensure that a finite bound can
be determined on the resources (and hence, tokens)
A Petri net that is live and bounded, is said to be sound. In [6], it has been proved
that workflow nets are sound.
Prop 1 : For our software domain, it is clear that our TCPN must be a workflow net.
Proof:
• All software projects should have uniquely defined starting and ending points
• The software processes should be defined so that the resulting augmented
workflow net is strongly connected, since there should be a path from any place
to any transition in the TCPN representation of the software project's processes
QED
Prop 2 : All well-defined TCPNs are sound.
Proof:
From Prop 1, it is clear that the TCPN is a workflow net. From Theorem 1 in [6], a
workflow net is sound if and only if its augmented workflow net is live and bounded.
From the above definitions, it is clear that the augmented workflow net for the
TCPN is live and bounded, since the underlying TCPN representation is well-defined.
QED
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A workflow net is said to be free-choice, if and only if the following holds:
• For any two transitions, either their presets are identical or they do not have any
place in common
Although most workflow models are supposed to be free-choice [Aalst3, pg. 38],
TCPNs representing software projects need not be. This is due to the fact that parallel
execution threads in a software project may still have dependencies on each other.
Our example in Section 6 will illustrate this fact.
3. Planning Algorithm
3.1 Planning in Software Projects
The task of planning involves the following activities:
• Determining the project requirements and goals – this will involve not only
product requirements, but also process requirements (such as, for example, the
number of defects that need to be caught during reviews, the maximum number
of defects that can be tolerated in any lifecycle phase, or the productivity goals
for specified project activities)
• Identifying the resources and staffing available for the project
• Fixing the schedule of the project via negotiations with the customer
• Identifying the major risks in the project [12]
Once these are identified, the planning process basically boils down to determining
the project delivery lifecycle, and the different processes that should form part of the
lifecycle. This will also involve sequencing the support activities that go along with
the lifecycle, such as the following:
• Data collection and submission to the central Software Engineering Process
Group (SEPG), who will then do data collation and analysis
• Planning Software Quality Assurance (SQA) activities, such as end-of-phase
previews/postmortems, audits, process reviews within the project, in consultation
with the central SQA group
• Participation by project team members in organization-wide process
improvement activities, in order to support the central SEPG in its activities
These activities should also be executed as per predefined processes, and they also
need to be sequenced along with the “regular” project activities.
Since planning is typically a complex and iterative activity involving making
choices from among several alternatives, there is a need to encode the relative
usefulness of the different choices in terms of the impact that they will make on the
overall delivery lifecycle. It is usually convenient to represent these as predicates, in
the normal (either conjunctive or disjunctive) form that predicates are usually
represented. These predicates are needed either as preconditions or postconditions of
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activities. Preconditions specify the conditions necessary for an activity to be
executed successfully, and postconditions specify the state of the project (from the
perspective of that activity) once the activity is successfully executed.
Hence predicates can be specified for the project artifacts that are produced/used
during any activity in the software project, and these predicates can be used to derive
the appropriate software processes for the project. Some examples are:
• The review should catch at least a minimum number of errors; in other words, the
review should have been effective enough to weed out a sufficiently large
number of problems in the artifact. Such metrics are typically derived from
organization metrics data, and are assigned to the project team by the Senior
Management, in the form of quantitative process goals
• There should have been sufficient participation in the review by the project team
– in other words, the appropriate team members (decided by skill level,
experience, etc.) should have participated in the review
Thus each of these predicates can also be encoded against each of the artifacts in
the project, and it will be the responsibility of the project team to ensure that they plan
the project activities so that all these predicates are met.
3.2 Object-Centered Planning
From the description above, it becomes clear that the planning algorithm that we
use, should be “object-centered”. In other words, the predicates used in planning
should be oriented towards the objects in the projects (viz., agents, artifacts,
resources, activities), which will greatly enhance planning efficiency [8].
Hence we have adapted the Object-Centered Planning (OCP) approach presented
in [8] for our purposes. The OCP approach consists of the following steps:
• Initial domain description; here, the objects, the sorts (i.e., object classes) that
they belong to, the different states and substates that they can exist in for each
sort, are described and represented as predicates
• State transition diagrams are then described for each sort in the domain, where
each node in the diagram represents a substate class - a disjoint set of substates
• State invariant construction - here, we consider the different ways in which the
different sorts can interact with other, and from this we can construct a set of
logical invariants for the model. Invariants are nothing but predicates that should
always hold during project execution. (more on this in Section 3.3).
• Operator specification; here, parametrized operators that model the effect of
actions are specified in terms of the they affect classes of substates
N.B: In the software domain, the operators are nothing but the activities performed
by the project team, which can be represented as transitions in the TCPN formalism
(this will be described in detail later in this section).
The OCP algorithm basically operates as follows [8]:
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• It is a search through a space of partial plans. (The partial plans are nothing but
those derived from the project lifecycle model, from which the actual processes
can be derived.) First an open node in the set of partial plans is retracted
• If the node does NOT meet the termination condition such that the substates of
the node meets a goal condition (i.e., its postconditions as expressed in the form
of predicates and invariants do not meet a goal condition), then we find the
difference between the objects' current states and their desired states
• An operator (or operator sequence) is then picked that reduces the difference
• If the operator (or operator sequence) is applicable (i.e., its precondition is met),
then it is applied to the existing node; otherwise, the weakest precondition of an
instantiation of the operator (or operator sequence) is generated, and is used to
open a new node
• If the node DOES meet the termination condition, then the node's parent is then
opened, the algorithm is then applied on the parent
In the next section, we will describe how this algorithm can be mapped onto our
TCPN formalism.
3.3 Mapping OCP Onto the TCPN Formalism
As already described above, the OCP formulation easily maps onto the entities in a
software project, due to the object-centered nature of OCP. The mapping is given in
the table below:
OCP Software Project
Sort = object class Resource class; this includes the
classes of the agents (i.e., people
performing certain roles in the software
project) and classes of the resources
(i.e., hardware and software)
Objects Agents and Resources
Operator Change of state as a result of an
activity executing – in our TCPN
formalism, this represents the execution
of a transition
Predicate The predicates can be used to define
certain conditions on the resources and
how they can be utilized in the project.
Each predicate will represent either a
precondition or a postcondition on an
activity
These predicates are usually derived
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from the collective experiences of past
projects in the organization, and also
from historical metrics data which is
usually stored in a database [3].
In our TCPN formalism, these are
modeled as places
Substate State of the TCPN at any given time
Invariants Invariants in the software project,
i.e., predicates that cannot be violated
throughout the project execution – this
could be items like resources, cost, etc.
Using this mapping, it becomes easy to map the OCP algorithm in our TCPN
formalism, and obtain a TCPN representation of the software project plan.
The other major aspect of software project planning, and one that has not been
considered so far, is risk modeling. Risks are essentially negations of preconditions or
postconditions of certain activities in the project plan. Hence, in our TCPN
representation, we use the risk modeling method presented in [2] (which is adapted
from [12]), and we represent risk modeling as alternate paths in the TCPN
representation. In order to do so, we need to consider the following different aspects
of risk modeling:
• the risk factor, i.e., the characteristic that affects the probability of a risk event
occurring
• the risk event, which represents the occurrence of a negative incident - or a
discovery of information that reveals negative circumstances
• the risk outcome , which describes the state of the project after the risk has
materialized
• the risk consequences, which represents the state of the project after corrective
action has been taken
• the risk effect, which represents the impact of the risk on the customer and the
project
• the utility loss, which captures the severity of the loss to the project and to the
organization
Hence, we model risks in the following manner:
• determine the risk factors, risk events, risk outcomes and risk consequences of
any activity
• model the risk events as negations of preconditions of the activity
• model the risk outcomes as negations of postconditions of the activity
• model the risk consequences, risk effect and utility loss as alternative place-
transition sequences in the TCPN representation, in order to deal with the risk
(this will be done at the appropriate places which are the pre-sets of the transition
representing the activity in question)
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4.0 Scheduling Algorithm
4.1 Introduction to Scheduling
Scheduling basically involves assigning tasks to resources. Typically, before one
begins the process of scheduling, the basic assumption is that an initial plan of the
project is in place, so that an initial schedule can be drawn up. Hence planning and
scheduling inherently follow each other in an iterative fashion, until a satisfactory
plan and schedule is reached.
There are typically two basic scheduling approaches [9];
• Profile-based approaches: these approaches typically consist of characterizing
resource demand as a function of time, and incrementally performing "leveling
actions" to (hopefully) ensure that resource usage peaks fall below the total
capacity of the resource
• Clique-based approaches: given a current schedule, this approach builds a
"conflicts graph" whose nodes are activities and whose edges represent
overlapping resource capacity requests of the connected activities. Fully
connected subgraphs (cliques) are identified and if the number of nodes in the
clique is greater than the resource capacity, then we have a conflict
In the context of Petri Nets, some work on Petri Net based scheduling has been
done in [4]. This technique uses a Timed Colored Petri Net formalism very similar to
ours. In order to represent scheduling, a reachability graph is generated. The nodes of
this graph are the states in which a Petri Net can exist, and two nodes are connected
by a directed edge if one node is reachable from the other by a state change. Hence,
reachability graphs can be used to generate feasible schedules. Since there is no time
delay for transitions in our TCPN formalism, all our schedules are eager schedules,
i.e., schedules where resource assignment to tasks happens immediately. Hence, since
[4] has shown that the reachability graph can generate all eager schedules, we can use
the reachability graph algorithm described therein. In Fig.2, below, we present an
example of a reachability graph.
Fig. 2
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If we map the above concepts to the software domain, we see the following (some
of these have already been observed by the authors from their own experiences):
• Conflict detection and resolution are more important than mere resource leveling;
this is due to the fact that in software projects, a certain amount of "overloading"
is tolerated and sometimes even necessary (due to the demanding, dynamic and
semi-chaotic nature of software development)
• Since historical data and past experience data is usually available with most
software project teams, either in a database (see [3]) or can be deduced from the
past experiences of team members, there is always some level of initial
scheduling that can be done by the project team
Hence, we select the clique-based approach, and assume that an initial schedule
exists. This schedule is prepared based on the plan derived in Section 3 using the OCP
algorithm. Let us assume that this is not consistent, i.e., that there are conflicting
requirements on resources.
The generic solver that we use, is based on the one described in [9], and a basic
algorithmic template is described briefly here. The template identifies three basic
steps that require instantiation:
• Exists-Unresolvable-Conflict, which detects an unresolvable conflict,
• Select-Conflict-Set, which identifies the set of activities included in the resource
conflict to be considered next, and
• Select-Leveling-Constraint, which chooses a temporal ordering constraint to
solve the conflict by reducing (leveling) resource requirements in conflict.
Before we apply the generic solver to the clique-based approach that we have
chosen here, we first describe what a clique is. A clique in a graph G(V,E) is  a
completely connected subset C of V. The size of C is the number of vertices in C. The
clique in G with maximum size is called the maximum clique. For any vertex vi, the
we denote by Ji the set of vertices connected with vi.
Along with the clique information, we need to maintain two graphs for each
resource rj. The first graph is the Possible Intersection Graph (PIGj), whose vertices
are the activities requiring rj and whose edges represent the fact that the execution
intervals of its two vertices may overlap/intersect in the current solution. The second
graph is the Definite Intersection Graph (DIGj), whose vertices are the activities
requiring rj and whose edges represent unresolvable conflicts as described in Exists-
Unresolvable-Conflict . It is clear that DIGj is a subset of PIGj.
N.B: The "execution intervals" mentioned are nothing but the starting and ending
times for each transition, i.e., the starting and ending times taken for activities in the
project, and these are in the time set TS defined in Section 2.
If the resource rj has capacity cj, then a clique of size at least cj + 1 in the graph
PIGj is called a critical clique in G, and represents a potential resource conflict in the
current solution.
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The algorithm for determining the cliques is as follows:
• Input parameters are the following: a current clique C and a set of vertices I∆ used
to enlarge the current clique C as the search progresses
• Given G = (V,E) the algorithm starts with C = Φ  and I∆ = V; this corresponds to
the search level i = 0.
• At any level i of the search tree, the set C is a clique with i vertices C = {v1, v2,
…, vi} and the set I∆  is obtained by the incremental intersection of V, J1, J2, …, Ji,
where the Ji have been defined above.
• At each step of the algorithm, any of the following conditions hold:
Ø The current clique C has size less or equal to cj, and it is not possible to
enlarge it over the threshold - in this case, the search ends in failure
Ø The set C U {vi} is a clique with size greater than cj, in which case the clique
with size cj + 1 is collected into the set of cliques
Ø In any other case, the algorithm is recursively invoked on the parameters C
U {vi} and I∆-new to check for larger cliques.
The predicate Exists-Unresolvable-Conflict is realized by determining the minimal
critical sets, i.e, the minimal set of activities that may potentially conflict, using the
DIGj. This is done for each resource rj. If no such minimal critical sets exist, then all
the conflicts are solvable.
The function Select-Conflict-Set is executed by implementing what [9] calls a
"least commitment strategy". That is, the set of activities with the least temporal
flexibility (i.e., a function of the degree to which the activities can be reciprocally
shifted in time) is selected. In other words, the less the temporal flexibility, the more
critical it is to resolve first.
The function Select-Leveling-Constraint simply chooses the appropriate leveling
constraint according to the least commitment strategy described above.
4.2 Mapping onto the TCPN Formalism
We now map the scheduling algorithm described above, to our TCPN formalism.
Recall that we have seen that we can use the reachability graph to generate all
eager schedules. Hence, each path in the reachability graph from the root to any leaf
node represents a possible schedule. The question that we need to answer therefore,
is, how to generate the next state from any node in the tree? Since the reachability
graph could potentially become infinitely large, the other question to answer is, how
to limit the combinatorial explosion?
This is where the scheduling algorithm described in Section 4.1 can be used. The
constraints and possible resource conflicts detected during the course of executing
that algorithm will limit the number of reachable states from any node in the
reachability graph. Hence, the scheduling algorithm of Section 4.1 can be run at every
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node in the reachability graph, and the next set of reachable states can be derived by
not considering those states resulting in conflicts.
5.0 Handling Adaptivity in Software Projects
The previous sections of our paper described our TCPN formalism and showed how a
general planning and a general scheduling algorithm can be mapped onto our
formalism. However, software projects are highly adaptive and semi-chaotic, hence
any planning and scheduling architecture for software projects needs to incorporate
adaptivity into it.
In [1], we have shown three levels of adaptivity in the workflow context (in
increasing order of impact on the software organization), which are also applicable to
software projects:
Ø Adaptivity at process level, i.e., changing certain processes in order to improve
project execution
Ø Adaptivity at lifecycle level, i.e., changing the very delivery lifecycle in order to
make substantial changes in the way the software product is developed
Ø Adaptivity at goal level, i.e., changes in goals resulting in complete re-
engineering and re-orientation of the software projects themselves
It stands to reason that adaptivity can be handled efficiently by focussing only on
incremental replanning and rescheduling, i.e., only for those portions of the software
processes that are actually affected by the change. Hence, our approach to incremental
replanning and rescheduling is as follows:
• If the change involves changes in the constraints on the activities, then replanning
needs to be looked into first. We first need to determine at what point in the
lifecycle the change will begin to affect; we call this the "starting stage". For
example, a change in the project requirements may necessitate repeating the
design step, or may affect only the coding step. Another example, would be a
change in the quality requirements, that may impact only the testing activity,
resulting in (perhaps) a minor change to the test plan.
The next step is to propagate the changed constraints downstream from the
starting stage, and determine how much of the rest of the lifecycle is affected by
the change. The last activity that is affected by the change, is called the "ending
stage".
In such a situation, we need to rerun the OCP algorithm from the starting stage
to the ending stage, with the constraints at the starting stage being the start
constraints, and the constraints at the ending stage being the goal conditions of
the OCP algorithm.
• If the change does not involve changes in constraints on activities, or if the above
step results in changes in constraints on resources, then the scheduling algorithm
described in Section 4 needs to be invoked on the portion of the Petri Net that is
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between the starting and ending stages. Again, this results in redeveloping the
reachability graph between the highest node (in the reachability graph)
corresponding to the starting stage, and the lowest node (in the reachability
graph) corresponding to the ending stage, as per the algorithm in Section 4.
• The above two steps need to be iterated until a feasible solution is found.
In software projects, the other aspect of adaptivity, is the need to suitably "change-
proof" the software lifecycle model, so that future changes to the project are
anticipated and taken into account. This can be done using the risk modeling approach
described in Section 3.3. As is common in most software organizations, all the most
common types of possible risks can be modeled in a risk database (similar to the one
described in [3]) and can be used to suitably build in risk management while planning
and scheduling. Hopefully, this will minimize replanning and rescheduling.
6.0 An Example - Introduction
The example that we have chosen, is simple enough to be used in this paper as an
illustration, but it is also derived from a real-life software project in our organization
that exhibited all the characteristics that make software project planning and
scheduling a complex and demanding activity.
The project, which we will call ABC, is essentially to develop a set of modules that
will emulate the behavior of one operating system on another one. The ABC project
possesses the following characteristics:
• The requirements are not clearly defined by the customers, who are themselves
not very sure of what is to be expected; hence the project team needs to make
assumptions which could be invalidated at any time by the customers
• Like any typical software project, ABC’s schedule is quite tight. However,
resources are more flexible, since project team members have offered to work
overtime if necessary to get the job done, especially since this project is
considered to be crucial to the long-term success of the organization.
The project’s lifecycle can be evolutionary, consisting of several basic three-phase
waterfall models comprising design, coding and testing. Hence the project consists of
design-coding-testing cycles executed one after another. Of course, this is done per
module, hence the project lifecycle will be a set of design-coding-testing cycles
executed both sequentially and in parallel. Needless to say, since all the modules are
supposed to interact with each other, there will also be dependencies/interactions
among the 3-phase cycles corresponding to the modules. A representation of the
project, for two parallel but interdependent modules, and for one cycle in the overall
evolutionary lifecycle, is given in Fig.3 below. Please note the two arrows originating
from transitions in Module #2 and ending in places in Module #1 - they depict the














6.1 Planning Algorithm Implementation
The first step in planning the ABC project, is to identify the following, as per the
OCP algorithm:
• Object Classes: The object classes for our example, are the following
Ø Project Manager
Ø Engineer
Ø Project Quality Interface (he/she is the individual who interfaces with the
central SEPG and SQA groups, and helps the PM in coordinating the SEPG
and SQA functions in the project team)
• Objects: The objects in the ABC project, are the Project Manager (PM) and the 4
engineers
• Invariants: There are certain invariants on the activities in the ABC project.
Some of them are:
Ø All the activities in any 3-phase cycle will have to be executed sequentially
Ø Certain dependency invariants exist between modules, which are depicted as
constraints. For example, Module #1 cannot be completed until the interface
of Module #2 is completed, since Module #2 needs to interact with Module
#1 using the interface
Ø We can (and in fact, we should) also have invariants derived from historical
data from past projects in a historical database [3]; this helps during planning
and scheduling, since it minimizes the combinatorial explosion
• Operators: These are essentially the activities executed by the project team,
which changes the substates of each of the artifacts in the project
• Predicates: Predicates are used to denote preconditions and postconditions of an
activity. For example, for a coding activity for a module in any 3-phase cycle to
start, the following could be the preconditions:
Ø The design should have been completed, reviewed and baselined
Ø The module's interface dependencies with all other modules are also part of
the design which has been reviewed and baselined
The postconditions could be the following:
Ø The code has been reviewed and baselined
Ø The code is consistent with the design at the time of coding
• Substates: The substate of the project at any given time, is the substate of its
encoded TCPN representation
Basically, the planning algorithm can be implemented as explained in Section 3.2.
We start with the design activity in any module (which is an object in our adapted
OCP algorithm), and check the extent to which it meets the goal conditions. We note
the difference between the goal conditions and the current state of the module, and
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select an operator (or operator sequence) that reduces the difference. In this case,
there could be several operators to choose from (i.e., one or all of the following):
• Coding the module
• Developing the interface to the other modules in the system
• Leaving this module as it is, and designing and/or coding any other module
In case no operator is applicable, we choose the one that generates the weakest
precondition (i.e., the operator that violates the predicates the least) and it is used to
open a new node in our search space.
So far, we have not mentioned risk management in this planning exercise. Some
possible risks to this project are:
• Sudden changes in customer requirements
• Attrition
• Lack of understanding of the domain, which could render the planning estimates
useless
These risks are modeled using the modified Riskit methodology described in
Section 3.3. This can be done by adding alternate paths in the completed TCPN after
the planning algorithm is implemented.
6.2 Scheduling Algorithm Implementation
As explained in Section 4.1, we assume that a preliminary schedule exists, and we
select the clique-based approach. The search procedure is essentially the one
described in [4], and involves generation of the reachability graph. The Possible
Intersection Graphs (PIG) and Definite Intersection Graphs (DIG) are used in order to
curtail the size of the reachability graph, as described in Section 4.1.
6.3 Handling Adaptivity
6.3.1 Replanning
Due to the evolutionary nature of the ABC project, it is clear that change is a constant
in this project. Since software development is a multi-dimensional activity, the
following are some of the changes encountered by the team:
• The customer reorders the priority of certain modules in the system, thus forcing
the project team to replan and reschedule from where they were before the
reordering
• One of the team members falls ill and is absent for a week, forcing others to
make up for this loss. This may not cause a replanning per se, but causes a
rescheduling of activities among the existing team members, which in turn results
in replanning the activities that the sick team member is supposed to accomplish
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• The organizational SQA group announces an unscheduled audit, due to a
directive from senior management; this results in significant replanning and
rescheduling, since even the 10% overtime is not sufficient for the audit
We will illustrate the first change, i.e., customer reordering, only. In this case, the
OCP algorithm must be re-implemented from the stage when the change was ordered.
There are essentially three cases here:
• Completed activities: since these activities have already been completed, the
postconditions of these activities can be used as preconditions for future activities
that will be planned
• Activities yet to be started: these will be invalidated by the reordered priorities,
since they should be replanned afresh
• Activities in progress: the fate of these activities has to be decided after the
replanning is done. If these activities are to be executed (i.e., if the operator
sequence contains these activities), then the project team can simply continue
where they left off and complete these activities. Otherwise, the activities will
have to be scrapped in favor of the new set of activities.
6.3.2 Rescheduling
In the case of rescheduling, the reachability graph needs to be modified from the
"starting stage" to the "ending stage", as explained in Section 5. This will also involve
modifying the PIGs and DIGs for those resource that are affected. Once again, there
are three cases:
• Resources that are not needed between the "starting" and "ending stages" ; the
constraints on the state of the reachability graph at the "starting stage" for these
resources remain unchanged
• Resources that are yet to be used : these will be invalidated by the change, and
will have to rescheduled afresh
• Resources that are in the process of being used: here, the extent to which these
resources have to be reassigned, will depend on the extent of the scheduling
change. Some of the activities being executed by these resources may need to be
modified - this may in turn trigger a replanning, depending on the effect it will
have on the currently running set of activities (i.e., operator sequence as
mentioned in Section 6.3.1).
7.0 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a Timed Colored Petri Net (TCPN) formalism for
representing processes in software projects. We also showed how planning and
scheduling algorithms from outside the Petri Net community can be incorporated into
our formalism, thereby enhancing the power and usefulness of our formalism. We
have also shown how this can also serve as an Adaptive Planning and Scheduling
architecture, by aligning it with an adaptive process framework from [1]. We have
also illustrated the algorithms with a real-life example from a software project.
Although this paper has not described the TCPN formalism itself in any detail, we
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believe that our major contribution is that we have shown how planning and
scheduling algorithms from outside the Petri Net or Software Engineering
Community can be used to plan and schedule software processes using Petri Nets.
Our paper brings up several avenues for future work:
• Efficient implementation of our idea, and experimentation with several real-life
examples
• A more mathematically rigorous characterization of software processes,
including deriving properties similar to those derived in [5] for workflow nets.
Also, since Petri Nets are most suited for performance modeling, another open
issue is how to appropriately model and analyze the performance of software
processes, perhaps using stochastic models [14].
• Modeling of our TCPN formalism in a distributed environment, and
implementation thereof; that is, distributing portions of the TCPN and its
associated planning and scheduling algorithms among different servers, and the
coordination issues resulting therein. Also, how can our ideas be embedded into
an agent-based environment such as the one described in [13], where the TCPN
for each agent (which will describe the agent's execution methodology) can
dynamically adapt to changed circumstances. This also brings up the issue of
implementing adaptive planning and scheduling (as in Section 5) among
distributed servers. A beginning has been made in [11], but more remains to be
done.
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Abstract. Ada 95 is an expressive concurrent programming language
with which it is possible to build complex multi-tasking applications.
Much of the complexity of these applications stems from the interactions
between the tasks. This paper argues that Petri nets oer a promising,
tool-supported, technique for checking the logical correctness of the task-
ing algorithms. The paper illustrates the eectiveness of this approach
by showing the correctness of an Ada implementation of the atomic ac-
tion protocol using a variety of Petri net tools, including PED, PEP and
INA for P/T nets and Design/CPN for Coloured Petri nets.
1 Introduction
As high-integrity systems become more sophisticated, the resulting complexity
is easier to manage if the applications are represented as concurrent processes
rather than sequential ones. Inevitably, the introduction of concurrency brings
problems of process interaction and coordination. In trying to solve these prob-
lems, language and operating system researchers have introduced new high-level
programming constructs. These design abstractions are often closely related to
the specic domain being addressed. For example, in the world of software fault-
tolerance, the notion of conversations [24] and atomic actions [11, 19] are in-
troduced to facilitate the safe and reliable communication between a group of
processes in the presence of hardware and software failures, in addition to pro-
viding a structuring technique for such systems. Research languages such as
Concurrent Pascal have been used as the basis for experimentation [18], or a set
of procedural extensions or object extensions have been produced. For exam-
ple, Arjuna uses the latter approach to provide a transaction-based toolkit for
C++ [29]. However, it is now accepted that the procedural and object exten-
sions are unable to cope with all the subtleties involved in synchronisation and
co-operation between several communicating concurrent processes.
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The main disadvantage of domain-specic abstractions is that they seldom
make the transition into general-purpose programming languages or operating
systems. For example, no mainstream language or operating systems supports
the notion of a conversation [9]. The result is that all the hard-earned research
experience is not promulgated into industrial use.
If high-level support is not going to be found in mainstream languages,
the required functionality must be programmed with lower-level primitives that
are available. For some years now we have been exploring the use of the Ada
programming language as a vehicle for implementing reliable concurrent sys-
tems [32]. The Ada 95 programming language denes a number of expressive
concurrency features [1]. Used together they represent a powerful toolkit for
building higher-level protocols/design abstractions that have wide application.
For example, [32] recently showed how Ada 95 can be used to implement Atomic
Actions. And, as such an abstraction is not directly available in any current pro-
gramming language, this represents a signicant step in moving these notions
into general use. An examination of this, and other applications, shows that a
number of language features are used in tandem to achieve the required result.
Features include:
{ Tasks - basic unit of concurrency.
{ Asynchronous Transfer of Control (ATC) - an asynchronous means of aect-
ing the behaviour of other tasks.
{ Protected Types - abstract data types whose operations are executed in
mutual exclusion, and which supports condition synchronisation.
{ Requeue - a synchronisation primitive that allows a guarded command to
be prematurely terminated with the calling task placed on another guarded
operation.
{ Exceptions - a means of abandoning the execution of a sequential program
segment.
{ Controlled types - a feature that allows manipulation of object initialisation,
nalisation and assignment.
The expressive power of the Ada 95 concurrency features is therefore clear.
What is not as straightforward is how to be condent that the higher-level
abstractions produced are indeed correct. As a number of interactions are asyn-
chronous this presents a signicant verication problem. The idea of verication
using Model Checking with a nite state model (FSM) of an Ada program was
rst presented in [10]. This method constructed a set of FSMs of individual
tasks interacting via channels, and applied analysis of the interleaving seman-
tics of the product of FSMs using the software tool Uppaal. In this paper, we
investigate a complementary approach based on Petri nets and their power to
model causality between elementary events or actions directly. This can be ad-
vantageous for asynchronous nature of interactions between tasks. Petri nets,
both ordinary [26] and high level (e.g. coloured nets [17]) oer a wide range of
analysis tools to model and verify the logical correctness according to two cru-
cial kinds of properties: (i) safety - an incorrect state cannot be entered (from
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any legal initial state of the system); and (ii) liveness - a desirable state will be
entered (from all legal initial states of the system).
Petri nets have generally been applied to the verication of Ada programs,
e.g. [28, 23, 8]. This work has mostly been focused on the syntactic extraction
of Petri nets from Ada code in such a way that the verication of properties,
such as deadlock detection, could be done more eÆciently. To alleviate state
space explosion techniques like structural reduction [28] and decomposition [23]
of `Ada nets' have been proposed.
Our research is based on applying Petri nets to model concurrent Ada code,
and using Petri nets tools, such as PEP and Design/CPN, to verify its correct-
ness. However, we propose to deal with the unavoidable complexity of the result-
ing programs within a compositional approach employing a versatile library of
design abstractions with well understood and formally veried properties. Con-
dence in the abstraction can be signicantly increased and the development
activity itself supported by modelling, simulation and analysis of the dynamic
behaviour of the Petri net model; the behaviour can be analysed either by ex-
ploring the set of reachable states of the net or its partial order semantics, such
as the unfolding prex. This library can then be used to tackle the verication
of complex designs. Thus, while we are ultimately interested in eÆcient model
checking too, the main focus of this paper is on the semantic modelling of salient
task interaction mechanisms from Ada 95. To the best of our knowledge, there
has been no attempt of using Petri nets to analyse Ada 95 models of Atomic Ac-
tions, particularly with ATC and exceptions. However, some work on analysing
Ada 95 programs (with ATC, protected objects, and requeue statement) with
Petri nets has been recently reported in [15].
This paper is organised as follows. An introduction to model checking based
on Petri nets is given in the next section. We use our existing study of Atomic
Actions to illustrate the adopted procedure. A simple model is introduced in
Section 3 and its renement in Section 4. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.
2 Model Checking using Petri Nets
Model checking is a technique in which the verication of a system is carried out
using a nite representation of its state space. Basic properties, such as absence
of deadlock or satisfaction of a state invariant (e.g. mutual exclusion), can be
veried by checking individual states. More subtle properties, such as guarantee
of progress, require checking for specic cycles in a graph representing the states
and possible transitions between them. Properties to be checked are typically
described by formulae in a branching time or linear time temporal logic [13].
The main drawback of model checking is that it suers from the combina-
torial explosion problem. That is, even a relatively small system specication
may, and often does, yield a very large state space which despite being nite re-
quires computational power for its management beyond the eective capability
of available computers. To help cope with the state explosion problem a num-
ber of techniques have been proposed which can roughly be classied as aiming
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at implicit compact representation of the full state space of a reactive concur-
rent system, or at an explicit representation of a reduced, yet suÆcient, state
space of the system. Examples of the former are algorithms based on the bi-
nary decision diagrams (BDDs) [7]. Techniques aimed at reduced representation
of state spaces are typically based on the independence of some actions, which
is a characteristic feature of reactive concurrent systems, often relying on the
partial order view of concurrent computation. Briey, in a sequential system,
it is the actual order of the execution of individual actions which is usually of
importance, whereas in a concurrent system the actual order in which, say, two
messages were sent and then received may be irrelevant to the correctness of the
whole system. Examples include partial order verication [16, 21] and stubborn
set method [31]. The partial order view of concurrent computation is also the
basis of the algorithms employing McMillan's unfoldings [14], where the entire
state space is represented implicitly using an acyclic directed graph representing
system's actions and local states.
Model checking is a technique that requires tool support. For Petri nets,
there are many tools of dierent maturity available. These tools are categorised
according to many parameters [33]. In our study, we used three relatively ma-
ture tools. One is PEP [2, 3], which uses ordinary Place/Transition nets and a
number of model checking methods, such as reachability analysis and unfold-
ing prex. The second one is INA (Integrated Net Analyzer) [27]. The third is
Design/CPN [34], which is based on the Coloured Petri nets and has extensive
facilities for simulation and occurrence (reachbility) graph analysis.
2.1 The PEP Tool
The PEP tool [2, 3, 22] provides a modelling and verication environment based
on Petri nets, however, its principal method of inputting large designs is to use a
simple concurrent programming language. The tool compiles a program into an
internal representation in terms of a 1-safe Petri net which can then be veried
for correctness using a variety of techniques, including ones supported by other
model checking tools, such as SPIN or SMV. The relevant correctness properties,
can be specied in a general-purpose logic notation, such as CTL* or S4. The
PEP system incorporates model checkers based on unfolding and structural net
theory.
The PEP tool's additional advantage is that it is based on a compositional
Petri net model, both P/T-net based and high-level net based [4{6]. It therefore
provides a sound ground to develop a compositional model supporting design
abstractions.
2.2 The INA Tool
The INA tool is an interactive analysis tool which incorporates a large number
of powerful methods for analysis of P/T nets. These methods include analysis of:
(i) structural properties, such as state-machine decomposability, deadlock-trap
analysis, T- and P-invariant analysis, structural boundedness ; (ii) behavioural
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properties, such as boundedness, safeness, liveness, deadlock-freeness, dynamic
conict-freenes; (iii) specic user-dened properties, such as those dened by
predicates and CTL formulas and traces to pre-dened states. These analyses
employ various techniques, such as linear-algebraic methods (for invariants),
reachability and coverability graph traversals, reduced reachability graph based
on stubborn sets and symmetries.
The INA tool uses a combination of interactive techniques, where the user is
prompted for various specications and queries, and le-processing techniques.
The basic Petri net le format is compatible with other tools, such as PED and
PEP, using Petri net graphical editors.
2.3 The Design/CPN Tool
Coloured Petri Nets (CP-nets) are an extension of the basic Petri Net model [17].
A CP-net model consists of a collection of places, transitions, and arcs between
these places and transitions. The model contains tokens that ow around the
model and are stored in the places. The essential feature of CP-nets is that
they allow complex data types, i.e. objects, to be attached to the tokens. These
objects contain attributes reecting the system being modelled. The ow of
the tokens is determined by so called guards, which are conditions, attached to
the arcs of the model, that determine whether a transition is allowed to re.
These guards therefore determine the dynamic behaviour of the model; they
allow sophisticated behavioural properties to be modelled. The only software tool
currently capable of simulating and analysing CP-Net models and generating an
executable code (in the ML programming language) is Design/CPN [34]. In the
Design/CPN system, guards are specied in ML. Crucially, Design/CPN allows
entry of hierarchical models, which greatly aids in the understanding of complex
models.
3 Model of Simple Atomic Actions
3.1 Atomic Actions
An atomic action is a dynamic mechanism for controlling the joint execution of
a group of tasks such that their combined operation appears as an indivisible
actions [19, 25]. Essentially, an action is atomic if the tasks performing it can
detect no state change except those performed by themselves, and if they do not
reveal their state changes until the action is complete. Atomic actions can be
extended to include forward or backward error recovery. In this paper we will fo-
cus only on forward error recovery using exception handling [11]. If an exception
occurs in one of the tasks active in an atomic action then that exception is raised
in all processes active in the action. The exception is said to be asynchronous
as it originates from another process.
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3.2 Atomic Actions in Ada
To show how atomic actions can be programmed in Ada [32], consider a simple
non-nested action between, say, three tasks. The action is encapsulated in a
package with three visible procedures, each of which is called by the appropriate
task. It is assumed that no tasks are aborted and that there are no deserter
tasks [18].
package simple_action is
procedure T1(params : param); -- from Task 1
procedure T2(params : param); -- from Task 2
procedure T3(params : param); -- from Task 3
end simple_action;
The body of the package automatically provides a well-dened boundary,
so all that is required is to provide the indivisibility. A protected object, Con-
troller, can be used for this purpose. The package's visible procedures call the
appropriate entries and procedures in the protected object.
The body of the package is given below.
with Ada.Exceptions; use Ada.Exceptions;
package body action is
type Vote_T is (Commit, Aborted);
protected controller is
entry Wait_Abort(E: out Exception_Id);
entry Done;
entry Cleanup (Vote : Vote_t; Result : out Vote_t);
procedure Signal_Abort(E: Exception_Id);
private
entry Wait_Cleanup(Vote : Vote_t; Result : out Vote_t);
Killed : boolean := False;
Releasing_cleanup : Boolean := False;
Releasing_Done : Boolean := False;
Reason : Exception_Id;
Final_Result : Vote_t := Commit;
informed : integer := 0;
end controller;
-- any local protected objects for communication between actions
protected body controller is
entry Wait_Abort(E: out Exception_id) when killed is
begin
E := Reason;
informed := informed + 1;






entry Done when Done'Count = 3 or Releasing_Done is
begin






entry Cleanup (Vote: Vote_t;
Result: out Vote_t) when True is
begin
if Vote = Aborted then
Final_result := Aborted;
end if;
requeue Wait_Cleanup with abort;
end Cleanup;





entry Wait_Cleanup (Vote : Vote_t; Result: out Vote_t)
when Wait_Cleanup'Count = 3 or Releasing_Cleanup is
begin
Result := Final_Result;


















-- code to implement atomic action
Controller.Done; --signal completion
exception





-- if any exception is raised during
-- the action all tasks must participate in the recovery
when E: others =>











procedure T2(params : param) is ...;
procedure T3(params : param) is ...;
end action;
Each component of the action (T1, T2, and T3) has identical structure. The
component executes a select statement with an abortable part. The triggering
event is signalled by the controller protected object if any component indicates
that an exception has been raised and not handled locally in one of the com-
ponents. The abortable part contains the actual code of the component. If this
code executes without incident, the controller is informed that this component
is ready to commit the action.
If any exceptions are raised during the abortable part, the controller is in-
formed and the identity of the exception passed.
If the controller has received notication of an unhandled exception, it re-
leases all tasks waiting on theWait Abort triggering event (any task late in arriv-
ing will receive the event immediately it tries to enter into its select statement).
The tasks have their abortable parts aborted (if started), and the exception is
raised in each task by the statement after the entry call to the controller. If the
exception is successfully handled by the component, the task indicates that it is
prepared to commit the action. If not, then it indicates that the action must be
aborted. If any task indicates that the action is to be aborted, then all tasks will
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raise the exception Atomic Action Failure. Figure 1 shows the approach using a
simply state transition diagram.
Executing and









Exit Action Failed Exit Action Normally
Fig. 1. Simple state transition diagram illustrating Atomic Action with forward error
recovery for the system with two tasks
3.3 Modelling the Ada Implementation in P/T nets
We now consider Petri nets for this Ada code. For the sake of simplicity, we
consider only two tasks here. We rst look at ordinary P/T nets, i.e. nets without
token typing. Each of the client tasks will have an identical PN, specialised only
in its labelling of transitions and places. The controller will also be modelled
as a single Petri net. Graphical capturing of Petri nets is done using Petri net
editor PED [20], which allows hierarchical and fragmented construction of P/T
nets, and export to an extensive range of formats including those accepted by
analysis tools such as PEP and INA. Figure 2 presents the task model (a) and
the controller model (b).
Places and transitions which are not shaded, such as start1 and arr1 are
individual for the task net (we show the net for Task 1). Those places and
transitions which are shaded are so called logical places and transitions { they
are used to interconnect subnets to form larger nets. In other words, by declaring
places or transitions in dierent subnets as logical, we virtually merge such places
and transitions in the overall net provided that they have the same label, e.g.









































Fig. 2. P/T net models: (a) Task model (b) Controller model
which are represented graphically by arcs with a black dot at the transition end,
and weighted arcs. The former are used to show the fact that transitions in the
task net can test the state of shared variable, such as Killed , which is modelled
by two complementary places notKilled and Killed in the controller net.
Our basic idea of modelling the Ada code for the Atomic Action behaviour
with P/T nets is as follows. We represent states of each task as unshaded places
and key actions local to the task as unshaded transitions. Arriving in the Atomic
Action by the task is represented by transition arr1. This also generates a token
in the place waitAbort, which belongs to the controller and counts the number of
tasks that have actually entered the Atomic Action. The place labelled comp1
corresponds to the state of the task in which the task performs normal compu-
tation. From this state the task may either: (a) execute transition done1 and go
to the Local Done state of normal completion of the action (place locDone1),
or (b) it may raise an exception by ring transition sigAbort1 (this corresponds
to executing the Signal Abort procedure, which switches the state of the Killed
ag from false to true { a token is toggled from place notKilled to Killed), or
(c) it may be forced to go to the Error-Handling state (place handling1), either
from the Normal Computation state or from the the Local Done state because
of some tasks (including itself) has raised an exception, in which case transition
except12 will be red.
Subsequent action of the task depends on whether the task ends in the Local
Done or in the Error-Handling state. If the former, the task provides a condi-
tion for the controller to re a shared transition doneAll (corresponding to the
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execution of the Done entry by all tasks). If the task is in the Error-Handling
state, it handles the exception, and, depending on the result of the handling,
votes either for Action Commit or Action Abort.
The voting mechanism used in Atomic Actions allows one task voting for
Abort to force the entire operation into Failure. In our Petri net model, this is
achieved by using three transitions sendAbort1, sendComm1 or sendAbComm1,
individual to the task. These transitions are connected to two complementary
places voteNotAbort and voteAbort in the controller net. Initially, when the vot-
ing begins, a token is assumed to be placed into place voteNotAbort. While none
of the tasks vote for Abort, the token remains in this place, and if the task votes
for Commit, which corresponds to the handling ok ag being set in the task,
transition sendComm1 res due to the reading arc from place voteNotAbort. As
soon as one of the tasks votes for Abort, transition sendAbort1 is red, which tog-
gles the token from voteNotAbort to voteAbort in the controller. This corresponds
to assigning the state of the global ag Final result to aborted in the Cleanup
entry. After that, in all tasks, regardless of their individual voting, transition
sendAbComm1 will re due to the reading arc from place voteAbort.
Voting is complete when the task is in the state where it is ready to check the
value of the decision ag. This corresponds to a token in the voted1 place. At
this point all tasks synchronise on ring shared transitions commitAll or abortAll,
which are respectively preconditioned by the controller's places voteNotAbort
and voteAbort. If the former res it puts a token in the local success1 place,
otherwise the local fail1 is marked. The task subsequently res one of the two
possible restart transitions which corresponds to bringing the task to the state
where it is ready to execute the Atomic Action again.
Using the PED tool we constructed the model of the system from the task and
controller fragments. Once the appropriate places and transitions are merged the
actual behavioural interaction between task and controller is achieved through
the following two main mechanisms:
{ (i) synchronisation on shared transitions, which is similar to rendez-vous
(blocking) synchronisation, and
{ (ii) communication via shared places, which is similar to asynchronous (non-
blocking) communication.
3.4 Verication of the P/T-net model
This P/T net model of the Ada code can be exported from PED to analysis
tools, such as INA or PEP. We used PEP, in which we could simulate the token
game and perform reachabilty analysis to verify by Model Checking the key
properties of the algorithm. First, if `Task1' is in place success1 then it must not
be possible for any of the other tasks (say 2) to be in fail2. This is presented to
the reachability analysis tool by the following logic statement:
success1,fail2
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This test gives the <NO> result, i.e. such a marking in which these two places
are marked is not reachable.
Similarly, to the test for reachability of a marking in which both tasks end
in success state:
success1,success2
the tool reacts with <YES> and produces:
_SEQUENCE:
arr2,done2,arr1,done1,doneAll
which is a ring sequence leading to the global success state.
When setting the option Calculate all paths to true, the tool produces








This set, however, includes only those paths which go through the locDone
states, but not those which are the result of succcesful handling and overall
Commit voting. This is caused by the fact the system searches for all paths
satisfying the shortest length criterion.







all together over 600 paths. These assertions imply inconsistency is not possible.
We have also used tool INA to verify the various behavioural (safety and




Dead State Reachable - No
Covered by Transition-Invariants - Yes
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These results mean that several tasks can enter the controller simultane-
ously, but that the total number of tasks is bounded. All transitions belong to
a transition-invariant, which means that the net is structurally live, i.e. it is
suÆciently rich in connections to make it live.
Resettable, reversable (to home state) - Yes
Dead transitions exist - No
Live - Yes
Live and Safe - No
The computed reachability graph has 76 states.
The INA tool allows to state properties in the form of CTL (Computa-
tional Tree Logic) [12] formulas. We can formulate properties of interest, such
as whether there exists a path which leads to a state where one task ends in
success while the other in fail:
EF((P18&P21 )V(P19 &P20 ))
Here P18 (P19) stands for success1 (success2) and P21(P20) for fail2 (fail1).
The result of the check is:
s1 sat EF((P18 &P21 )V(P19 &P20 )):FALSE
Another interesting property would be, whether there is a path that leads to
a state in which both tasks end in success but the ag Killed (place P7 below)
has been set to true:
s1 sat EF(P7&(P18 &P19 )): FALSE
For comparison, we have tried a modied net model for a task { we omitted a
read arc leading to transition done1 which tests ag notKilled. This modication
may correspond to allowing the code for a task to be non-sequential { a task
may signal abort and at the same time pass to Local Done (the eect of inertia
or delay in reacting to the abort). Interestingly, such a modication does not
lead to the violation of deadlock-freeness or the property of both tasks ending
either in success or fail. But for the last property above it returns:
s1 sat EF(P7 &(P18 &P19 )): TRUE
4 CPN Modelling and Analysis
We modelled Atomic Actions using Coloured Petri nets (CPNs) and analysed
the model using the Design/CPN tool. The three main CPNs for the model are
shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5.
They capture the system hierarchically, as a composition of the controller
and task nets. Due to the ability of CPNs to distinguish objects by their token



























































































































Fig. 4. CPN model of Tasks
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individual tasks simply by their token values. Another advantage of this type of
modelling is that we can parameterise a system model with n tasks and analyse it
for dierent number of tasks by simply setting the n parameter to an appropriate
value.
The list of colour denitions (with parameter n = jTasksj set to 2) is:
val n=2;
color Flag = bool;
color Taskn = index task with 1..n;
color Task = record tsk : Taskn * flg : Flag;
color Signal = with s;
var ar, re, ts, cp, sn, sn_, va, vc : Task;
var ca, vt : Signal;
var ab, dw, ex, sy, wt, aa, te : Signal;
var ha, sa, sc, da, dc, dn : Task;
val init_task = 1`{tsk=task(1),flg=true}++
1`{tsk=task(2),flg=true};
Here we show the results of the analysis using Design/CPN. Most of the
statistics we produced using functions directly available from the Design/CPN
menus.
From the Statistics it can be seen that the O-graph (Occurrence Graph, i.e.
reachability graph) for n = jTasksj = 2 has 63 nodes and 114 arcs. The number
of strongly connected components (Scc-graph) are less than the O-graph nodes,
implying that an innite occurrence sequence exists.
Statistics
----------
Occurrence Graph Scc Graph
Nodes: 63 Nodes: 13
Arcs: 114 Arcs: 14
Secs: 0 Secs: 0
Status: Full
For the Boundedness Properties Integer bounds are as expected. The Signal
nodes can never be more than one and the Task nodes never exceed two. We
also show some of the best Upper Multi-set Bounds to show the task and signal
distribution. The best Lower Multi-set Bounds are all empty.
Boundedness Properties
-------------------------------------------
Best Integers Bounds Upper Lower
Control'Fail_n 1 1 0
Control'Killed 1 1 0
Control'LocDone_n 1 2 0
...


















































































Fig. 5. CPN model of Controller
The Home Properties show that it is possible to reach any marking from any
other marking in the O-graph. The Liveness Properties show there are no Dead
Markings. Some of the Fairness Properties of the O-graph are shown below.
Only Arr n is Impartial which implies that repeated cycles of the whole graph
require occurence of of ring of this node.
Liveness Properties Fairness Properties
------------------------------- -------------------------
Dead Markings: None Control'AbortAll 1 Fair
Live Transitions Instances: Control'CommitAll 1 Fair
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Control'DoneAll 1 Fair
Control'AbortAll 1 Control'Restart_nf 1 Fair
Control'CommitAll 1 Control'Restart_ns 1 Fair
Control'Restart_nf 1 Control'SigAbort 1 Fair
Control'Restart_ns 1 Control'Sync 1 Fair
Control'SigAbort 1 Tasks'Arr_n 1 Impartial
Control'Sync 1 Tasks'Done_n 1 Just
...
The following are examples of the testing of more specic properties formu-
lated as Queries to O-graph and its nodes. These queries are based on functions
that are dened in ML.
Function Success tests all markings in which the Success n node is active.
A function Fail can be dened in a similar manner.
Function
---------------------------------------
fun Success_ (s: Test) : Node list
= PredAllNodes (fn n =>
cf(s, Mark.Control'Success_n 1 n) > 0);
-----------------------------------------
The following tests can be run using these functions:
Test Result
---------------------------------------- -------------------------------
Success_(s); val it = [29] : Node list
Fail_(s); val it = [63] : Node list
Success_(s) <> Fail_(s); val it = true : bool
length(Success_(s))+length(Fail_(s))=2; val it = true : bool
----------------------------------------- -------------------------------
This means that Success and Fail do occur, that they cannot occur si-
multaneously, and that there can be only one of each. All these results are as
expected.
We can test for specic occurrences of the Success n node (node 29) to be
activated. It shows that there are only two possible occurrences that can lead
to this happening, i.e. one from Voted causing Commitall (node 60) or Doneall
(node 20).
Functions and Tests Result
----------------------------------------- -------------------------------
Success_(s); val it = [29] : Node list
InNodes(29); val it = [60,20] : Node list
OutNodes(60);OutNodes(20); val it = [29] : Node list
val it = [29] : Node list
----------------------------------------- -------------------------------
State or occurrence 60 represents transition CommitAll being activated which
leads to Success n. State or occurrence 20 represents transition DoneAll being
activated which also leads to Success n. There are no other such occurrences.
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Finally, the following table shows how the Occurence graph increases as the
number of Tasks is increased.
--------------------------------------------------------------
Size of Occurence Graph with number of Tasks
--------------------------------------------------------------
|Tasks| Nodes Arcs |Tasks| Nodes Arcs
--------------------------------------------------------------
2 63 114 5 7568 25883
3 298 689 6 39331 158444
4 1481 4220 7 207667 969677
---------------------------------------------------------------
5 Conclusion
We have shown that a relatively complicated Ada program using tasking can
be modelled and veried using Petri nets (ordinary P/T nets and Coloured)
and Model Checking. This signicantly improves condence in the correctness
of higher-level abstraction such as atomic actions.
This paper is a preliminary attempt in pursuing our chosen direction of re-
search, in which we would like to develop a more comprehensive methodology
for verifying high-integrity systems built of Atomic Actions and implemented in
Ada 95.
The major new aspects of this work, which also reveal the potentially ex-
ploitable advantages of the Petri net approach over the State Machine one [10],
are:
{ Renement of both states and transitions;
{ Analysis of behaviour at the true concurrency and causality level;
{ High-level aspects of modelling, such as parametrisation, are possible using
high-level Petri nets.
For example, if renement with threads (e.g., task spawning), recursive atomic
actions, etc. were possible in the modelled systems, then Petri nets would provide
a much more eÆcient way of modelling than state machines.
We have only shown ways of modelling interaction mechanisms at the seman-
tical level. Part of the intended future work would be to develop new methods
of extracting Petri nets from the Ada 95 syntax.
Although this paper has not introduced real-time issues, the choice of tool
and modelling technique implies that the approach can be extended to a timed
Petri net approach.
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Abstract This paper presents COALA, a language for the formal design of fault
tolerant distributed systems. Advanced transaction models have already proved
their interest for the design of reli able distributed systems. Unfortunately, these
models often consist in low level algorithmic approaches which are not enough
rigorously defined nor supported by a development methodology. In the field of
formal approaches for distributed systems, we believe that effort is not suffi -
ciently directed towards practical engineering where rigor is of interest. The
principal contributions of this work are twofold: (1) it provides the Coordinated
Atomic Action transaction model with a formal engineering framework; (2) it
demonstrates the practical interest of the Petri net based object-oriented specifi -
cation formalism CO-OPN/2 as an underlying tool all owing rigorous and meth-
odological engineering of complex reli able distributed systems. This paper also
shortly introduces a concrete example where high level Petri nets appear to be a
very useful development tool when integrated in the software lif e cycle of com-
plex distributed systems.
Keywords: distributed systems design, development methodology, formal meth-
ods, object orientation, Petri nets, fault tolerance, advanced transaction models. 
1 Introduction
The concept of transaction has been developed to deal with the eventual loss of database
integrity when concurrent programs operate on it. Indeed, these programs can be
stopped due to hardware/software failures or can interfere with each other. In general,
concurrency and failures are the two sources of potential errors that lead to database in-
consistencies. For this reason, the transaction model is used as a basic unit of consistent
and reli able computing within the database domain. Managing transactions is not an
easy task and the subject has been studied thoroughly ([1], [17], [7]). Transaction man-
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agement must deal with problems related to running sets of operations, that read or
modify shared data, while always keeping the database in a consistent state, even when
concurrent accesses and failures occur.
In order to increase the fl exibil ity of the traditional transaction model some advanced
models have been proposed. More flexibility is required particularly in contexts where
long-lived and open-ended activi ties occur (such as in computer-aided design and man-
ufacturing projects (CAD/CAM)). The ACID properties (atomicity, consistency, isola-
tion, and durabil ity) of the traditional model seem to strong and sometime inadequate
for long duration activi ties which need to cooperate. Long lived activi ties are more in-
clined to conflicts since they often maintain locks for long period of time on numerous
objects. Short transactions, waiting for lock resources, must be delayed. Long duration
activities are also more vulnerable to fail ures. Al l these facts unfortunately tend to in-
creases the risks for deadlocks and abortions. Hence, aborting a long transaction is
clearly undesirable for a large quantity of important work might be lost. Moreover, the
isolation property of the traditional model goes against the cooperation needs of these
activities. The objectives of new models are of many kinds. Most of them try to stati-
cally divide or to dynamicall y restructure long transactions into smaller subtransactions
so as to: increase concurrency and cooperation between transactions; relax the isolation
property; and, in case of cancellation, propose alternative solutions other than coming
back to the initial state.
Coordinated atomic actions (CA actions) present a general technique for achieving fault
tolerance by integrating the concepts of conversation (that encloses cooperative activi -
ties), transaction (that ensures consistent access to shared objects), and exception han-
dling (for error recovery) into a uniform structuring framework. More precisely, CA
actions ([19],[20],[21],[23],[24]) use conversations as a mechanism for controlling con-
currency and communication between threads that have been designed to cooperate
with each other. Concurrent accesses to shared objects that are external to a CA action
are controled by the associated transaction mechanism that guarantees the ACID prop-
erties. In particular, objects which are external to a CA action, and can hence be shared
with other concurrent CA actions, must be atomic and individually responsible for their
own integrity. In a sense CA actions can be seen as a disciplined approach to using mul-
ti-threaded nested transaction while providing them with well-structured exception han-
dling.
Although some efforts have been devoted to the formalization of advanced transaction
models, this work clearly appears to be insuffi cient. To ensure the deli very of reli able
complex distributed systems, it is important that formali zation li es within the scope of
a complete development process covering the whole software li fe cycle. This project
therefore aims at providing the CA action model with a complete formal basis allowing
system development according to a safe and methodological software engineering ap-
proach. To realize this, we fi rst decided to provide the CA action model with a formal
design language called COALA. COALA is meant for the definition of CA actions
which are used to design complex distributed applications. COALA has a clear and sim-
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ple syntax as well as a formal semantics which precisely defines the CA action model.
COALA’s formal semantics is expressed in the Petri net-based object oriented specifi -
cation formalism CO-OPN/2 ([2],[3],[4]). CO-OPN/2 is a specifi cation formali sm
which all ows modular description, refinement, prototype implementation and testing.
The main reason motivating the choice of CO-OPN/2 as the target language of COA-
LA’s semantics is that it includes most of the essential characteristics ([14]) necessary
to provide formal, structured and operational semantics for distributed systems in which
concurrency, atomicity and consistency of data structures are to be considered. A soft-
ware engineering framework has been developed for CO-OPN/2 in order to provide
methods and techniques supporting the main phases of the software li fe cycle (analysis,
design, implementation, verification and validation). Even if all these techniques are not
yet fully integrated in this project, they represent a good framework for the defini tion
of a valuable development methodology for COALA. A major contribution of this pa-
per is to show that high level Petri nets can provide useful semantic and methodological
means for the development of high level transaction models li ke CA actions.
This paper is organised as follow; the second section presents the state of the art of new
advanced transaction models for distributed systems, the third and fourth sections ex-
plain the syntax and semantics of COALA while the fi fth section introduces a small
banking example. The paper ends by shortly summarizing the development methodol-
ogy we propose for COALA.
2 State of the Art
2.1  Traditional Transaction Systems
The main four properties associated with transactions are commonly known as the
«ACID» properties. 
(1) Atomicity: a transaction is treated as a unit of operation, the effects of all  the oper-
ations of a transaction persist or none do; (2) Consistency: a transaction is a program
which must map one consistent database to another; (3) Isolation: concurrent transac-
tions must be executed as if they were executed serially, in isolation (serializabili ty),
other transactions must not see the effects of any uncommitted transaction (failure iso-
lation); (4) Durability: the effects produced by a transaction must be made visible and
permanent as soon as the transaction commits. 
A transaction system satisfying these properties reli eves the user from many hard prob-
lems related to the maintenance of the database consistency. Different algorithmic so-
lutions exist which all ow controlled access to shared data objects. The most well-known
methods are the strict two-phase locking, the timestamp ordering and the optimistic
concurrency control strategies. These methods differ in the strategy used to ensure se-
rializability and recoverability of the concurrent transaction operations applied to
shared data ([1],[7]). 
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2.2  Advanced Transaction Models
Nested transactions ([15]) are an intrinsically recursive model which provides for finer
grained recovery and better control of reliable transaction execution. Appropriate de-
sign of subtransactions can help localize failures within a (parent) transaction. Parallel-
ism and modularity can be exploited within transactions so as to enhance performance.
The simplicity and the structuring capabilities of this model help managing the com-
plexity of systems. On the other hand, the nested transaction model remains quite con-
servative regarding solutions proposed to control concurrency and to maintain data
consistency. 
The split-transaction model ([16]) was proposed as an answer to some specifi c trans-
action problems encountered in open-ended activi ties. The main objective is to allow
dynamic reconfi guration of long transactions and to restructure them so as to reflect
some possible dynamic change in the (user or application) requirements. In the split-
transaction model, partial results (that will not change) can be committed, thus prevent-
ing or reducing loss of work in case of fail ure. This early releasing of committed re-
sources allows more concurrency while reducing isolation between transactions and
sti ll  ensuring serializable accesses to resources for all  transactions. However, for non-
interactive applications, the usefulness of this model is less obvious. 
The saga model ([13]) relaxes the requirement that a long transaction be executed as a
single atomic action. Since shorter transactions reduce probabilit ies of conflicts, fail-
ures, deadlocks and abortions, a saga is defined as a set of component subtransactions
executed in sequence or in paralel. Isolation being limited to subtransactions (not to the
whole saga), this model allows more fl exible cooperation between long activities rep-
resented by sagas. Moreover, the concept being relatively simple, the saga model does
not require very complex or novel implementation mechanisms. Contrarily to nested
transactions, this model all ows only two levels of nesting and the outer level (saga)
doesn't provide full atomicity. Sagas must be designed staticall y and do not allow dy-
namic restructuring. There is no high-level support (loop, branch, etc.) to control the ex-
ecution fl ow of component subtransactions within a saga, neither are there mechanisms
allowing conditional creation of component subtransactions. As for recovery, the model
doesn't deal with the failure of compensating transactions and hence does not guarantee
their successful completion.
The flex transaction model ([12]) solves transaction processing problems involving
data in multiple autonomous an possibly heterogeneous database systems. Transactions
accessing multiple database are often long-lived and may need to cooperate. Proposed
features contribute to a more fl exible and precise ordering of subtransactions execution.
However, with regards to sagas, the Flex model neither reall y increases cooperation nor
ameli orate consistency maintenance. Unfortunately, as for sagas, structuring possibil i-
ties remain limited to a two-level nesting, while fail ure and concurrency atomicity are
sti ll  not ensured at the outmost level.
The ConTract model ([22]) proposes mechanisms to facili tate persistence, consisten-
cy, recovery, semantic synchronization and cooperation. Failure and concurrency ato-
micity is not ensured at the ConTract level but the model proposes some alternative
solutions more adapted to the requirements of long lived activities: recovery mecha-
nisms based on context management (saving/restoring), consistency control using com-
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pensation and semantic synchronization, etc. Contrarily to former models presented in
this section, inconsistency problems due to the relaxation of the isolation property have
been addresed. However, the ConTract model stil l leaves place for inconsistency, but
this seems the price to pay when isolation isn't guaranteed any more and when actions
need to be compensated instead of being aborted. 
2.3  Discussion: CA Actions and Advanced Transaction Models
CA actions exhibit all  the ACID properties and thus ensure the maintenance of object
consistency. As for nested transactions, CA actions provide modularity, safe concurren-
cy and fi ner grained recovery. Since CA actions are multi-threaded units of work, co-
operation is encapsulated inside the action: threads cooperate inside a CA action by
exchanging information through internal objects. There is therefore no need to break or
relax the isolation property to allow for more cooperation. Cooperation is made easy
and safe. Contrarily to most of the models introduced, control flow between subtrans-
actions can be specifi ed: inside a CA action, threads execute sequential instructions and
can thus control the execution of subtransactions using sequence and conditional in-
structions for example. Long transactions can easily be designed and divided into sub-
transactions so as to release resources earlier for other competing subtransactions and
to allow for fi ner grained recovery in case of failure. The CA action model also provides
means for coordinated forward error recovery, thus alowing alternative solutions to be
executed (by the participating threads of a CA action) instead of aborting and coming
back to the initial state. The model also allows for persistency issues and recovery from
system failures. Finally, and similarly to the ConTract model, CA actions must not be
considered as yet another transaction model but as a new comprehensive framework
which aims at providing all the adequate mechanisms necessary to ensure both the mod-
ular design and the safe execution of large reli able distributed systems. CA action con-
cepts are introduced in Section 3 through the presentation of COALA.
2.4  Formalization and Methodology
Reli able distributed systems development is a complex and costly activi ty. We believe
that a formal and methodological framework can be of great use for engineers. 
Formalization is an important step in language and model design which contributes to
clarify concepts, syntax and semantics; it can help classifying models and facilitates
formal reasoning. Transaction systems presented in the previous section have more or
less been formali zed. Nested transactions and split-transactions have shortly been spec-
ified in ACTA ([5]). Atomic actions and sagas have also been characterized using
ACTA in [6], which allowed better comparison of some of these models’ properties. As
for ConTracts, mechanisms to describe and execute their computations have been intro-
duced in [18]. Finall y, Flex transactions have been formalized using Predicate Petri
Nets ([12]). 
As far as we know, formal development methodologies for advanced transaction mod-
els have not ben deeply investigated and work sti ll  needs to be done in this area. Most
researchers who have taken up the subject of advanced transaction models have looked
at it from an algorithmic and implementation point of view. Our work rather positions
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itself at a higher level, trying to integrate the CA action transaction model into a formal
and methodological engineering framework. We believe, as shown in this paper, that
high level Petri nets and more precisely the CO-OPN/2 formalism, are a ideal tool for
building this framework. 
3 The COALA Language
3.1  COALA Basic Concepts
This subsection shortly explains the main concepts of CA actions ([23],[24]) as they are
considered in COALA ([19],[21]).
Roles. A CA action is viewed as a collection of roles, each of them being associated
with a portion of code (a subprogram). The ultimate goal of a CA action consists in co-
ordinating its roles so as to coherently manage all the system's software entities, i.e. the
system's objects. An execution thread enters a CA action by activating the role it wants
to execute. When each role has been activated, the CA action starts and each thread thus
executes its role. This execution is coordinated by the CA action which sees that all
ACID properties (which ensure the consistent state of objects) are respected.
Objects. The CA action concept defines two kinds of objects, namely internal and ex-
ternal objects. An internal object is an object local to a CA action and it is shared be-
tween all  its roles. It is used for the coordination of roles or for other internal
computations. An external object is a global object which can be modified by the roles
of different CA actions. Operations on external objects are constrained by the ACID
properties. External objects may be shared simultaneously by several CA actions but
the effect of the operations applied to them must be the same as if the CA actions had
been executed one after another. In other words, the schedule of operations applied to
external objects must be serializable. References on external objects are passed to roles
through their parameters. Internal objects are declared inside the CA action’s body.
Outcomes. The execution of a CA action consists in coordinating the execution of the
its roles. A CA action ends with one of the following outcomes: 
• Normal outcome. The ACID properties were satisfied during execution and the CA 
action commits its operations;
• Exceptional outcome. The ACID properties were satisfied but an exception must be 
signaled to the enclosing CA action; 
• Abort outcome. The CA action has aborted and has undone its operations while sat-
isfying the ACID properties;
• Failure outcome. A major problem occurred, preventing the CA action not only 
from committing but also from aborting (i.e. the CA action ends without guarantee-
ing the satisfaction of the ACID properties). 
All  the roles of the CA action end with the same outcome; in the case of an exceptional
outcome all the roles signal the same exception to the enclosing CA action.
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Exceptions and Handlers. There are two types of exceptions in CA actions: internal
and interface exceptions. Internal exceptions are local to a given CA action, which must
therefore handle them on its own; each role of a CA action has a set of subprograms,
called handlers, to handle these internal exceptions or a combination of them. Internal
exceptions are raised by roles. When some roles of a CA action raise different internal
exceptions concurrently, all  roles are interrupted and a resolution algorithm then deter-
mines which handler must be activated by all  the roles to handle these concurrent ex-
ceptions. Handlers are subprograms which try to bring the system into a new consistent
state. Handlers are not authorized to raise internal exceptions during their execution. As
for interface exceptions, they are signalled. When a role signals an exception, it stops
its current execution, waits for the other roles to end and agrees with them to propagate
the exception at the outside level, that is to say to the enclosing CA action. Both roles
and handlers can signal interface exceptions. When signalled exceptions are propagat-
ed, the situation is the same as if these exceptions were raised at the level of the enclos-
ing CA action. In addition, two default interface exceptions are made avail able to all
CA actions: the Abort exception and the Fail  exception. These exceptions can be raised
or signalled.
Behaviour of CA actions. The execution of a CA action always corresponds to one of
the following scenario:
(1) Each role executes and ends successfully. No exception is raised during execution
of roles. The CA action ends with a normal outcome;
(2) Some of the roles concurrently raise internal exceptions during the execution. These
raised exceptions can be identical or different. In any case, the CA action uses a resolu-
tion graph to decide which exception handler has to be executed to cope with these con-
current exceptions. All  the roles of the CA action are informed of the exceptions being
raised and of the exception handler which they must execute. Once handlers are activat-
ed, the foll owing cases can occur:
*  If  all the exception handlers end successfully, the CA action ends with a normal 
outcome;
* If some of the exception handlers signal an interface exception during their exe-
cution and if these exceptions are the same, then the underlying system forces all 
the handlers to signal this exception to the enclosing CA action. The CA action is 
said to end with an exceptional outcome;
* If some of the exception handlers signal an interface exception during their exe-
cution but these exception are different, the underlyi ng system tries to abort the CA 
action. If i t succeeds, the CA action ends with the abort outcome and all  the roles 
signal an Abort exception to the enclosing CA action; if the abort operation fails, 
the CA action ends with the failure outcome and a Fail  exception is signalled to the 
enclosing CA action. The underlying system also tries to abort the CA action if an 
exception is raised in a handler program. For example, this case can occur when a 
nested CA action, called during the execution of a handler, signals an exception 
which is consequently raised at the handler level. Since raised exceptions are not 
allowed in handlers, the underlyi ng system must abort the action.
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(3) Some of the roles signal an interface exception during their execution and these ex-
ceptions are all  the same. In this case, the underlying system forces all  the roles to signal
this exception to the enclosing CA action. The CA action ends with an exceptional out-
come;
(4) Some of the roles signal an interface exception during their execution but these ex-
ceptions are different. In this case, the underlyi ng system performs an abort operation
and if it succeeds all the roles signal an Abort exception and end with an abort outcome;
if i t fails, they all signal a Fail exception and end with an failure outcome;
(5) A role signals an interface exception while another role raises an internal exception.
The raised exception is ignored, and the CA action continues executing accordingly to
cases (3) or (4).
3.2  COALA Syntax
COALA has a simple and clear syntax to define CA actions and their components (ex-
ceptions, roles, handlers, etc.) However, for the definition of objects and expressions,
COALA uses the CO-OPN/2 formal specification language. Each COALA program
thus comprises a set of CO-OPN/2 modules which define abstract data types and object
classes. We do not present CO-OPN/2’s syntax and in this part, but it can be found in
([2]). 
Interface and body. The COALA definition of a CA action is made of two parts: an
Interface section, which is visible to other CA actions, and a Body section, which is pri-




Use        // The list of CO-OPN/2 modules (abstract      
  <ModuleName1>,        // data types and classes) which are used 
  <ModuleName2,>, ... ;  // in the Interface part of the CA action.
 Roles
// The list of its (parameterized) roles
<RoleName1> : <Parameter type>, ...;  
<RoleName2> : <Parameter type>, ...; ...
Exceptions 
// The list of the (parameteri zed) interface exceptions which the CA action can 
// signal to an enclosing CA action
<ExceptionName> : <Parameter type>; ... ;
Body
Use    // The list of CO-OPN/2 modules (abstract data
<ModuleName1>,   // types and classes) which are used in 
 <ModuleName2>, ...;    // the Body part of the CA action.
Use CAA                   // The list of nested CA actions.
<CaaName1>, <CaaName2,>, ... ; 
Objects 
// The list of the CA action's internal objects; the behaviour of 
// these objects are specifi ed in separate CO-OPN/2 specif ication modules.
<Object1>:<type>;      
<Object2>:<type>; ...;   
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Exceptions  // The list of the (parameterized)
 <ExceptionName> : <Parameter type>; // internal exceptions that can be
// raised within the CA action.
Handlers
// The list of the (parameteri zed) exception handlers of the CA action.
<HandlerName1> : <Parameter type>, ...;  




// The CA action resolution graph which li sts all the combinations
// of internal exceptions which can be raised concurrently, together with the
// handlers which must be activated in each case. If a combination of internal 
// exceptions can't be found in the list during execution, this means that no handler // 
was foreseen to handle the case: an abort exception must be signalled by the 
// underlying system.
Where <VarName1>: <TypeName1>;   // Local variables and their  types;
<VarName2>: <TypeName2>; // Types are specif ied using CO-OPN/2.»
...
Role <RoleName1> (<ParameterName>, <ParameterName>, ...);
Begin <instructions>;End     // Role program.
Where <VarName>: <TypeName>;  // Local variables and their  types;
...
Handler <HandlerName>;
Begin <instructions>; End    // Role program.




Role <RoleName2> (<ParameterName>, <ParameterName>, ...);
....
End <CAAName>;
Roles and handlers instructions. The behaviour of a role or a handler is described by
an instruction block, that is a sequence of instructions. COALA 's instructions may con-
tain variables but also expressions and conditions which refer to CO-OPN/2 specifi ca-
tion modules declared in the Use fields of a CA action. 
• Variable. Name to which a (typed) value is associated. A variable must be in the 
scope of the instruction block where it is used. Variables are declared in the Where 
field of a role, a handler, a resolution graph, etc. 
• Expression. Since COALA uses CO-OPN/2 specifications for the definition of 
data types and object classes, an expression is a term written over the global signa-
ture of a CO-OPN/2 specifi cation and over some sorted set of declared COALA 
variables.
• Condition. Boolean expression based on the terms built over the CO-OPN/2 global 
signature.
• Instructions An instruction block is a non empty sequence of instructions delim-
ited by Begin and End keywords. An instruction is either empty or is one of the fol-
lowing: 
1. Assign a To v; - Assigns expression a to variable v.
2. Execute o.m(a1,.., an); - If  method m of the object referenced by o can be exe-
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cuted given parameters a1,..., an and according to the corresponding CO-OPN/2 
specifi cation, then the instruction succeeds. If not, then an internal exception 
(i.e. a predefined exception raised by the underlyi ng system) is raised.
3. If c Then instructionBlock1 Else instructionBlock2; - If condition c is true (according 
to the model of the given CO-OPN/2 specifi cation), then instructionBlock1 is exe-
cuted. If c is false, then instructionBlock2 is executed.
4. Raise exceptionName(a1,..., an); - All ows a role to raise an internal exception 
within a CA action. exceptionName must be the name of an internal exception 
defined in the body of the CA action or the Abort or Fail  exceptions. a1,..., an are 
expressions which parameterize the exception raised.
5. Signal exceptionName(a1,.., an) - All ows a role or an exception handler to signal 
an interface exception to an enclosing CA action. The name of the exception 
(exceptionName) is either one of the exceptions defined in the interface of the CA 
action, or the Abort or Fail exception. When signall ing an exception, a role/han-
dler interrupts its execution and waits for the other roles/handlers of the CA 
action to end so as to propagate the exception being signall ed.
6. Call roleName(a1,..., an) Of caaName - All ows the activation of role roleName of 
(nested) CA action caaName. If an instance of caaName already exists and its role 
roleName hasn't yet been fulfi ll ed, then roleName is activated with its actual 
parameters a1,..., an passed on. Otherwise, the underlying system first creates a 
new instance of caaName, (with its own internal objects), before activating the 
role roleName. The actual parameters a1,..., an are expressions which may contain 
variables referring to external objects. Note that this instruction is blocking and 
execution resumes only after CA action caaName is ended.
3.3  COALA Semantics
COALA's semantics ([20],[21]) is defined as a translation from COALA programs into
their formal description in CO-OPN/2. Since objects and abstract data types of a COA-
LA programs are already defined in CO-OPN/2, part of the semantics is directly ob-
tained. The other part must deal with the semantic defini tion of CA actions coordination
mechanisms, of roles/handlers programs and of external objects atomicity. For this, we
propose a set of CO-OPN/2 generic classes specifying the general behaviour of (1) CA
actions, (2) Roles and (3) Internal/External objects affected by CA actions. Each CA ac-
tion, each role and each object of a COALA program is being semanticall y described
by a CO-OPN/2 object, which is an instance of one of the three generic classes or is an
instance of one of their subclasses. Indeed, particular instances and subclasses must be
created to expres  the precise semantics of a given COALA program. 
• Class Caa describes all  the coordination mechanisms of the CA action. This includes 
starting all the roles synchronously, solving distributed raised exceptions and man-
aging how they must be handled, coordinating ending roles, signall ing exceptions, 
etc. 
• Class Role describes how a role is started, how it ends and how it interprets the 
instructions which it has to execute (see instructions described in Section 3.2) 
• Class IntExtObject describes how an object in a CA action processes the operation 
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requests it receives, while together ensuring respect of the operations' ACID prop-
erties. Class IntExtObject refers to another CO-OPN/2 class called objVersion to keep 
trace of the different object state versions that each CA action sees at one given 
time. More precisely, these object state versions represent the different views that 
each individual CA action (operating on the object) has of the object's state. When 
a CA action commits, the view it has of the object's state becomes the current state 
of the object. If it aborts, no change is made to the object's current state.
This object-oriented approach adopted to build COALA's semantics presents many ad-
vantages. Among others, this semantic defini tion is modular, generic, clear and quite in-
tuitive. The semantics of a COALA program is obtained by extending the generic
classes introduced above and by creating the appropriate instances which represent the
CA actions in the program and their components (roles, internal/external objects, etc.)
Figure 1 ill ustrates an example of a CO-OPN/2 class hierarchy used for the semantics
of a COALA program. The genericity and modularity quali ties of this approach allow
to translate COALA programs into a set of CO-OPN/2 objects by a simple extension of
the generic classes (Caa, Role, IntExtObject) into specifi c subclasses and by creating ap-
propriate instances of these subclasses.
We give below a short and partial il lustration of how roles are translated into CO-OPN/
2 objects belonging to the abstract class Role which specifi es the generic mechanisms
and the basic behaviour that any role must have. Roles specific to a CA action are de-
scribed by individual classes which inherit from the abstract class Role. Each of these
subclasses all ow the creation of role objects having a particular program to execute.
A role object is a CO-OPN/2 object which is itself a high-level Petri net. As shown on
Figures 2 and 3, a role object is composed of 
• a set of internal transitions (white rectangular boxes) which specify its internal 
behaviour. The main internal behaviour of a role object consists in interpreting the 
instructions which the role has to execute.
• a set of methods (black rectangular boxes) which allow other CO-OPN/2 objects to 
modify its state. In the semantics Caa objects uses role object methods to act on 
them and coordinate their execution (to interrupt roles, to synchronize them, etc.)
As mentioned, the main internal transition of role objects is called eval and is used for
interpreting COALA instructions. Figure 2 ill ustrates the evaluation of the instruction
"Call roleName(a_1,...,a_n) Of caaName". As shown on the picture, the instruction is read
from place Instr. To interpret it, the evaluation context (containing the values assigned
to variables) is required and is thus taken from place Ctxt and put back into it right after.
When evaluating a Call  instruction, transition eval puts the identity of the role to be
called along with its evaluated parameters in place RoleToCall. These values wil l be fetch
from this place as soon as the CA action object whose role is being call ed can synchro-
nize with the method callRole of the call ing object. This synchronization is il lustrated by
Figure 3. On this figure, the Call instruction is performed by role object c while the role
object being called is identified by r. The interpretation of this instruction consists in
evaluating the arguments in the context and then putting the result together with the
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identity of the role object to be called (i.e. r) in place RoleToCall . Appropriate tokens in
this place all ow method callRole of role object c to eventuall y fire. It does indeed as soon
as the method startRoles of the caa object coordinating role r, tries to synchronize sequen-
tially with (1) the method callRole of object c and (2) the method start of object r.
Role objects have many other methods (not shown on Figures 2 and 3) which are used
to define the exception handling mechanism, the way roles operate on CA actions ex-
ternal objects, etc.
Figure 1 : Inheritance hierarchy and object instances for the semantics
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Figure 2 : Role object c eva1uating a CallRole instruction
Figure 3 : Synchronisation between the calli ng role object c and the call ed role object r
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4 Small Example
This section introduces a small banking example to il lustrate COALA concepts and
syntax. The complete COALA design of this example is given in [19]. Of course, this
simple example can not fully il lustrate the power of COALA and its interest for reli able
distributed systems engineering. For this purpose, [21] presents a complete case study
where an Internet auction service is designed using COALA and is implemented using
a Java li brary especially designed for COALA. The example considered in this section
illustrates a joint withdraw implicating two persons and two joint accounts. These two
persons own together two joint accounts and want to withdraw a certain amount of mon-
ey from the joint account having the highest balance. 
The bank with which these two persons deal, offers its cli ents a special kind of account
called "joint account". A joint account is owned by two clients, called co-owners. Each
owner is given a personal identifi cation number (pin) which he must use to identify
himself. The conditions applied to joint accounts and pins are the following: 
• A wi thdraw operation on a joint account requires the authorisation of both its co-
owners.
• The balance of the joint account can be consulted by any co-owner (without the 
authorisation of the other co-owner).
• Money can be deposited (by anyone) on the joint account without any authorisa-
tion.
• A client gives his authorisation for the execution of a transaction by providing his 
pin, which must henceforth be validated. If he makes a mistake, vali dation fails and 
the operation is immediately aborted.
The COALA program corresponding to this banking example is made of two parts: 
• a COALA specification consisting of two main CA actions: JointWithdraw and With-
draw. These CA actions refer to three other small  complementary CA actions (Wait-
PIN, WaitInfoAmount and WaitReadAmount) which are simply used to force the 
synchronization of threads. 
• a CO-OPN/2 specification (classes and data types) describing the objects used by 
the CA actions: IntegerContainer, PIN and Account.
CA action JointWithdraw. The JointWithdraw CA action presents two clients, named
client1 and client2. They are the co-owners of two joint accounts, account1 and account2.
Each joint account has an appointed co-owner who takes care of the main transactions
operated on the account: client1 is responsible for transactions on account1 while client2 is
responsible for transactions on account2.
In CA action JointWithdraw, role client1 describes the behaviour of a cli ent who wants to
withdraw a certain amount of money out of one of two given joint accounts. More pre-
cisely, the money must be withdrawn from the account having the greatest balance.
Client1 thus informs the other co-owner, client2, about the amount to withdraw. Each cli-
ent consults his appointed account and tells the other how much money there is left.
Each cli ent henceforth knows on which account the money must be taken from. The cli-
ent responsible for the account having the highest balance must perform the withdraw
by calli ng role withdrawer of CA action Withdraw. On his side, the other client calls role
partner of this same CA action.
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However, if there is not enough money on a single account, the missing amount is
drawn out the other account. If some money is sti ll  missing, the exception NotEnoughMon-
ey must be signaled. Figure 6 partiall y describes the COALA design of CA action Join-
tWithdraw. Figure 4 illustrates one of the normal (i.e. with no exception) execution of CA
action JointWithdraw. Boxes delimit the execution part under the control of each CA ac-
tion. Circles represent objects. As for "X" symbols, they denote Execute instructions in
the role programs. 
CA action Withdraw. As mentioned, a withdraw operation requires the authorisation
of both co-owners. Hence, the client withdrawing the money (the withdrawer) must not
only give is own pin but must also get the pin of the other co-owner (his partner). Note
that clients have a single try to enter their pin when they are prompted for it. If the wrong
pin is entered, then an Abort exception is raised, and the whole CA action Withdraw is
aborted. 
If the pin vali dation process succeeds, two cases can occur: 
• There is enough money on the account. The required money is drawn out the 
account and the balance is updated.
• There is not enough money on the account. Al l the money on the account is drawn 
out, the balance is thus put to 0 and the exception missing is raised. The withdrawer's 
exception handler takes up the execution and indicates the amount of missing 
money to the enclosing CA actions by assigning this amount to the external object 
commonAmount. If  no problem occurs during this handling phase, CA action Withdraw 
simply ends with a normal outcome.
Figure 5 il lustrates the normal execution of CA action Withdraw.
CA actions WaitPin, WaitInfoAmount and WaitReadAmount. These nested CA ac-
tions are used to coordinate the work of two threads, more precisely to synchronize
these two threads. They all  have the same shape and achieve the same work: a fi rst
thread enters the CA action by call ing one of the two roles; this thread is suspended until
the second role is call ed by another thread. Since the body of the roles are empty, these




Figure 4 : A normal execution of CA action JointWithdraw
Figure 5 : A normal execution of CA action Withdraw
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Role client1 (account, amount);
Begin
 Execute commonAmount.put(amount);
 Call first of WaitInfoAmount;
 Execute account.balance(money); 
 Execute temp1.put(money);
 Call first of WaitReadAmount;
 Execute temp1.get(t1);
 Execute temp2.get(t2);





 If (ca > 0 = true) Then 
Call partner of Withdraw;
 End
 Else Begin
Call partner of Withdraw end;
Execute commonAmount.get(ca);






 If (ca > 0 = true) Then 
signal NotEnoughMoney;
End
Where t1, t2, ca, money, amount: integer;
 account: accountType;
Handler FailHandler;
Begin Signal Fail; End
End FailHandler;
Handler Aborthandler;





// The instruction block of this role is
very similar to the one found in role
client1, it follows a symmetric pattern.
Among others, client2 enters nested CA
actions as client1 does, following the
same if-then-else scheme, but calling the
opposite roles. Another difference is that
client2 has only one parameter: no
amount parameter. Indeed it is only
client1’s responsibili ty to indicate how
much money must be withdrawn. Han-




(1) In CA action JointWithdraw,
temp1, temp2 and commonAmount are
local objects allowing roles client1
and client2 to communicate between
each others. These objects behave
like buffers and thus provide meth-
ods such as get and put to modify
and access their  content.
(2) CA actions WaitInfoAmount and
WaitReadAmount are used to syn-
chronize client1 and client2 so that
they can get values of local objects
at the timely moment.
(3) The commonAmount object con-
tains the amount of money that must
be withdrawn. It is passed as an ex-
ternal parameter to CA action With-




COALA is a formal language for the design of distributed systems; it has a syntax, a
semantics but no development methodology yet. One of the objectives of this work aims
at providing COALA with the development methodology developed for CO-OPN/2.
CO-OPN/2’s development methodology is presented in detail s in [8], [9] and its appli-
cation is shown in [10] and [11]. It provides an integrated formal framework designed
especially for this class of high level Petri nets which covers specifi cation, design, im-
plementation, simulation and test. The work presented in this paper aims at adapting this
engineering framework to COALA. The development methodology for COALA wil l
mainly consists in the following phases:
• Definition of requirements (functional and safety requirements).
• Abstract design in COALA.
• Formal refinement of the design consisting in several steps and using an adapted 
notion of a refinement function for COALA to progressively reach a detail ed 
design.
• Implementation carried out as a direct translation of the detail ed design into an 
implementation language (eventuall y using a set of predefined li braries)
• Test, using test sets allowing for the formal CO-OPN/2 semantics of the design 
written in COALA.
• Simulation, automatic generation of executable code based on the axiomatic 
semantics of CO-OPN/2.
Validation and verification could be partly addresed, in the COALA development
methodology, using the CO-OPN/2 notion of “contract”.  A contract is assigned to each
COALA design step (abstract or refined). Contracts must be preserved during the whole
development process. Hence, properties expressed and satisfied at the abstract level wil l
sti ll  be present at implementation level. Formal and informal proofs are proposed to
guarantee the preservation of this property. Contracts are means to address validation
and verification issues.
6 Conclusions
This paper had two main objectives. First, we introduced COALA as a formal language
for the design of reliable distributed systems based on the concepts provided by the Co-
ordinated Atomic Action framework. Secondly, we have described the interest of the
formal engineering framework of CO-OPN/2 to address semantic and methodological
issues in the context of distributed systems development. This was made by defini ng a
new design language, COALA, with a precise syntax and a semantics given in terms of
CO-OPN/2 specifi cations. We have then summarized how techniques avail able in the
CO-OPN/2 framework could be exploited to provide COALA with an engineering
methodology allowing formal development of distributed systems. This paper repre-
sents a contribution which aims at increasing the level of rigor and methodology used
in the engineering of distributed systems designed using an advanced transaction
scheme based on high level Petri nets.
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Abstract. This paper demonstrates the use of supervisory control theory in syn-
thesizing plug-ins for distributed software. The plug-ins are software objects that
supervisean existing distributed system so that certain properties such as fairness
and deadlock freedom are guaranteed. The distributed application is modeled as
bounded ordinary Petri net and system analysis is accomplished through a partial
order method known as unfolding. The unfolding constructs an event structure
that provides a natural encapuslation of concurrent threads of execution whose
selective disablement by the supervisory plug-in assures the desired application
property. The synthesis of the plug-in is based on results from supervisory con-
trol theory and the synthesized plug-ins are ”optimal” in that they are maximally
permissive. We demonstrate our approach on a distributed cache system.
1 Introduction
Distributed software may be viewed as a collection of objects that interact through
message passing. Such software is of growing importance and it appears in applications
such as military command and control, commercial telecommunications, and emergent
Internet applications. Distributed software is required in networks of embedded proces-
sors that are used to control major components of the national infrastructure such as
the electric power grid and air traffic control system. Due to the critical nature of such
applications, it is essential that we develop systematic methods for assuring the quality
of such distributed software.
Assuring the quality of distributed software can be extremely difficult. Difficulties
arise due to the concurrent and decentralized nature of the applications. The ”open”
nature of many distributed software architectures also introduces many challenges. As
an example, consider a network controlling an electric power distribution system. This
system consists of older (so-calledlegacy) hardware and software components, as well
as newer components. The open nature of the architecture allows newer components to
enter and leave the system freely. For such systems we need to ensure that the entry or
departure of newer components does not interfere with the performance of the legacy
components. Assuring re-usability of legacy components under software upgrades can
be difficult for a variety of reasons. In the first place, the concurrent nature of the ap-
plications means that analyses of the overall system are hampered by state-space ex-
plosion. In the second place, these systems can be dynamic in that objects may enter or
leave the system at run-time. In such a dynamic environment it can be extremely diffi-
cult to analyze system behavior due to uncertainty in the suite of objects comprising the
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current system. In the third place, the mandate for open software architectures means
that designers have limited control over legacy components, thereby complicating the
design process. Finally, newer and older objects may interact in unpredicatable ways
that introduce new or emergent patterns of behavior. Such emergent behaviors can be
very difficult to identify due to the large scale nature of the system’s state space.
Solving the preceding problems requires a formal and scalable analysis method for
distributed systems. This paper presents a formal approach to the design of distributed
software that applies methods from supervisory control theory [1]. Supervisory control
theory is concerned with the regulation of discrete-event systems. It provides a clear
characterization of optimal supervision. In this paper, we use this theory to synthesize
plug-insto a distributed application that enforce specified properties such as fairness or
deadlock freedom. The underlying formal model is a bounded Petri net. We analyze the
net’s behavior by a partial order method known as unfolding [2]. Unfolding transforms
the original system into an event structure from which we can encapsulate concurrent
threads of execution that can be selectively disabled by the synthesized plug-ins to
enforce the desired behavioral properties [13]. The use of supervisory control theory
ensures that the resulting system isoptimalin the sense of being maximally permissive.
We demonstrate our ideas on a distributed cache system.
Remark: While the results in this paper only pertain to bounded Petri nets, it should
be noted that many of the definitions also apply to unbounded networks as well. In fact,
there is every reason to believe that the underlying principles advocated in this paper can
also be applied to restricted classes of unbounded nets. What has not been demonstrated
for unbounded nets, however, is the optimality or existence of such supervisors.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 articulates the su-
pervisory control problem for distributed software. Section 3 discusses the synthesis
of supervisory plug-ins using a partial order method known as unfolding. Section 4
shows how these ideas can be applied to the the run-time reconfiguration of distributed
software. Section 5 summarizes the principal results and future directions of this work.
2 Supervising Distributed Software
This section articulates a framework in which to pose the problem of designingsu-
pervisory plug-insfor a distributed application. By asupervisory plug-in, we mean a
software object that can be composed with the base application to restrict the base ap-
plication’s behavior without adding any new behaviors. This restriction of the original
system behavior is referred to as thesupervisory control problemin the control sys-
tems literature. We therefore pose the problem of designing supervisory plug-ins as a
supervisory control problem.
The underlying design paradigm in this paper is illustrated in figure 1. For the mo-
ment, ignore the details in this figure and focus on the feedback connection. We see
that this system consists of the base application software (what we refer to as theplant)
and the plug-in component (what we refer to as thesupervisor). The supervisor uses
information from the plant to control the base application’s behavior. As noted in the
first paragraph, this control actually restricts or disables the plant from executing certain
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actions that are considered undesirable. The ”restrictive” nature of this control is what
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Fig. 1. Supervisory Control Loop
From a pragmatic point of view, there are many ways in which the block diagram
in figure 1 can be viewed. One view treats the supervisor as a mobile software object
that the user downloads to a pre-existing object in the base application. This view is
particularly useful in dynamically reconfigurable software [3] [4] where plug-ins are
composed with the base application at run-time in order to take advantage of changes in
the structure of the application. As noted earlier, such changes can occur frequently in
network based applications. In another, more conventional viewpoint, the ”plug-ins” be-
come patches to the original program. These patches are synthesized to correct ”bugs”
in the original application software. In this case, the block diagram in figure 1 is an
archetype for the software design process, in which we iteratively analyze and correct
”bugs” in a given application.
The loop in figure 1 is the classical control loop used in all of traditional control
theory [5]. We now begin filling in the details of figure 1. In the loop, the plantP is
treated as atwo-port system. In other words, the plant is a system with two types of
inputs and two types of outputs. Plant inputs are categorized as either beingcontrol
signalsor uncontrolled disturbance signals. The control inputs are chosen by the de-
signer/supervisor to regulate plant behavior. The uncontrolled disturbance input is not
completely known by the designer. The disturbance is really used to enable a set of pos-
sible next events that the plant can generate. In this regard, therefore, the uncontrolled
disturbance injects some degree of non-determinism into the plant state’s evolution. The
system outputs are also categorized into two distinct groups. Theobjectivesignal is an
output that quantifies the system’s performance. In our case, we take the object signal
to be a ”warning” that the system has entered a forbidden state. The other output signal
is called themeasurementsignal. This signal is directly observed by the supervisor and
is used by the supervisor to help direct the plant’s behavior.
With the loop in figure 1, we now associate thesupervisory control problem. In
particular, our problem is to find asupervisorthat prevents the plant from entering any
previously specified forbidden state. In general, there may be a number of supervisors
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that accomplish this objective. For instance, if we have a supervisor that disables all
plant transitions, then we would have achieved the objective (assuming we started in a
safe state to begin with). Such solutions to the supervisory control problem, however,
are highly undesirable because they are extremely restrictive. In particular, we would
like to determine amaximally permissivesupervisor. If such a maximally permissive
policy exists, then we say it is ”optimal”. Supervisory control in traditional control of
discrete event systems is concerned with the existence of and method for synthesiz-
ing the maximally permissive (i.e., optimal) supervisor. The application of this theory
to software design means that we can clarify what it means for a particular software
solution to beoptimal.
The preceding discussion is still somewhat informal. We now provide a complete
formal description of the supervisory control problem. We begin by considering the base
application. Let’s assume that the plant can be represented by a net systemG = (N,µ0)
whereN = (S,T,F) is an ordinary bounded Petri net with placesS, transitionsT, and
directed arcsF ⊂ (S×T)∪ (T×S). µ0 is the initial marking of the net system.
For notational purposes, let’s review some basic Petri net concepts. The current state
of the Petri net is represented by themarking µ: S→ Z+. µ maps each place in the Petri
net onto a non-negative integer. Ifµ(s) > 0, then we say that places is marked. Given
a transitiont ∈ T, we define the preset oft (denoted as•t) as all places ∈ Ssuch that
(s, t) ∈ F. Similarly, the postset of transitiont (denoted ast•) is the set of all places
s∈ Ssuch that(t,s) ∈ F . A markingµ is said to be reachable fromµ0 through transition
t (also denoted asµ0




µ0(s) + 1 if s∈ t •−• t
µ0(s)−1 if s∈ •t− t•
µ0(s) otherwise
A string of transitionsσ = t1, t2, · · · , tn is called anoccurrence sequenceif there exists a
sequence of marking vectorsµ0,µ1, · · · ,µn such thatµi−1
ti→ µi for i = 1, . . . ,n. The set
of all markings reachable fromµ0 is denoted asR(µ0).
To embed the net systemG = (N,µ0) into the control loop in figure 1, we define an
augmented plantas the 5-tuple,
P = (G, `w, `u, `z, `y)
where`w : Σw→ Pow(T) maps symbols in the disturbance alphabetΣw onto a set of
transitions,̀ u : Σu → Pow(T) maps symbols in a control alphabetΣu onto a set of
transitions.̀ u and `w are input functions. A transitiont is said to beuncontrollable
if and only if there exists no control symbolλ such thatt ∈ `u(λ). The output maps
`z : R(µ0)→ Σz and`y : R(µ0)→ Σy map the net system’s current marking onto a symbol
in an objective alphabet,Σz, or measurement alphabet,Σy, respectively.
Thesupervisoris a mapS : Σy→ Σu from the measurement symbols to the control
symbols. The supervised plantP |S is the interconnection of the augmented plant and
supervisor shown in figure 1. We can view this supervised system as an input/output
system that accepts a string of disturbance symbols and generates a string of objective
symbols. In particular, consider a sequence of objective symbolsσw = w1,w2, · · · ,wn.
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We say that the occurrence sequenceσ = t1, t2, · · · , tn is acceptedby the supervised plant
P |S with input sequenceσw if and only if there exists a sequence of reachable markings
µ0,µ1, · · · ,µn such that
– µ0
t1→ µ0
t2→ ··· tn→ µn
– ti ∈ `w(wi) for all i = 1, . . . ,n, and
– ti /∈ `u(S(`y(µi−1))) for i = 1, . . . ,n.
The sequence of objective symbolsσz = z0,z1,z2 · · · ,zn is generated by this occurrence
sequence ifzi = `z(µi). From these definitions, we see that the action of the supervisor is
to disablespecified transitions from firing when the net system reaches a given marking
in the domain of̀ u. Because supervision is based on the marking of the plant’s Petri
net, we refer toS as amarking based supervisor.
The system in figure 1 represents a specific supervisory control system in which
plant’s network,(S,T,F) has the form shown in the figure. The output alphabets are
Σy = {v1,v2,v3} andΣz = {0,1}. In this example, we define the input maps so that
`u(B) = {t1} and`u(A) = /0. The disturbance input map is`w(w) = T. With these defi-
nitions, we see that the control input only disables transitiont1 when the control symbol
is B. Moreover, we see that the disturbance input was chosen so that at any instant, all
transitions that have their presets marked (and which have not been disabled by the su-
pervisor) will be free to fire. The output map`y is chosen so that the supervisor can see
all markings generated by the system. The other output mapping,`z, enerates a 1 if
the marked state isv3. Note thatv3 is a deadlocked place from which the net system
cannot fire another transition. Therefore the objective map warns us when the system is
deadlocked. The supervisor shown in figure 1 is represented as a table for the supervisor
map. It shows that we generate the output symbolB when the system marks statev1.
Sincev1 has a transition,t1, leading to the deadlocked markingv3, it is apparent that
the action of the supervisor is to prevent the system from reaching the deadlocked state.
This is accomplished by disablingt1 from firing if placev1 is marked. We therefore see
that the supervisor,S , in this example is a deadlock-avoidance supervisor.
The preceding discussion shows a supervisor that prevents the plant from reaching
deadlocked marking. The deadlock avoidance property is aspecificationon the closed
loop system’s desired behavior. We now generalize the ideas presented in the preceding
paragraph. Let the subsetRf ⊂R(µ0) be a collection oforbidden markingsin the orig-
inal net system. Assume that`z is chosen to signal the system’s entry into a forbidden
marking. In other words, let̀z(µ) = 1 if and only ifµ∈Rf . Let’s partition the transitions
T into a set ofcontrollable Tc anduncontrollabletransitions. Recall that an uncontrol-
lable transition is a transition that cannot be disabled by the supervisor. Therefore if
t ∈ Tu, we know thatt /∈ `u(u) for any u ∈ Σu. Let L(G) denote the set of all occur-
rence sequences that can be accepted byG. LetK be a sublanguage ofL(G) (also called
the specification language) such that all occurrence sequences inK ge erate objective
sequences that have no ones(1) in them (i.e., no forbidden markings are entered). Con-
sider the supervised plantP |S and letL(P |S) denote the set of all occurrence sequences
in L(G)accepted byP |S for any input sequenceσw ∈ Σ∗w. The supervisorS is said to be
legal if L(P |S)⊆K. We say that the supervisor ismaximally permissiveif for any other
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legal supervisorS ′, thenL(P |S ′) ⊆ L(P |S). Thesupervisory control problemasks us
to find the maximally permissive legal supervisor. The language generated by this max-
imally permissive supervisor is denoted asK↑ and is called thesupremal controllable
sublanguage.
Since a bounded ordinary Petri net can be represented as a finite state machine, the
results of [10] can be used to infer the existence of the supremal controllable sublan-
guage. In other words, the supervisory control problem always has anoptimalsolution
(optimality being interpreted in the sense of maximal permissivity) and this means that
our problem statement is well-posed. The chief contribution of supervisory control the-
ory is to ensure that the problem of finding an optimal supervisor for a discrete-event
system is meaningful.
Let’s consider a specific example that illustrates the application of this framework
to the design of supervisory plug-ins for distributed software. We consider a distributed
cache system in which two local cache memories synchronize their contents to the
contents in a global memory bus. Each local cache has memory and a processor to
control memory access. The global bus also has memory and a processor. The global
bus and local caches interact through message passing.
We assume that the local cache and global bus each have three states:invalid,
shared, or owned. When the data in the local cache and global bus are synchronized
then all objects are in thesharedstate. The data in a cache becomes unsynchronized
when the local cache updates its memory. When a local cache wants to perform this
update, it changes its local state toowned and sends the messageinvalidate to the
other cache and global bus. Upon receipt of this message the global bus and other cache
change their internal states toinvalid.
The local cache can also invalidate the global bus if it detects a loss of synchrony
through aread-onlymessage. This provides a means of fault identification for mem-
ory faults. In this case, the local cache issues are d-only request to the global bus.
The global bus responds with the requested data and if this data is inconsistent with the
local cache’s copy, then the local cache issues aninvalidate signal.
Once invalidated, the cache memories need to be resynchronized to the global bus.
This resynchronization is initiated by the local cache that changed its local memory.
After updating its memory, the local cache sends thecomplete-update message to
the global bus. The global bus responds with are d-write request for the updated
data. Theowned local cache responds to this request with the desired data and then
changes its internal state toinvalid. Upon receipt of the data, the global bus changes
its state toowned. We now have both local caches invalidated and they can each change
their internal state toshared by issuingread-write requests to the global bus.
The software controlling the communication between the local caches and the global
bus can be viewed as distinct objects. We will formally model these objects as ordinary
Petri nets. For instance, letNlc = (S,T,F) be a Petri net for one of the local caches. The
messages sent and received by this object are a subsetSmeasof Ssuch that ifs∈ Smes,
then eithers• = /0 or •s= /0. In other words, messages are places that are either sinks
or sources of the object Petri net. We define theprivate variables, Spriv, of the object as
all other places (i.e.Spriv = S−Smes). Thepublic methodsof the object are transitions
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that are connected to message places. In particular, we define theith public method as
a subsetMi ⊂ T such that ift ∈Mi then
– •t−Smes 6= /0 or t •−Smes 6= /0
– and if for anyt1, t2 ∈ Mi , we know•t1−Smes= •t2−Smes and t1 •−Smes = t2 •
−Smes.
In other words, public methods are collections of transitions whose arcs to message
places all have the same connectivity pattern. Petri net objects for the local cache and
global bus objects are shown in figure 2. In this figure, private places are represented by
open circles. Note that in figure 2, arcs going to (from) message places do not terminate
(originate) in an open circle. Message places are not explicitly shown in this figure. Also
note in this figure that all transitions are public method. This, however, is not always





























Fig. 2. Distributed Cache System Object Petri Nets (local cache on left, global bus on right)
We now formulate the supervisory control problem for the distributed software sys-
tem comprised of the objects in figure 2. Recall that the formulation of the problem
starts with a specification of the system’s forbidden markings. One obvious set of for-
bidden markings would consist of those markings from which the entire system isdead-
locked. Assuming that we can identify the deadlocked markingsMdead, (this is done be-
low using a partial order method), we can then define the objective map`z to take values
of 1 whenµ∈ Mdeadand zero otherwise. We’re interested in designing another object
(called aplug-in) that can selectively disable system transitions to enforce deadlock-
avoidance.
Since the plug-in is an object as well, it can only interact with the other objects
through their public methods. Therefore, our supervisor can only disable those transi-
tions that are found in public methods. In this particular example, all of the transitions
are in a public method and so we have complete controllability over this system. How-
ever, this need not be the case in general. For objects in which there are transitions
representing private methods, these transitions cannot be directly disabled. Theuncon-
trollability of various transitions in the network makes the problem of identifying a
supervisory controller much more difficult. One of the chief accomplishments of super-
visory control theory was the articulation of a framework for such uncontrollable net
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systems and the identification of necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence
of legal controllers enforcing a desired specification language.
It is important to note that thesupervisednet system is not an ordinary Petri net. The
supervisor disables transitions when a specified set of places are marked in the plant.
This disabling action cannot always be represented by a Petri net. It is well known [6]
that Petri net languages are not closed under the recursive operation used to compute
the supremal controllable sublanguage. This result, therefore, implies that an optimal
(maximally-permissive) marking based supervisor does not necessarily have a repre-
sentation as an ordinary Petri net. On the basis of this result, therefore, we can partition
results on supervisory control into marking-based supervisors and Petri-net based su-
pervisors [7] [8] . The framework presented above uses a marking-based supervisor and
in this case, we know a maximally permissive supervisor can always be found. There
are obvious benefits in being able to represent the supervisor as a Petri net. For some
classes of specifications (deadlock), necessary and sufficient conditions for the exis-
tence of a marking-based supervisor and Petri-net based supervisory have recently been
proposed [9].
3 Synthesis of Supervisory Plug-ins
Most existing approaches [11] [12] [13] for the synthesis of maximally permissive su-
pervisors involve some sort of search of the Petri net’s state space. The problem with
this, of course, is that distributed software has a high degree of concurrency, so it’s
impractical to search exhaustively for critical transitions leading to forbidden mark-
ings. This means that clever and efficient means of search must be employed if we are
to automate the design of supervisory plug-ins for this class of software. This section
summarizes recent results in [13] in which a partial order method known as network
unfolding is used to synthesize marking based supervisors. Partial order methods [14]
[15] [16] represent an important approach that can greatly reduce the complexity of
network analysis. This point was first made in [17] where unfolding was proposed as a
means taming state-explosion problems encountered in the verification of asynchronous
digital circuits. Since that time a variety of researchers have used unfolding [20] [18]
[19] to characterize network properties and in [13], this idea was extended to synthesize
supervisors enforcing this set of characterized properties. In this section we summarize
the approach to supervisor synthesis and then illustrate its application to the design of
supervisory plug-ins that enforce deadlock-freedom for the distributed cache example
in the preceding section.
Consider a net system(N′,µ′0), whereN
′ = (S′,T ′,F ′) is an ordinary Petri net and
µ′0 is the initial marking. Let min(N
′) be those places inN with empty presets. We define
anoccurrence netas a net system(N ′,µ′0) such that every place is preceded by at most
one transition (i.e.,| • s| ≤ 1 for all s∈ S′), no transition is in self-conflict and a place
s∈min(N′) if and only if it is marked byµ′0. A branching processβ = (N′,h′) of net
systemN consists of an occurrence netN′ and a net homomorphism,h′, from N′ to N.
The net homomorphism preserves the causal ordering of transitions. Specifically this
means that if•t1 = •t2 andh′(t1) = h′(t2) thent1 = t2. In general a given network may
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have many branching processes and the unfolding is the maximal branching process
(denoted asβm).
The unfolding of a deadlock-free net system will always be of infinite size. Nonethe-
less, it is often possible to find a branching processβc that is a finitary prefix of the
unfoldingβm such that all the reachable marking of the original net systemN can be
enumerated fromβc. An important prefix of this type was introduced in [17] and subse-
quent variations were presented in [20]. A key concept in the characterization of such
prefixes is the concept of aconfiguration. Let Nm be the occurrence net associated with
the unfoldingβm. A set of transitions,C, is said to be a configuration if and only if all
transitions inC are in precedence and no two transitions inC are in conflict.. Given a
transitiont ∈ T, we define thecauseof t (denoted as[t]) as the set of all transitions
precedingt. The cause is easily shown to be a configuration.
The cut of a configurationC is defined as
Cut(C) = (minN′ ∪C•)−•C
whereC• (•C) is the postset (preset) of transitions inC. The cut of the configuration
contains those places that are marked after firing all transitions inC.
Given an unfoldingβm, we define the set ofend transitions Tend as any transition
such that
– there is no transitionT ′ ∈ Tm such that < t ′,
– or there exists a transitiont ′ ∈T such that[t ′]⊂ [t] andhm(Cut([t ′])) = hm(Cut([t])).
– or the marking ofhm(Cut([t])) is the initial markingµ0.
The transitions inTend represent a natural place to cut the unfolding because these tran-
sitions either represent local deadlocks (the first condition) or they represent transitions
that enable other configurations within the net system (the final two conditions). We
define the branching processβc by removing those nodes in the unfolding that follow
transitions inTend. It has been shown thatβc is a finitary prefix that enumerates all
reachable markings inR(µ0). In this regard, we can construe the net systemNc associ-
ated withβc as a reduced reachability graph.
Recognizing the importance ofTend, we refer to the cause of any transitiont ∈
Tendas abase configuration. Base configurations encapsulate causally related strings of
transitions and as such they represent a thread of execution that can be seen, intuitively,
as basis threads from which all other system behaviors can be generated. Another way
of viewing the base configuration is as ameta-statefor the system. From the standpoint
of supervisory control, these meta-states can be selectively disabled to enforce, in a
modular manner, various specifications on the system behavior. The unfolding process
provides an a means of automatically identifying these meta-states as we construct the
net system’s reduced reachability graph. The unfolding process also allows us to easily
identify the markings enabling these meta-states. This means that unfolding can be
readily used to synthesize supervisory controllers for Petri nets, a fact that was first
advocated in [13].
As an example, let’s consider the Petri net shown in figure 3 and construct its un-
folding. The original network,N, is shown in the top part of this figure with an initial
marking of places1 ands3. The associated occurrence net forN is shown in the second
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graph in figure 3. We constructN′ from N by following the markings that are reachable
from the initial marking. In figure 3, the first transition that is enabled is transitiont3
and this results in the marking{s2,s4}. We construct the network associated with this
transition as shown in thefirst tier of the occurrence net in figure 3. The second tier
is constructed by considering the markings reachable from{s2,s4}. In this case, there
are two possible transitions that can be enabled,t1 andt4. However, the network has a
choice in which transition is fired. The mappings reached by choosing either of these
transitions forms thesecond tierof this particular unfolding. Note that our unfolding
has now identified two different paths that the Petri net can follow. These represent two
different concurrent executions of the system. The finalthird tier of the unfolding is

















first tier second tier
third tier
configuration 1: {t3,t1,t2,t4}
configuration 2: {t3 t4}
critical transition = t4
Original Petri Net, N
maps onto occurrence net, 
N’, through the net
homomorphism, h’
Fig. 3. Unfolding of Petri Net
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Since unfolding preserves precedence relations between transitions, it can be used to
identify critical transitionswhose controllability ensures the existence of a maximally
permissive supervisor disabling a specified base configuration. In figure 3, we have the
finite prefixβc for the unfolded system. In this unfolding there are two base executions.
These base configurations are formed from the set of transitionsBC1 = {t1, t2, t3, t4} and
BC2 = {t2, t4}. The first executionBC1 is a cycle, in that upon completion of the exe-
cution, the network reaches a marking from whichBC1 can be re-enabled. The second
execution,BC2, is deadlocked. The unfolding in figure 3 explicitly shows how the net-
work can be deadlocked when it chooses to execute base configurationBC2. I order to
prevent deadlock, we simply need to find that transition which disablesBC2 from being
executed while keeping configurationBC1 alive.
In figure 3, it is apparent that the critical transition disablingBC2 is transitiont4.
This transition can be fired inBC2 when the net marking is{s2,s4}. If we then intro-
duce a supervisory map,S that disablest4 when these two places are marked then we
can ensure that the deadlocked base configuration cannot be executed. Moreover, by
disabling the execution ofBC2 and noting thatBC1 contains all transitions of the origi-
nal net systemN , we see that this proposed supervisor in fact enforces the liveness of
the supervised system. It is, of course, crucial, in this example thatt4 be controllable.
If t4 is not controllable, then it may be possible to look at those controllable transitions
preceding the critical transition and see if disabling any of them will achieve the same
result (namely disablingBC2 and keepingBC1 alive). In this example, unfortunately,
there are no such controllable transitions precedingt4 and therefore the controllabil-
ity of transitiont4 is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a supervisory policy
enforcing system liveness.
We now apply these ideas to the supervisory control of the distributed cache system.
This particular system has a deadlock that is relatively difficult to detect. We want to
synthesize a plug-in that makes the system deadlock free. Using the unfolding meth-
ods in [19], we find that the distributed cache system is deadlocked whenever one local
processor sharing data with the global bus is trying to invalidate the other local cache’s
memory, and at the same time the other cache is requesting to read data from the global
bus. The configuration in figure 4 shows how the deadlock occurs. Local cache 1 sends
out the invalidatemessage and awaits acknowledgement from local cache 2. In the
meantime, local cache 2 sends out aread request to the global bus and awaits its re-
sponse. The global bus, however, cannot respond because its memory was invalidated
by local cache 1. In this case both local caches and the global bus cannot proceed and
the system is deadlocked.
The situation illustrated in figure 4 is a race condition that is referred to ascyclic lock
in [19]. Cyclic locks occur when a sequence of transitions in concurrent base configu-
rations are interleaved in such a way that both configurations are waiting for resources
that the other configuration needs to release. The sequence of transitions leading up to
this race condition is called alock sequence. Lock sequences can be identified during
the algorithmic construction of the net system’s unfolding. The data in the unfolding
can also be used to identify those markings that must be disabled in order to prevent the


























Fig. 4. Race Condition in Distributed Cache System
to synthesize a supervisory controller that enforces deadlock freedom in a maximally
permissive manner.
In the distributed cache example, our plug-in must not let the global bus invalidate
its memory if there is a read request in its message queue. By disabling this transition,
we force the global bus to respond to theread request sent by the other local cache. On
the other hand, we must also disable a local bus’ read request if there is aninv lidate
request on the local cache’s message queue. This restriction forces the local cache to
acknowledge the invalidation request and let the data update proceed.
The implementation of this supervisory action is rather simple. We only need to
develop two types of supervisory plug-ins, one for the global bus and the other for the





In this pseudocode, the variablePrivate_State is the global bus state and the function
message_queue checks the message queue for the specified message. If the conjunc-
tion of these conditions is true, then the functiondisable disables the invalidation of








This pseudocode simply tests to see if the local cache has aninvalidatemessage on
its message queue. In which case, theread_request is disabled. If the message queue
does not have aninvalidate message queued up, then theread_request action is
re-enabled.
4 Runtime Reconfiguration of Distributed Software
This section speculates on the application of supervisory control to the runtime recon-
figuration of distributed software. Due to the open and dynamic nature of the physical
layer in embedded network systems, there is a real need for distributed software that
can monitor its own health and then autonomously reconfigure itself to improve its per-
formance. This is the notion ofdynamic reconfigurableor adaptivesoftware [3] [4].
The underlying paradigm is shown below in figure 5. Ignoring the details in this
figure, we see that the basic control loop of figure 1 has been embedded into a larger
control loop. The objective signal is now used by aswitching elementto select which
supervisors are to be applied to our software system. To use the switching element we
must monitor the behavior of the augmented plant to detect anomalous behavior. Upon
detection of an anomaly that adversely effects system performance (as represented by
the objective symbols), the switching element reconfigures the software system by se-
lecting a different set of supervisory plug-ins to control the plant. This reconfiguration,
of course, is done at run-time using pre-compiled objects that are simply ”plugged-into”
the augmented plant.
A more detailed examination of figure 5 shows how the monitoring is actually ac-
complished. We see that the objective signal is passed through a mappingQ : Σ∗z→ℜ.
Q maps each string of objective symbols onto a real number that represents theQuality
of Serviceor QoSprovided by the plant for this particular input sequence. The QoS is a
real number and can represent a number of practical performance measures. Returning
to our distributed cache example, one useful measure of QoS is the time it takes for the
system to return to theshared state after the global bus has been invalidated. If this
resynchronization time is too long, then this means something is wrong within the sys-
tem and our switching element is used to reconfigure the software. The reconfiguration
decision is made by a simple threshold test on the length of the resynchronization time
as output byQ. So in figure 5, we see that the mapQ is followed by a thresholding
element that provides a binary output to the switching element indicating whether or
not the system needs to be reconfigured.
The actual nature of the reconfiguration depends on the suite of supervisory plug-
ins we have at our disposal. In the preceding section, it was shown that this system has
a cyclic lock that can be fixed through a deadlock-avoidance plug-in. It is also possible
to introduce plug-ins for other specifications. In this distributed cache example, we
consider afairnessspecification.
To motivate this fairness specification, let’s assume that one of the local caches
issues aninvaliate message, but for some reason the cache is unable to complete
updating its memory. This may happen due to a processor fault. If this happens, then
read requests from the other local bus will be blocked because the global bus has
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Fig. 5.Runtime Reconfigurable Distributed Software
message, the global bus is blocked from leaving theinvalid state. This type failure in
the local cache, therefore, is sufficient to deadlock the entire distributed cache system.
In other words, our distributed software system is not fault tolerant since it fails globally
when a single local cache is faulty.
We want to fix this problem without rewriting the existing protocols in the local
caches and global bus. We solve our problem by introducing a plug-in that can be ap-
plied when this type of fault is detected. Obviously, this fault results in extremely long
(i.e. unbounded) resynchronization times, so the simple threshold test mentioned above
can be used to detect this type of fault. The most obvious action to be taken at this time
is to simply isolate the faulty local cache from the entire system. This is accomplished
by introducing a supervisory plug-in on the faulty cache that disables the transitions
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sendinginvalidatemessages. In figure 5, the additional two supervisors connected to
the switching element are the plug-ins disabling these transitions.
Remark: Note that in addition to applying plug-ins to isolate the faulty cache, we
must also reinitialize the global bus as well. Recall that the deadlock induced by this
fault leaves the global bus in a state from which it is deadlocked unless acomplete-update
message is received. By simply disabling messages from the faulty cache, however, we
do not clear this deadlock. It is therefore essential that in addition to turning on the
plug-ins, that the global bus is re-initialized. This re-initialization is not shown in figure
5. However, it must be realized that re-initialization is an important part of dynamic
software reconfiguration.
Remark: One important aspect of supervisory control in this application is the ap-
parent composability of the supervisors. Our early work indicates that these supervisory
plug-ins can be composed in such a manner that they do not interfere with each other.
This is obviously apparent in the distributed cache example, where we can apply the
deadlock-avoidance and fairness plug-ins without losing either property. Whether or
not this composability is a general property of supervisory plug-ins is currently being
investigated and will be reported upon in the future.
5 Conclusions
The primary contribution of this paper is the proposed application of supervisory con-
trol theory to the synthesis of supervisory plug-ins for distributed software. This the-
ory ensures that the synthesis problem is a well-posed optimization problem in which
we search for maximally permissive marking-based supervisors. The theory applies to
bounded net systems with uncontrollable transitions and this means that it is relevant
to open architecture software systems where a designer has limited access to object
methods. Moreover, recent advances in partial order method analyses provide system-
atic methods for the synthesis of such supervisors for certain classes of specifications
such as deadlock and fairness. In short, the methods presented in this paper apparently
provide a systematic and tractable set of methods that may be used to automate the de-
sign of high quality distributed software. This conjecture was exemplified by using the
framework to formulate an approach to run-time reconfigurable software.
This paper is aconceptpaper and there remain a number of important issues that
must be addressed before this concept can be implemented in practice. Some of these
issues are itemized below.
– This paper’s restriction to bounded Petri net immediately suggests that traditional
finite-state machine methods for verification and supervision might be applied as
well. The potential benefit that partial order methods bring to this analysis is a re-
duction in the analysis’ complexity. Even though this paper has not formally quan-
tified that reduction in complexity, it is possible to speculate that the computational
savings obtained using this method will vary greatly with the complexity of the pro-
cess being studied. Systems having a few sparsely connected fundamental cycles
(such as the dining philosopher’s problem) are well served by this method. Other
problems having many densely connected fundamental cycles may be better served
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using the binary decision diagrams employed in the verification of finite-state ma-
chines. Future work is needed to quantify where and when partial order methods
are most valuable.
– There is an important question concerning the implementation of the supervisor in a
distributed system. Clearly, the supervisor requires access to at least a partial global
state before it can disable a method. Identifying such states in a distributed system
can be extremely difficult. One approach that has been suggested is for supervisors
to use time-stamped messages to construct a partial system state that is known to
be valid at a specified time in the past. The firing of object methods, therefore, must
also accomodate such a delay. This is, probably, a function to be implemented in
network middleware. These ideas are also being explored by our group.
– Our recent work in this area suggests that supervisory approaches indeed provide
a method for composing software plug-ins in a non-interfering manner. Formally
proving this conjecture is currently under way and will be reported on in the future.
– Another important direction of work concerns the fact that our plug-ins are only
supervisory. Supervision is, by definition, a restriction of the executions that the
base application can generate. There is, however, great interest in being able to
develop plug-ins that can also augment or add to overall system behaviors in a
modular manner. The apparent modular nature of our base configurations suggests
that the unfolding methods adopted in this paper might also be used to design plug-
ins that augment a system’s executions in a modular manner.
– While the Petri net is a useful low-level model for analysis purposes, its use is
inconvenient for program specification. There is significant interest in our ability to
integrate high-level modeling formalisms such as the Unified Modeling Language
(UML) with our Petri net tools.
– The application of these methods for the runtime reconfiguration of distributed soft-
ware represents an application of these methodologies that can have an enormous
impact on the development of mobile Internet based software. Future work is defi-
nitely need to more fully explore the scalability of these methods for such applica-
tions.
This paper represents an initial attempt to assess the relevance of existing control theo-
ries to software engineering. In particular, it seems that software development is often
an ad hoc process in which the user (rather than the designer) is responsible for assur-
ing software reliability. As distributed software becomes increasingly important in the
control and management of critical systems like the electric power grid or air traffic
control, it is essential that these software systems beengineeredin the same sense that
we engineer planes, spacecraft, and other physical systems. In other words, our hope
is that the methodologies presented in this paper provide a framework in which to for-
mally engineer critical distributed object software with provable guarantees of program
quality.
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Abstract. Protocol synthesis is used to derive a specication of a dis-
tributed system from the specication of the services to be provided by
the system to its users. Maintaining such a system involves applying fre-
quent minor modications to the service specication due to changes in
the user requirements. In order to reduce the maintenance costs of such a
system, we present an original method that consists of a set of rules that
avoid complete protocol synthesis after these modications. These rules
are given for a system modeled as an extended Petri net. An application
example is given along with some experimental results.
1 Introduction
Synthesis methods have been used (for surveys see [5, 6]) to derive a specica-
tion of a distributed system (hereafter called protocol specication) automatically
from a given specication of the service to be provided by the distributed system
to its users (called service specication). The service specication is written like
a program of a centralized system, and does not contain any specication of
the message exchange between dierent physical locations. However, the proto-
col specication contains the specication of communications between protocol
entities (PE's) at the dierent locations.
A number of existing protocol synthesis strategies have been described in
the literature. The rst strategy, [9, 3, 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, 17, 18], aims at implement-
ing complex control-ows using several computational models such as LOTOS,
Petri nets, FSM/EFSM and temporal logic. The second strategy, [20, 23, 19, 24,
22], aims at satisfying the timing constraints specied by a given service speci-
cation in the derived protocol specication. This strategy deals with real-time
distributed systems. The last strategy, [21, 25, 11, 15, 7, 16], deals with the man-
agement of distributed resources such as les and databases. The objective here,
? This work was partially funded by Communications and Information Technology
Ontario (CITO).
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is to determine how the values of these distributed resources are updated or ex-
changed between PE's for a given xed resource allocation on dierent physical
locations.
Some methods in the last strategy, especially these presented in our previous
research work[26], have tried to synthesize a service specication by deriving its
corresponding protocol specication with minimum communication costs and
optimal allocation of resources.
As an example, we consider a Computer Supported CooperativeWork (CSCW)
software development process. This process is distributed among engineers (de-
velopers, designers, managers and others). Each engineer has his own machine
(PE) and participates in the development process using distributed resources
(drafts, source codes, object codes, multimedia video and audio les, and oth-
ers) placed on dierent machines. Considering the need for using these resources
between dierent computers, we derive, using our protocol synthesis method,
the engineer's sub-processes (protocol specication) knowing the whole software
development cycle (service specication) and we decide on an allocation of re-
sources that would minimize the communication costs. Both the service and
protocol specications are described using extended Petri nets.
In realistic applications, maintaining a system modeled by a given extended
Petri net specication, involves modifying its specication as a result of changes
in the user requirements. Synthesizing the whole system after each modica-
tion is considered expensive and time consuming. Therefore, it is important to
re-synthesize the modied parts of service specication in order to reduce the
maintenance cost, which was reported to account for as much as two-thirds of
the cost of software production [30].
In this paper, we present a new method for re-synthesizing the protocol
specication from a modied service specication. The method consists of a
set of rules that would be applied to dierent PE's after a modication to the
service specication, in order to produce new synthesized (henceforth called re-
synthesized) PE's. The parts of the protocol specication that correspond to
the unmodied parts of the service specication are preserved intact. As shown
later, this method reduces the cost of synthesizing the whole system after each
modication.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives examples of service and
protocol specications, and Section 3 describes the protocol synthesis method.
Based on this method, we present in Section 4 protocol re-synthesis method along
with some application examples in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper and
includes our insights for future research.
2 Service Specication and Protocol Specication
2.1 Petri Net Model with Registers
We use an extended Petri net model called a Petri Net with Registers (PNR in



















transition t transition t
Fig. 1. Register Values and Token Locations before and after Firing of Transition in
PNR
system. In this model, an I/O event between users and the system followed by
the calculation of new values of variables inside the system is associated with
the ring of a transition. Since distributed systems contain some variables (e.g.
databases and les) and their values are updated according to inputs from users,
they can be modeled by PNR naturally.
Each transition t in PNR has a label hC(t); E(t);S(t)i, where C(t) is a pre-
condition statement (one of the ring conditions of t), E(t) is an event expression
(which represents I/O) and S(t) is a set of substitution statements (which repre-
sents parallel updates of data values). Consider, for example, transition t of Fig. 1
where C(t) =\i > R1", E(t) =\G1?i" and S(t) =\R1  R2+i; R2  R1+R2+i".
i is an input variable, which keeps an input value and its value is referred by
only the transition t. R1 and R2 are registers, which keep assigned values until
new values are assigned, and their values may be referred and updated by all
the transitions in PNR (that is, global variables). G1 is a gate, a service access
point (interaction point) between users and the system. Note that \?" in E(t)
means that E(t) is an input event.
A transition may re if (a) each of its input place has one token, (b) the value
of C(t) is true and (c) an input value is given through the gate in E(t) (if E(t) is
an input event). Assume that an integer of value 3 has been given through gate
G1, and the current values of registers R1 and R2 are 1 and 2, respectively. In
this case the value of \i > R1" is true and the transition may re. If it res, the
event \G1?i" is executed and the input value 3 is assigned to input variable i.
Then \R1  R2+ i" and \R2  R1+R2+ i" are executed in parallel. Therefore
after the ring, the tokens are moved and the values of registers R1 and R2 are
changed to ve (= 2 + 3) and six (= 1 + 2 + 3), respectively (Fig. 1(b)).
Formally, E(t) is one of the following three events: \Gs !exp", \Gs ?iv", or
\". \Gs !exp" is an output event and it means that the value of expression
















Fig. 2. Service Specication
an input event and it means that the value given through Gs is assigned to the
input variable \iv". \" is an internal event, which is unobservable from the
users. S(t) is a set of substitution statements, each of the form \Rw  expw",
where Rw is a register and expw is an expression whose arguments are from the
input variable in E(t) and registers. If t res, E(t) is executed followed by the
parallel execution of statements in S(t).
2.2 Service Specication
At a highly abstracted level, a distributed system is regarded as a centralized
system which works and provides services as a single \virtual" machine. The
number of actual PE's and communication channels among them are hidden. The
specication of the distributed system at this level is called a service specication
and denoted by Sspec.
Actual resources of a distributed system may be located on some physical
machines, called protocol entities. However, only one virtual machine is assumed
at this level. Fig. 2 shows Sspec of a simple database system which has only three
transitions. The system receives a keyword (input variable i1) through gate G1,
retrieves an entry corresponding to the keyword from a database (register R1),
and stores the result to register R2. This is done on transition T1. Then the
system receives another keyword (input variable i2) through gate G2, retrieves
an entry corresponding to the keyword and the retrieved entry (register R2)
from another database (register R3), and stores the result to register R4. This
is done on transition T2. Finally the system outputs the second result (the value
of register R4) through G1 on transition T3 and returns to the initial state.
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Fig. 3. Protocol Specication
2.3 Protocol Specication
A distributed system is a communication system which consists of p protocol
entities PE1, PE2, ... and PEp. We assume a duplex and reliable communication
channel with innite capacity buers at both ends, between any pair of PEi and
PEj . The PEi (PEj) side of the communication channel is represented as gate
gij (gji). Moreover, we assume that some resources (registers and gates) are
allocated to certain PE's of the distributed system.
Two PE's communicate with each other by exchanging messages. If PEi ex-
ecutes an output event \gij !M [Rw]", the value of register Rw located on PEi is
sent to PEj through the communication channel between them and put into the
buer at PEj 's end. M is an identier to distinguish several values which may
exist at the same time on the same channel. PEj can take the value identied
by M from the buer, by executing an input event \gji?w" with a pre-condition
ID(M;w). ID(M;w) is a predicate whose value is true i the identier in input
variable w isM . Note that more than one register's or input variable's value can
be sent at a time. If a received data contains multiple values, they are distin-
guished by suÆx such as w:R1 and w:i. A set of an identier and register/input
values is called a message. A message may contain no value and sending such a
message is represented as an output event \gij !M [ ]".
In order to implement a distributed system which consists of p PE's, we
must specify the behavior of these PE's. A specication of PEk is called a
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protocol entity specication and denoted by Pspeck. A set of p protocol entity
specications h Pspec1, ..., Pspecp i is called a protocol specication and denoted
by Pspech1;pi. We need a protocol specication to implement the distributed
system.
As an example, let us assume that there are three PE's PE1, PE2 and PE3
in order to implement the service specication of Fig. 2. We also assume that an
allocation of resources to these PE's has been xed as follows. PE1 has the gate
G1 and the registers R3 and R4, PE2 has the gate G2, and PE3 has the registers
R1 and R2. Note that in addition to these registers, we assume that each PEi
has another register Rtmpi to keep received values given through gates (inputs
and message contents). Rtmpi can contain several values. The values can be
distinguished by adding the name of the value as suÆx, such as Rtmp1:R3
1. Fig.
3 shows an example of Pspech1;3i, which provides the service of Fig. 2, based on
this allocation of resources.
According to the specication of Fig. 3, PE1 rst receives an input (input
variable i1) through G1 and stores it to Rtmp1:i1 (on transition t1:1). Then it
sends the value of Rtmp1:i1 to PE3 as a message (on transition t1:2), since PE3
needs the value of i1 to change the value of R2. PE3 receives and stores the
value to Rtmp3:i1 on transition t1:3. Then it changes the value of R2 using its
own value and the value of Rtmp3:i1 on transition t1:4, and sends a message
to PE2 on transition t1:5. When PE2 receives the message on transition t1:6,
PE2 knows that it can now check the value of C(T2) and execute E(T2). PE2
receives an input (input variable i2) and stores it to Rtmp2:i2 on transition t2:1,
and sends two messages. One is to send the value of i2 to PE1 (on transition
t2:3) and another is to incite PE3 to send the value of R2 to PE1 (on transition
t2:2). PE1 receives these values and stores them to Rtmp1:i2 and Rtmp1:R2
on transitions t2:6 and t2:7, respectively. Then it changes the value of R4 on
transition t2:8. Finally, PE1 outputs the value of R4 on transition t3:1 and PE1,
PE2 and PE3 return to their initial states.
As exemplied in the above discussion, PE's cooperate with each other by
exchanging messages. The communication between dierent PE's may be quite
complex and it is diÆcult to design protocols that behave correctly. Therefore we
would like to derive a protocol specication automatically, such that it provides
the same service as a given service specication.
3 Synthesis Overview
A method for deriving protocol specication with an optimal allocation of re-
sources from a given service specication is presented in this section. This method
is based on a set of rules (called henceforth synthesis rules) that specify how to
execute each transition Tx = hC(Tx); E(Tx);S(Tx)i of the service specication
by the corresponding PE's in the protocol specication. Furthermore, based on
1 We can realize such a register that contains several values by using several registers.
However, for simplicity of discussion, we use these registers.
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these rules, it decides on an optimal allocation of resources (registers and gates)
amongst dierent derived PE's.
3.1 Synthesis Rules
For executing a transition Tx = hC(Tx); E(Tx);S(Tx)i of the service specication
by the corresponding set of transitions tx:1; tx:2; ::: of the PE's in the protocol
specication, we proceed as follows.
{ The PE that has gate Gs used in E(Tx) (say PEstart(Tx)) checks the value
of C(Tx) (pre-condition statement) and executes E(Tx) (event expression).
{ After that, the PE sends messages called -messages to the PE's which have
the registers used in the arguments of S(Tx) (substitution statements).
{ In response, these PE's send the register values to the PE's which have the
registers to be updated in S(Tx) (PEsubst(Tx) denotes the set of those PE's)
as messages called -messages.
{ The substitution statements are executed and notication messages called
-messages are sent to those PE's which will start the execution of the next
transitions.
For example, for transition T2 of the service specication in Fig. 2, PEstart(T2)
is PE2 and PEsubst(T2) is fPE1g. PE2 checks the value of pre-condition state-
ment "keyword(i2)" and executes "G2?i2" on transition t2:1. Then PE2 sends
an -message \Ma2" to PE3 on transition t2:2 since PE3 has register R2 which
is used to substitute the value of R4. PE2 also sends the input value to PE1
as a -message \Mb2" on transition t2:3. PE3 receives the -message \Ma2"
on transition t2:4 and sends the value of R2 to PE1 as a -message \Mb2" on
transition t2:5. PE1 receives these two -messages on transitions t2:6 and t2:7,
and then executes \R4  retrieve(R3; R2; i2)" on transition t2:8 using its own
register R3 and the received values of R2 and i2. The PE's which will start the
execution of next transition T3 is PE1 itself. Therefore, PE1 does not send any
-message. Then PE1 starts the execution of T3 on transition t3:1.
In Fig. 4, we present the details of the above rules [26], that are classied into
action and message rules. Action rules specify which PE checks the pre-condition
and executes the event and substitution statements of Tx. Message rules specify
how the PE's exchange messages, and the contents and types of these messages.
Three types of messages are exchanged for the execution of Tx. (1) -messages
are sent by the PE that starts the execution of Tx (i.e. PEstart(Tx)) to inform
those PE's who need to send their registers' values to other PE's, that they can
go ahead and send these values. Thus, an -message does not contain values of
registers. (2) -messages are sent in order to let each PE which executes some
substitution statements of Tx (i.e. PEk2PEsubst(Tx)) know the timing and some
values of registers' it needs for executing these statements. (3) -messages are
sent to each PEm2PEstart(Tx  ), note that Tx   is the set of each next
transition of Tx, to let it know the timing and some values of registers it needs
to start executing the next transitions (i.e. transitions in Tx  ).
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We let Tx = hC(Tx); E(Tx);S(Tx)i be a transition of Sspec.
[Action Rules]
(A1) The PE which has the gate appearing in E(Tx) (denoted by Gs) checks that
(a) the value of C(Tx) is true,
(b) the execution of the previous transitions of Tx has been nished and
(c) an input has been given through Gs if E(Tx) is an input event.
Then the PE executes E(Tx). This PE is denoted by PEstart(Tx).
(A2) After (A1), the PE's which have at least one register whose value is changed
in the substitution statements S(Tx) execute the corresponding statements in
S(Tx). The set of these PE's is denoted by PEsubst(Tx).
[Message Rules]
(M1) Each PEk2PEsubst(Tx) must receive at least one -message from some
PE's (each called PEj) in order to know the timing and values of registers
it needs for executing its substitution statements (see (M2)), except where
PEk=PEstart(Tx), in this case PEk already knows the timing to start execut-
ing its substitution statements of Tx.
(M2) If PEk2PEsubst(Tx) needs the value of some register (say Rz) in order
to execute its substitution statements, then PEk must receive Rz through a
-message if Rz is not in PEk.
(M3) Each PEj that sends some values of registers to PEk2PEsubst(Tx) through
a -message, knows the timing to send these values by receiving an -message
from PEstart(Tx). Note, if PEj=PEstart(Tx) then PEj knows the timing to
send these values without receiving an -message.
(M) After (A1), the only PE that can send -messages to the PE's which need
them is PEstart(Tx).
(M1) Each PEm2PEstart(Tx  ), where Tx   is the set of next transitions of
Tx, must receive a -message from each PEk2PEsubst(Tx) after (A2), except
where m = k. This allows PEm to know that the execution of the substitution
statements of Tx had been nished.
(M2) Each PEm2PEstart(Tx  ) must receive at least one -message from some
PEl (where m 6= l) in order to know that the execution of Tx had been nished
and/or to know some values of registers it needs to evaluate and execute its
condition and event expression, respectively.
(M3) Each PEl that sends a -message to PEm2PEstart(Tx  ) :
(a) must be in PEsubst(Tx) (see (M1)), or
(b) must receive an -message from PEstart(Tx) to know the timing to send
the -message to PEm, or
(c) it is itself PEstart(Tx). In this case, PEl sends the -message to let PEm
know the timing and/or some values of registers to start evaluating and
executing its condition and event expressions.
(M4) If PEm2PEstart(Tx ) needs the value of some register (say Rv) in order to
evaluate and/or execute its substitution statements, then PEm must receive
Rv through a -message if Rz is not in PEm.
Fig. 4. Derivation Method in Detail
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3.2 Integer Linear Programming Model for Protocol Derivation
Based on the above synthesis rules, we determine a behavior of the derived PE's
that would minimize their communication cost while optimally allocating their
resources, using an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model. This cost could be
based on the number of messages to be exchanged between dierent PE's [25].
Moreover, other cost criteria can also be considered such as the costs of resource
allocation, size of messages exchanged between dierent PE's, and frequencies
of transition execution.
The ILP Model (for details see [26, 25]) consists of an objective function
that minimizes the communication cost and decides on an optimal allocation of
resources, based on a set of constraints. These constraints are based on the above
synthesis rules, and they consist of 0-1 integer variables indicating (a) whether
a PE should send a message or not, (b) whether a message contains a register
value or not, or (c) whether a register/gate is allocated to a PE or not.
4 Protocol Re-synthesis
In this section, we present our new method for re-synthesizing the protocol
specication from a modied service specication. The method consists of a
set of rules that would be applied to dierent PE's after a modication to the
service specication, in order to produce new synthesized (re-synthesized) PE's.
For each simple modication (henceforth called atomic modication) made on
the service specication Sspec, we dene its corresponding atomic re-synthesis
rules. As shown later, these atomic re-synthesis rules can also be sequentially ap-
plied to deal with more than one modication. Note that the atomic re-synthesis
rules are based on the synthesis rules described in Section 3. Consequently, we
show next to the description of each re-synthesis rule its corresponding synthesis
rule.
4.1 Atomic Modications and Their Corresponding Re-synthesis
Rules
For each of the following possible atomic modications to Sspec, we present its
corresponding atomic re-synthesis rules. Note that each modication to Sspec
changes the label of a transition Tx in Sspec from hE(Tx); C(Tx);S(Tx)i to
hE 0(Tx); C
0(Tx);S
0(Tx)i. For convenience, we denote the following sets of regis-
ters:




: the set of registers that are used in PEi 2PEsubst(Tx) to execute
the statements in S(Tx)
{ Rcsubx
i
: the set of registers that are dened (i.e. referenced) by the left-
hand-sides of the substitution statements in S(Tx) in PEi 2PEsubst(Tx).
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[Atomic Modications]
1. Revx  Revx n fRhg






















1. Revx  Revx n fRhg:
The following rules take into account that the value of Rh which has been
sent to PEstart(Tx) is no longer necessary after the modication. These rules
are applied to the part of the protocol specication where each previous
transition (say Tw) of Tx is executed, if applicable.
(a) Each PE (say PEl) which sends a -message including the value of Rh
to PEstart(Tx), should exclude the value of Rh from the -message (c.f.
synthesis rule (M4)).
(b) If (a) is done, then the -message can be deleted only if
{ PEl 62PEsubst(Tw) (c.f. synthesis rule (M1)),
{ there is still at least one -message sent to PEstart(Tx) after deleting
it (c.f. synthesis rule (M2)) and
{ it no longer has values (c.f. synthesis rule (M4)).
(c) If (b) is done, then an -message sent to PEl can be deleted only if PEl
no longer sends - and -messages (c.f. synthesis rule (M3)(b)).
2. Revx  Revx [ fRhg:
The following rules take into account that the value of Rh must be sent to
PEstart(Tx) after the modication. These rules are applied to the part of
the protocol specication where each previous transition (say Tw) of Tx is
executed, if applicable.
(a) One of the PE's which have Rh and send -messages to PEstart(Tx)
should include the value of Rh in its -message to PEstart(Tx), if such
a PE exists (c.f. synthesis rule (M4)).
(b) Otherwise, one of the PE's which have Rh should send a new -message
which includes the value of Rh to PEstart(Tx). If the PE does not re-
ceive -messages and is not PEstart(Tx), PEstart(Tw) should send an






The following rules take into account that the value of Rh sent to PEk is no
longer necessary after the modication. These rules are applied to the part
of the protocol specication where Tx is executed.
(a) Each PE (say PEj) which sends a -message including the value of Rh to
PEk should exclude the value from the -message (c.f. synthesis rule
(M2)).
(b) If (a) is done, then the -message can be deleted only if
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{ there is still at least one -message sent to PEk after deleting it (c.f.
synthesis rule (M1)) and
{ it no longer has values (c.f. synthesis rule (M2)).
(c) If (b) is done, the -message sent to PEj can be deleted only if PEj no






The following rules take into account that the value of Rh must be sent
to PEk after the modication. These rules are applied to the part of the
protocol specication where Tx is executed.
(a) One of the PE's which have Rh and send -messages to PEk should
include the value of Rh to its -message to PEk, if such a PE exists. (c.f.
synthesis rule (M2)).
(b) Otherwise, one of PE's which have Rh should send a new -message
which includes Rh to PEk. If the PE does not receive -messages and is











nfRh1 ; Rh2 ; :::; Rhkg, since the deleted state-
ment uses values of registers. In this case, we consider that the atomic mod-
ication (3) was made on Sspec k times and apply its corresponding atomic











[ fRh1 ; Rh2 ; :::; Rhkg, since the added statement
uses values of registers. As the case of the re-synthesis rule (5), we apply the
atomic re-synthesis rule (4) k times.
4.2 Modications to the Service Specication
In this section, we describe how modications to Sspec can be represented as the
set of atomic modications presented in the previous subsection. We consider
modications to the label of a transition Tx of Sspec.
{ If E(Tx) (or C(Tx)) is modied to E
0(Tx) (or C
0(Tx)), then this modication
can be represented as a set of the atomic modications of type (1) and/or
(2) which involve adding and/or removing registers from the set of registers
Revx that PEstart(Tx) needs to execute E(Tx) (or evaluate C(Tx)).
{ If S(Tx) is modied to S
0(Tx), then this modication can be represented by
a sequence of atomic modications of type (3), (4), (5) or (6), respectively.
4.3 Changing the Resource Allocation for the Protocol Specication
In some application areas, the allocation of resources between dierent PE's is
necessary. For example, in distributed databases, adding a copy of an existing
register to some PE's is necessary to increase the fault tolerance and balance the
load amongst these PE's. Here we consider the case where a copy of an existing
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register Rh in PEj is added to another PE PEk. For each transition Tx where
the value of Rh is changed (dened) in the substitution statement S(Tx), PEk
must execute this substitution statement to update the value of register Rh.
Consequently, this modication can be represented by the atomic modication
(6).
5 Example and Experimental Results
5.1 Modeling the ISPW-6 Example
Protocol synthesis methods have been applied to many applications such as
communication protocols, factory manufacturing systems[14], distributed coop-
erative work management[13] and so on.
In this section, we apply our synthesis method [26] to the distributed devel-
opment of software that involves ve engineers (project manager, quality assur-
ance, design, and two software engineers). Each engineer has his own machine
connected with the others, and participates in the development through a gate
(interfaces) of this machine, using distributed resources placed on this machine.
This distributed development process includes scheduling and assigning tasks,
design modication, design review, code modication, test plans modication,
modication of unit test packages, unit testing, and progress monitoring tasks.
The engineers cooperate with each other to nish these sub-sequential tasks.
The reader may refer to ISPW-6 [28] for a complete description of this process,
which was provided as an example to help the understanding and comparison of
various approaches to process modeling.
Figure 5 shows a workow model of the above development process using
PNR, where the engineers and resources needed to accomplish the tasks are
indicated. We note that for convenience, we do not show the progress monitoring
process tasks in Fig. 5.
We regard this workow as the service specication, and we derive its cor-
responding protocol specication using the method and programs used in our
previous work[26], where we have developed two programs that generate for the
given specication its corresponding ILP problem constraints, and derive the
protocol specications using the synthesis rules. The tool lp solve[29] is used
to solve the ILP problem and obtain the minimal number of messages to be
exchanged between the derived protocol entities. It took 639 seconds on MMX-
Pentium 200MHz PC to synthesize the given specication. The optimal alloca-
tion of the registers is shown in Table 1 and the minimum number of messages
to be exchanged between the dierent PE's is 40.
5.2 Experimental Results
In this section, we show the eectiveness of our re-synthesis method by compar-
ing the time it takes to synthesize the given service specication again after an
assumed modication to the time it takes using our re-synthesis method.
























   
































































































































































































   














































































   




















































   


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   
   

























   
   
   
   
   
   











































































































Fig. 5. Modeling the Core Problem in the ISPW-6 Example
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Table 1. Optimal Allocation of Resources for Engineers' Machines
Synthesis Time (sec.) Number of Messages
Re-synthesis Complete Synthesis Re-synthesis Complete Synthesis
case1 1 958 44 44
case2 1 1021 46 46
case3 1 940 40 40
case4 1 1640 42 42
MMX-Pentium 200 MHz, 128MB Memory
Table 2. Experimental Results
1. An additional source code (register Rcode new) is placed on the machine of
the software engineer 1 (SE1), and the design engineer (DE) modies and
compiles it as well as Rcode, in \Modify Code" (transitions T19 and T20).
2. An additional new unit test (register Runittest new) is placed on the machine
of the software engineer 2 (SE2), and the QA engineer (QA) modies it as
well as Runittest, in \Modify Test Unit Package" (T23 and T24). Moreover,
an additional test is done using the unit test in \Test Unit" (T25).
3. DE analyzes the test feedback (register Rtest fb) and gives his comments to
QA. For this purpose, a new register Rreport is introduced on DE's machine
and his comments are stored on it in transition T20. Then it is shown to QA
on T25.
4. For fault tolerance, a new copy of the existing code Rcode (placed on PEde)
is placed on PEmng.
After each modication, we have used the programs developed in [26] to
measure the time (in seconds) it takes to synthesize the given specication.
Moreover, we have also measured the time it took to re-derive the protocol
specications using the re-synthesis rules and a program that we have developed
for this purpose. Table 2 shows these times. The reader can clearly see that the
re-synthesize time is much less than the time for a complete synthesis. This is
mainly due to the fact that by using the re-synthesis rules, we do not have to
re-derive the whole protocol specications after each modication. Moreover, we
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do not have to re-optimize the number of messages sent between dierent PE's
because (as shown in Table 2) the re-derived protocol specications still have
optimal (or near-optimal in general cases) solutions.
6 Conclusion and Further Research
Based on our previous work on protocol synthesis of systems modeled as ex-
tended Petri nets, we have developed a set of rules that avoid complete synthe-
sis after incremental modications to such a system. These rules are applied to
the aected parts of derived protocol specication. This would make protocol
synthesis and maintenance more practical for realistic applications.
Currently, we are developing a re-synthesis method to specications modeled
as nite state machines. Moreover, we are investigating the extension of our
re-synthesis method to specications modeled as timed Petri nets.
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